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PREFACE.

Entered, according to Act f Congress, in the year 1867, by

G. W. CA LETON & CO.,

In the Clerk's Office of the Dist jct Court of the United States for the

Southern Iij trict of New York.

Tars book is very dear to the author, as his first lit-

erary offspring; but he hopes the reader will not con-
sider it a dear book after he has read it.

Written for a daily journal, these Epistles appeared
once a week, as a relief to the readers after heavy

doses of politics, criminal intelligence, and other news-
paper afflictions.

Other papers, that didn't keep a funny man, bor.
rowed the articles, and some of them were not ashamed
to adopt them as their own.

Many went the rounds of the press. The author,
like a game pugilist, came up smiling after every
round, and regularly came up to time.

After pegging away for three years, getting more
credit than cash by his labors, the author concluded
to give his enemies, if he has any, a chance by pub-
lishing a book.
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And here it is.

He has used the form o spelling commonly taught

in the public schools, beli ving that it would be just

as intelligible to the educated reader, and being also

of opinion that healthy humor can get :along without

bad spells.
Fondly hoping that his volume will turn out profit-

able to the reader, the p blisher and the author, the

latter respectfully subscri es himself,

The public's most umble servant,

ConY O'LANtms.
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EPISTLE I.

Going to the Country-Preparations-Packing-Rail..
roads and Time-tables..--The Land of Jersey- Very
Rural Peculiarities.

IRS. O'LANTJS'S trip to the country was ncces-I psary'to the health of the children.
Not that the health of the offspring of ourt house

had deteriorated much; the grocer's and butcher's
bills had not diminished, and they wore out a pair of
shoes a week each, with their accustomed regularity.

But Mrs. O'Lanus observed there was no knowing
what might have happened if the little darlings had
been doomed to play it out inside of the city line all
the summer.

It was accordingly settled that the family should
go into the country.

Preparations were accordingly set on foot, and they
were kept on foot for some time.

It is remarkable what an amount of preparation it
takes to go into the country.

The country is fearful on clothes.
We had some clothes on hand, but nothing fit to go
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10 Preparations for te oourney.

in the country with; an ntire nev outfit was neces-

sary.

I commenced buying but a retail dry goods store,

and engaged six dressmakers for the season.

A millinery establish cnt was also contracted for-.

I ascertained that seve kind of shoes were worn in

the country, and that tw pairs of each kind were re-

garded as a reasonable oitfit.1

No. 1. Slippers for morning toilet.

No. 2. Gaiters to go down to breakfast in.

No. 3. Riding-boots.
No. 4. B skins to din in.

No. 5. Walking boot.

No. 6. Stout boots to go blackberrying.

No. 7. Satin slippers or evening attire.

Six hats and fourteen dresses were considered suffi-

cient for a lady of moderate expectations, and as the

oil business hasn't turned out equal to my expecta-

tions lately, Mrs. O'Lanus thought this would do.

Packing trunks was next in order, and this is a busi-

ness that calls into requisition the highest order of

calculations.

The mind of man is i capable of grasping the sci-

ence. Nothing but fe iale intellect can accomplish

it.
Unfortunately, the manufacture of traveling trunks

devolves exclusively o men.

Consequently, all trunks are imperfect, and the fe-

male mind has to struggle with mathematical difficul-

ties to stow away trave ing necessities in inadequately

constructed receptacles

Packing. 11

Being endowed by nature with weight and strength,
men may be turned to account in the packing process
where pressure is required to make a trunk hold half as
much again as it was intended for.

I made myself useful sitting on the lids while they
were being strapped. One trunk required the united
weight of the whole family, the servant girl and two
flatirons on the lid before it could be persuaded to
lock.

But perseverance and muscle triumphed and the
trunks were ready.at last.

I went to the livery stable and ordered two car-
riages.

Stable keeper wanted to know what cemetery we
were going to?

Told him the funeral was not coming. off yet, we
only wanted to go to as far as the railroad depot. in

which case he said he would only charge ten dollars
because there was a prospect of at least one more

job.
Put the family in one carriage and the trunks in

another.

Mrs. O'Lanus was very anxious about the trunks,
and insisted that I should ride outside to look after
them.

Got to the depot in time to see the train go off.
The next train came along in about two hours, dur-
ing which we had leisure to admire the admirable
arrangement of the depot and study the time-tables of
the various railroads which communicated with West-
ern New York and Minnesota.
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12 Railroads

Railroad time-tables a
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train began to move. Jumped

Two Mules and a Coalbox. 13

in again at personal risk, and in a state of moral
desperation assured Mrs. O'L.that the trunks were
all right.

The switches being accidentally all right, and
meeting no trains to run into, we got into the in-
tenor of Jersey without accident, and effected a
landing at the depot with some acrobatic effort.

Engaged a hackman who owned a couple of con-
demed army mules, and a coal-box on wheels, which
passes in Jersey for a carriage, to take us to the se-
lected spot, which is a few miles from the railroad
and anywhere else in particular.

Went in search of the baggage. Stowed the fam-
ily inside of the coal-box, and piled the trunks out-
side.

The army mules had a tough load; bt the dr-

ver told them to " git up," aid they got up at the rate
of a mile an hour.

We got to our rural retreat, a desirable farm-house
on the outskirts of civilization, selected by Mrs. O'Lan-
us because she wanted to enjoy "real country life."

It was twilight when we got there. and the family
had all gone to bed.

Farmers, in their primitive simplicity and frugali-
ty, go to bed at sunset to save gas bills, get up before
sunrise, and do a day's work before breakfast.

We were warmly received by a large bull-dog,
who manifested an intention of taking a mouthful
out of the first person he could get at, and kept us
close prisoners in the coal-box until the farmer came
down equipped with a double-barreled gun, under
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14 A L'vely Night.

the impression that it as somebody after his chick-
ens.

We got out, and landed the trunks.

Mrs. O'Lanus counted the trunks, and found there

were only eight. She said there ought to be nine,

and insisted that I should go back to the depot after
the missing one, which was either a black trunk with

brass nails, or a yellow one with two handles, she
wasn't sure which.

I went back resolve to black the eye of the bag..
gage master, sue the railroad company for damages,

or do something else o a desperate character.

Arrived at the dep t and found it shut, up and

baggage-master gone iome. Thought I'd wait till

morning.

Hack driver refused to drive me back. Said his

mules had "gin out," nd I'd haye to foot it. Walked

back feeling quite plcsant.
When I got in, Mrs O'Lanus said the trunks were

all right. Come to thi k of it, there were only eight.
Went to bed and p ssed a lively night. Mosqui-

toes as thick as politi ians round the City Hall, and
bled me like a tax-pa er.

I made my escape y the first train for the city,
and "I am here," lea ing Mrs. O'Lanus and family
to rural felicity.

I hope they are enjoying themselves.
I am.

It takes a married man to appreciate single bless-

edness. Send your family in the country and try it.

It's jolly.

Glorious Liberty. 15

What a glorious thing unrestrained, freedom is.
When I get home I am monarch of all I survey. I
can do just as I have a mind to.

I can smoke in the parlor, and put up my feet on
the sofa. A sense of the dignity of man before wo-
man was created fills my bosom.

Everything goes on as serenely in the household,
barring a slightly unpleasant event, caused by my
inadvertently shutting the cat in the front basement
for twenty-four hours. I forgot to leave her anything
to eat, and she dined on the canary.

This was unpleasant. Particularly to the canary.
If it wasn't for the sewing on buttons, washing,

cooking, and keeping the house clean, how much bet-
ter men could get along by themselves.

Especially married men.

i
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EPISTLE II,

Return of the Family from New Jersey-What Mrs-

O'Lanus did up-Perils of'STransportation by Hand

-The Recklessness of Express Companies.

I AM a man of family once again.
Mrs. O'Lanus and our offspring have returned to

their city mansion, and the days and nights of my

single blessedness are o'ei.

I am no longer available as a nice young man for

small parties, or moonlight pic-nics.

My evenings are now engaged.

I still retain the latch key, but it's always best to

preserve peace in the family.

Mrs. O'Lanus knows what night my lodge meets,

and how late they generally sit.
She stuck to Jersey until she saw the announce-

ment of the milliners' opening and then her devotion
to the beauties of nature succumbed to the attractions

of art.
The folks in the country coaxed her to stay a little

longer, and promised to get the chestnuts ripe in a

few weeks if she would wait.

Return from New jersey. 17

The girls, who are coming to see us next winter,
wanted her to stay, and promised to get up a quilting
party.

But these bucolic temptations had no effect on Mrs.
O'L.

Helen Maria, who is a nice girl, wanted Mrs.
O'Lanus to leave me up there a week by myself. She
thought it would do me good.

I thought it would.
Mrs. O'Lanus didn't. She unfeelingly declined

the proposition, and insisted in bringing me along to
look after the trunks.

Our luggage had grown since it went up in the
country. Mrs. O'Lanus has been "doing up" things
for winter.

The country is a great place for " doing up" things,
and Mrs. O'Lanus having nothing else to do, besides
spanking the children, went into the business exten-
sively, and she has brought home enough dried apples,
dried corn, pickled huckleberries, and preserved
pumpkins, catsup, currant jelly, and elderberry wine
to stock a foreign and domestic fruit store.

Then she had a dozen fresh eggs, a bottle of real
country milk, a bushel of beets and a head of cab-
bage, which had to be carried by hand.

It was a big job, but what won't a man do for his
family. I stuck to the basket containing these agri-
cultural treasures; but it was a relief to my mind and
my arm when we got home.

The cabbage was intact and the beets were all
right. The milk, however, had turned sour, and

.
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Mrs. O'Lanus in Tears. 19

nine of the eggs were in various states of frac-

ture..
Mrs. O'Lanus said 't was just like me when I under-

took to do anything.
Smarting under tl e reproach and the pain in my

arm, the customary lacidity of my temper gave way,

and I exclaimed in Lsevere tone.

" Madam, the next time you undertake to import
vegetables and dair produce from New Jersey, by

the cart load, you will oblige me by contracting with

some other conveyancc for their transportation."

Whereupon she d ssolved in tears, said that I was

a "brute," and "if he had only known this before

she got married," and "if this was the way she was

to be treated when, she came home, she wished she

had staid in the cou try."

I wished she hd too, and at the same time I

thought how differently Helen Maria would have

treated her husband if she had one.

I didn't say this out loud.

We got reconciled again ; but in the language of

the poetical Sawyer

"Soon a cloud of sorrow came ;"

the expressman hadn't brought the trunks home.

They contained all the children's night clothes, and
the little innocents couldn't be put to bed without
them.

The expressman aid he would be at the house by

four o'clock. Se en came and no expressman.
Went to the office and found it shut up.

Saw a small boy on the stoop and asked him where
the express company lived.

Boy said he went up to the White Mountains
every night to see his family, and if I wanted to be
ticketed through to Peoria, I'd have to come next
morning after seven o'clock.

Got the trunks the next day.
On opening them we found that the catsup bottles

had bursted and "ruined " about fifty dollars worth
of dry goo s, to say nothing of the loss of the catsup,
which coul n't have been bought in the city for less
than ten s killings.

Mrs. o' anus said I ought to sue the express comn-
pany for damages.

18 Ruined Dry Goods.t



A Pic-nic.

EPISTLE III.

The Delights of Sunmer-The last of the Strawberry
Festival-About Pic-Nics-Experience in a Grove-

The Result-A Visit from the Census Taker.

SUMMER is a delightful, but otherwise warm
season. Nature looks her loveliest, and does

her prettiest about this time, and everything is

serene.
June is a very enchanting month.

It brings out strawberries and low necked dresses,

ice cream and perspiration. Enriches the makers of

fans and enables pr prietors of soda water stands to

keep fast horses.

Strawberry festive1s are not over yet.
There are lots of strawberries and pretty waiter

girls left.
Pretty waiter girl you know are contrary to act

of Legislature.
I asked my legal friend, D. Witt, about it. He

says that taken wit strawberries pretty waiter girls

are a moral entertai meant.

I merely wanted o know, you know, to satisfy my
conscientious scrupl s.
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Since t en I have taken then without hesitation.
They agree with me.
That is he strawberries.
I also a ree with the girls.
They al ays give me an extra strawberry and two

spoons wit my ice-cream.
Those sj oons are quite a good thing in cutlery.
They ha e such a capital edge.
You can cut bread and butter or open oysters with

them.
I took o e home the other night to shave with.
I should like to get a table spoon of the same

variety for a carving knife.
By way of variety I went to

A PIC-N
this week.

Pic-nic , like strawberry festivals, belong to the
church service.

They are a light moral entertainment.
They are mostly held in groves.
A grove- consists of several trees, a grass plot, a

platform for the music, and a shanty where they sell
lager.

There are numerous groves lying aound about.
They are generally built near railroads for the con-

venience of the public and the profit of the -railroad
companies.

You take your rations, to a pic-nic, in a market
basket.

A pic-nic ratiQn consists of five sandwiches, a hunk



2 The Frely Teacher. 23

of pound cake, a huckleberry pie, two lemons, a
pound of cherries, a box of sardines, two boiled eggs
and a pickle.

The rest of the outfit consists of sixty-five Sunday-
school teachers, twenty middle-aged ladies, some nice

young men, a dominic or two, several hundred chil-

dren, and a brass band.
Get packed in a car like a box of oranges, and

smothered in white muslin until you get to the

grove, where you will arrive in a state of perspiration

and bliss.
Don't be particular about your own basket. Baskets

usually get mixed.

Take the biggest one you can get. The ladies

always fill their baskets.

When you get in the grove, you are expected to de-

clare it is the delightfullest spot you ever saw.

Select a pretty teacher, and explore the shadiest

recesses, and pour out your soul.

When it is all poured out, ask the young lady if
she won't take a swing.

She will.
Sawyer has sung of "Swinging in the Lane," bat I

don't think he ever tried swinging in a grove.
I did.
I was kept at it for three hours and a quarter,

swinging all the girls that came along.
It is splendid exercise, beats the gymnasium, double

trapeze and all. I haven't got over it yet.

An old lady then proposed that I should climb
an apple-tree to extricate her Johnny, who had got

his trousers involved in a branch about thirty feet
up, and was hung up like a sign of the golden fleece.

Told the old lady to wait till he got ripe and he'd
drop of his own accord.

Old lady said I was a brute, and hadn't got the
feelings of a mother.

She went for the man who kept the Park and sold
lager. He brought a ladder and restored the aspir-
ing youth to the fond embrace of his maternal rela-
tive.

Whereupon she spanked him for tearing his
trousers.

Which served him right
We then took dinner.
Pretty teacher spread her pocket handkerchief for

a table cloth and unpacked the rations.
The rations had got somewhat mixed.
The sardine box had busted and "struck ile." The

huckleberry pie had amalgamated with the pickle,
and the cherries had resolved themselves into jam.

But it was so charming to eat your dinner on the
grass beneath the umbrageous shade of the noble
trees.

So the pretty teacher observed as I was squcezi11g
the lemons in a dinner kettle to make the festive
beverage, which neither cheers nor inebriates, but
frequently stomach-aches.

I was startled by a piercing shriek from the pretty
teacher, and I dropped a half lemon partly squeezed
and flew to the rescue.

A "horrid bug," descending from the umbrageous

The Swing.'22
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Coj5enhagen.

foliage previously mentioned, had alighted on her
alabaster neck.

I dispatched the creature and we proceeded to dis-

patch our repast.
But insect horrors thickened.
Entomological specimens of many varieties in~-

traded, upon our banquet ; got involved in the pie,
and met a watery grave in the lemonade.

Pretty teacher turned pale and lost her appetite.
I grew desperate. As the reckless insects wouldn't

get out of the way I left them to their fate.
I ate several indescribable specimens with my

sandwiches, and drank a spider in a glass of lemonade.
I survived it.
I don't know how it agreed with the spider.
After dinner we resumed our festive sports.

We played Copenhagen.
Which is a very hilarious sport.
It consists of chasing girls under a rope, tearing

their clothes and kissing them.

The girls appear to like it.
The dominie, who had been surveying our sports

with benign satisfaction, proposed to improve the oc-,
casion in oratory.

Just as he was about to hold forth, a providential
thunder shower extinguished him and saved us the
infliction.

We took refuge under a seven-by-nine shed, wisely
provided for such contingencies, and overflowed the
refreshment shanty until the shower dried up.

Groves are not immediately improved by showers,

and the grass being wet and the leaves drip*festivities'were dampened.our

We began to experience the remorse which followsdissipation

Pretty teacher was in tears; she had ruined h
press by accidentally sitting down in a currant pie.

e ice-cream had all melted, the strawberrieswere all gone.

We started in a wilted procession for the cars
e conductor being a liberal man gave us a largerease of pleasure than we bargained for, and kept uswaiting an hour.

When I got home Mrs. O'Lanus wanted to knowen o a funeral. I went to bed eldreamed all night that I was struggling deserae
with a gigantic spider, who had carried off the pretty
mteacher ai oung her up by her waterfall on the top..
most limb of a bg tree.

Some people like pic-nics, others likefestivals-but for myparabe
nme death. oyo ve

called at m houng man who is taking the census
ce a yesterday.
Ik wasn'trhome. But Mrs. O'Lanus was. As she

the me out the family than I do, it was all

The first thing he wanted to know was, how manytms she had been a widow?I een widow ?

and I feer thought of asking her that question myself
andou fld micli interested in her answer. I wish
yous wol ge me an advanced copy of the censusI can find out what she.said.

.
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would be a good idea, but I couldn't find a metallic
shoemaker to carry it out.Mrs. O'L. also became attached to copperand
thought that it would be -ipove p and
sewing if boys' pantaloons were like shipsand sa-

es, copper-bottomed The suggestio
-No.1, but we haven't tried it yet.

Copper so ran in my head at the time that O'Pakcalled me a Copperhead.
This was the origin of the term.

Mrs. O'L. is a very managing woman. She makestrowsers for our son, Alexander Thmso' sotomine, when I've done with themiecan to
through three pair to my one, ord 'e an get

obliged to wear out my clothes fastertn 1 and to,in order to keep him supplied.
I once suggested that it might be within thces of art and industry to make h' a preour-

new material.m pa of

Mrs. O'L. said Positively that it couldn't be done
ruin us. She concluded it wash

cut up a pair I had paid twelve dollar or.I subsequently found upon inq r
cloth for the purpose could have been bought forabout two dollars.e bghfo

I ventured to tell Mrs. O'L., expectin
for male foresight ovrfeae b© ftn a triumphformal foesihtover female lack of 'judg ment.She gave me a look of scorn shent.
know if I had asked the price of tsewanted.to

Trimmings were too much for me.
I have been afraid of trimmings ever since.
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EPISTLE IV.

The Responsibilities of Married Life-Wear and Tear of

Clothes-A Suggestion-Parlor Stoves-Westminster

Abbey.

T is a good thing for a man to pay attention to his

family.
Provided he has one.
Married men generally have. So have I.

It is the natural consequence of getting married.

Families, like everything else, are more expen..-

sive than they used to be. Shoes and clothes cost a

sight, now-a-days, and children have mostly good

appetites.
Mine have.
Boys will be boys. They can't help it. They were

born so. It is their destiny to tear their trousers, and
wear out two pair of boots a month; keeping their

blessed ma constantly employed, like a besieged garri-

son, repairing breeches, and their unfortunate pa pay-
ing out currency, under strong conviction that there
is "nothing like leather "-to wear out.

I tried copper-toed boots on my heir. The cop.
per wore well, and I had an idea that copper boots



28 How Young Ideas Swol.

Trimmings I suppose means buttons and things.

In addition to clothes, the scion of our house run

up other expenses.

But what is expense compared with the joy a fa-

ther feels, when, after a day's laborious exercise at the

office, wrestling with a steel pen, he returns to his

domestic retreat, and is met at the gate bya smiling

cherub, who, in tones that go to .his fond parent's

heart, and makes him forget his troubles, meets him

with, "IHello pa, give me a penny !"

Your hand instinctively goes to the seat of his

affections, your pocket, and draws forth the coveted

coin, which is promptly invested in molasses candy.
This precocity of his genius is developed in his

comprehension of the intricacies of the present cur-

rency. When I haven't got a penny, he will take

a ferry ticket !

There is another item of expense incurred by my

prodigy.
Being too young to attend the Gymnasium, he

seeks the necessary exercise to develop his muscles

by hurling projectiles, such as he can pick up in

the street,-stones, brickbats, cabbage stalks or dead

kittens, variously.
His young idea has not yet learned to shoot

straight, and his missiles have an occasional habit of

going through people's windows.

The owners of the fractured glass, in the most

neighborly way, remind me of it by sending in gla-

zier's bills. These bills run pretty high, owing to the

price of putty, consequent upon the war.

Next to Alexander Themistocles, my domestic
anxiety has been a parlor stove.

-Did you ever buy a parlor stove?
If you haven't, don't.
Parlor stoves are various. Stove builders, who

may be rational on cooking ranges, become insane
on parlor stoves.

They run chiefly to ornament, and are given to
architectural patterns of fearful and wonderful de-
signs.

I had a stove that was a model of Westminster
Abbey in cast iron. You built the fire in the chant-
eel, and the smoke went through the organ loft and
out of the belfry.

Unfortunately there was a misunderstanding be-
tween the inventor and the smoke.

The smoke persisted in looking for the flue in the
wrong direction, and being unable to find it in the
stove, came out into the room and had to be let out
of the window.

If I had had any hams to cure, and wished to car-
ry on the business in the front parlor, that stove
would have been useful.

But I hadn't.
I sold Westminster Abby for old iron, and tried

another venture.
It was a remarkable piece of ingenuity The in-

ventor was evidently a man of genius, and I sincere-
ly trust that he went to the war and got killed,
and redeemed his character by dying for his count.
try.

Par/or Stoves. 29



An Ingenious Stove. 31

It was the only atonement he could make.

The design was to combine the ornamental and

the useful, and like all compromises it is neither one

nor the other, nor anything of both.

When put up it has the classic outlines of the

drygoods box ornamented at the top with a perfor-

ated dish cover.
The grate is about half way up, and beneath it is

an oven.
Remove the dish cover and you have the surface

of a cooking stove, with plates and.pot holes. Here

you have a parlor stove and cooking stove all in

one.
The inducement to buy this stove was of the

strongest kind. There is no knowing what we may
come to if this war lasts a hundred years.

If the worst came to the worst and we had to dis-

charge the servant girl, and let the kitchen to a

small genteel family without children, with the best

of references and security for the rent, we could do

our cooking, washing and ironing, and bake our own

bread in the parlor.

That is how I bought the stove.

We tried it.
The inventor's intentions were no doubt good.

That he failed to carry them out in this stove is

owing to the obstinacy of natural principles.

As soon as hot air is generated, it manifests a ten-

dency to go up the chimney as fast as possible, and
takes the shortest route to the flue.

The inventor made up his mind not to stand this.

Man must rule the elements, and caloric principles
were not going to get the best of him.

Before thelhot air can escape from that stove it
has to go up the sides and down the middle, through
the back, twice round the oven, under and over it
and through various chambers to the flue.

This is entirely too much for the hot air. It
makes ineffectual attempts, but generally gets lost in
the middle passage.

The stove, however, has its advantages.
When the children run against it they never burn

themselves.

You may light a fire in it at midsummer without
inconvenience.

The oven will answer passably for a refrigerator,
and should the company present exceed the number
of chairs, one or two could sit on the stove without
inconvenience.

I think I shall sell that stove.
I can recommend it as a great economizer of

fuel. It will give out just as much heat without
fuel as with it.

It weighs about half a ton, and in case the family
was in reduced circumstances it would realize some-
thing handsome for old iron.

If you hear of anybody who wants to make an
investment of this kind, send him to me.

I don't mind taking "oil stock."

a.,a. . ~x ., ., .,,.b.:,.
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House Hunting.

EPISTLE Y.

Mrs. Chummy on House-hunting-Mrs. Chummy's Pecu-

liarities-Woman, Philosophically and otherwise- The

Water-fall Revelation-An Experiment with Canine In-

telligence, and its Result--The Latest Style.

T IEARD our mutual friend Mrs. Chummy ob-

serve to Mrs. O'Lanus, yesterday, that this has

been the dullest house-hunting season she ever

knowed.
As the good old soul observed, "there isn't a

house to let except apartments, and them's few any-

wheres, and they ask such enormous rents, and if you

have any children and what may be your husband's
busiess and hte o ep evna like

people who'd take the third floor of four rooms, two

of then entry bed-rooms with water on the second floor

and gas throughout would keep a gal. I never

remember such a time since I came to Brooklyn."

Mrs. Chummy speaks from experience.,
She is amlady of inquiring turn of mind and benev-

olent intentions.

House-hunting is one of her annual recreations. .
I may say she is a veteran sport.
It is not necessity which drives Mrs. Chummy

forth in the bleak spring-time with an eye to houses
labeled "to let."

Mrs. Chummy has been settled these fifteen years.
Mr. Chummy had a horror of moving and bought a
house.

But Mrs.Chummy is always looking out for some-
thing that may suit her better.

She lives in a brick house with all the modern im-
provements, so she thinks she would like to have "a
nice little cottage," where there wasn't so much run-
ning up and down stairs.

Then, again, Mrs. Chummy is always looking out
for her friends.

If she knows anybody who wants a house or a sec-
tion thereof, she is indefatigable in her researches un-
til they are, settled.

When we used to move regularly every first of Ma
the kind old soul used to travel miles of streets, per-
vade all classes of tenements and real estate agencies,
to discover something that would suit us.

She kept Mrs. O'Lanus traveling from Columbia
street to Bay Ridge, to inspect every kind of premi-
ses-from a brown stone mansion on the Heights to a
shanty in Gowanus, with water privileges for the cul-
tivation of ducks and the fever and ague.

Mrs. Chummy had a felicitous way of selecting just
what we didn't want.
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Woman wants Emtloyment.

But she never got discouraged-so long as the was

serving a friend she was happy.
Such is the benevolence of her disposition.

From Mrs. Chummy's report, I infer that the

sport of house-hunting is dull, the game being scarce.
Not having to move myself, I can regard this state

of affairs with philosophic serenity.
I contemplated, last year, writing you an essay on

the philosophy of moving.
But when I came to move I found I couldn't do

it.
If anything will take the philosophy oat of a man,

it is moving.

Marius may have philosophized amid the ruins of

Carthage;-but he didn't own Carthage.
I defy Marius, or any other man, to philosophize

over the wreck of his household goods after cartage.

It can't be did.

The philosophy of house-hunting can only be com-

prehended by the female mind.

Mrs. Chummy might do justice to the subject if

she could express what passes in her mind.

But she told me one day in confidence that she

wasn't able to write for the papers; she wished she

was, there are some things she would like to say
which would make some people open their eyes,
and she oftens wonders, she says, the papers don't

pitch into some things more than they do.

Next to house-hunting the female mind delights in.

house-cleaning.
B. Franklin observes that two moves are as bad as

a fire, to which I would'add that two house-cleanings
are as bad as a move.

I am strongly inclined to believe from, observation
that Eve was simply impelled by a desire to move
when she took a bite of the apple.

She had no house cleaning to do, and no furniture
to set to rights, and no clothes to make for the children.

Woman wants something to do.
She don't seek a husband for selfish motives.
Not at all.
She knows that man is a helpless animal and she

wants to take care of him.
And bless her, she does take better care of us than

we often do of ourselves. She is our first, last and
best solace.

What should we do without her?
Mrs. O'Lanus is now making me a half dozen shirts,

which suggested the reflection that without woman
what shiftless creatures we should be.

Woman wants employment.
Taking care of us is her natural vocation.
When she hasn't a family to look after she wants

to look after the affairs of the nation, to vote and run
for Congress.

She must have excitement, and if she hasn't house-
cleaning she wants to set the country to rights.

It wants setting to rights, and I don't know but
what a convention of sensible old ladies might do bet-
ter than the thirty-ninth Congress did.

I believe in giving our white sister a chance as
well as our colored brother.

1

.A Wise Axiom.34A 35
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36 Waterfalls and Gregarines.
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Carry's House Agency. 37

We might as well take all our relations into polit-
ical partnership while we are about it, and make it a

family affair.
Mrs. Cady Stanton and I agree on this.
Woman, notwithstanding her weakness for water-

falls, are to be trusted.

But I notice that storekeepers who trust her, gener-

ally send their bills to her husband.
This ought to be an insult to the sex, and when wo-

men vote I hope they will have spirit enough to re-

sent it and make it a misdemeanor punishable with

the confiscation of the debt.
Speaking of waterfalls, do you believe the story

about the "gregarines ?"

Or is it the invention of a scientific enemy?
Not having a microscope in the house, I examined

Eliza Jane's waterfall through an opera glass, but was

unable to discover any animate object.
ILthen tried the animal instinct, and placed the wa-

terfall before our dog Cicero, who, as I have already
informed you, is a pup of much canine sagacity.

He seized upon the waterfall with great ferocity,
and the way he made the hair fly was a caution to in-

sects.
If there were any gregarines around they must

have been astonished.

Eliza Jane was, when she discovered the wreck.
The experiment cost me seventy-five cents for a

new waterfall, and Cicero got a licking for his share

in the experiment.
The ladies are not to be scared out of their water-

falls by any such scientific nonsense.
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But they have changed their base, and wear their
waterfall on the top of their heads now, balancing
their hats on the tip of their nose.

By and by, as the waterfall advances, the ladies
will wear their hats under their chins.

Which is none of our business.
P. S.-I wish you would mention that to accom-

modate the public, I have opened a house-reating
bureau for the season.

I have received several commissions from parties
who have great deal of confidence in me, and wish-
ing to let tenants know what splendid opportuni-
ties I can offer them, I sent you the following
list:

IMPORTANT TO HOUSE-HUNTERS.

10 LET-To a small family, the front stoop of a brown stone
house, situated within a few minutes' walk of the principal fer-

ries. Terms moderate.

T9O LET-Without board, the front area of a large double house,
convenient to the cars. To a quiet family liberal inducements

will be offered. Reference exchanged.

o LET-To a family without children, the entire npper part of
a finely situated ash barrel, located on the Heights, within 5

minutes' walk of Fulton Ferry; water and gas ; the hydrant and
gas lamp being upon either side. Can be seen from 9 to 9 until
rented,

TO0 LET---The alley-way of a new 3 story and English basement
house on Fulton Avenue, to a responsible tenant. No objec-
tion to children.

rpoLET-To a man and his wife, a large airy closet on 2d floor
. of house 822 Jay Street. 19ewly painted and papered. Rent

payable in advance.

T1O LET-To a family of 8 adults, a large grass plot in rear of
house 1111 Henry Street. Fine view of house in front.

Flower garden, shrubbery, &c., on the premises. Entrance
through alley gate.
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EPISTLE VI.
1F

Corry Changes his Residence.

HAVE moved-.
I can't say that I'm settled.

Getting settled takes some time.
Likewise some money.

Our new domicile has been invaded by colored
artists in lime, and " the-woman-who-goes-out-to-
day's-work."

I mentioned the latter on a former occasion.
She is in all her glory now.
The woman-who-goes-out-to-day's-work I regard

as a singular being.
She is a female of uncertain age, and amphibious

habits.
She has an all-pervading air of dampness ; she

looks as though she had just been wrung out.
Her chief delight appears to be in scrubbing floors

and washing windows.-
I think she looks upon man with distrust, as a be-
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ing too depraved to comprehend the great principles
of house-cleaning.

I have never discussed the subject with her; she is
always too busy.

Furthermore, she does not look like a communica-
tive person.

I have even thought that she regarded me as an
interloper on the premises, and had a suspicion more
than once that the pail of dirty water I stepped into
on the stairs was left there by design.

I am sure she enjoyed the blowing up I got from
Mrs. O'Lanus for "not looking where I was going."

The woman-who-goes-out-to-day's-work is not my
only affliction.

Everything is up sidedown.
Nothing is to rights yet.
We had a fearful time moving.
The carman I solemnly contracted with never

came.
Somebody offered him twelve dollars a load more,

and he went.
After waiting three quarters of a day for the faith-

less wretch, 1 found a substitute, and we got moved
by midnight.

That was a terrible night.
The night before the battle of Waterloo couldn't

have equaled it,
Chaos wasn't a circumstance to the situation.
Mrs. O'Lanus had but one settled idea, and that

was that the, parlor furniture was all ruined and half
the things lost.
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Getting Settled. 41

Being very tired we retired.
By which you may infer that I mean that we went

to bed.
I don't.
The carman had carefully put the beds in one cor-

ncr and piled everything on top of them.
Mrs. O'Lanus said we would have to sleep any how.
We did.
The children I believe slept on the mantepiece.
I turned in on the dining table, which had been

carefully set upside down on a bureau.
I dreamed I was a boy again, snoozing in my grand-

mother's fourpost bedstead.
Mrs. O'Lanus and Eliza Jane bunked on two chairs

and a washstand.
Next day Mrs. O'Lanus surveyed the prospect, and

made a report.
The house wasn't quite as dirty as she had a right

to expect, but the closets were insufficient in number
and capacity.

She declared there wasn't room enough in the back
kitchen to turn round in..

Went to make a personal inspection and managed
to turn round several times.

Told Mrs. O'Lanus that I had revolved in the
apartment.

To which she responded, "Do you wear hoops ?"
That probably makes a difference.
The next discovery was that the roof leaked, and in

the event of a shower the family were in imminent
danger of being drowned.

I called in Davis, the roof man, who made us
water-tight.

With the exception of a plasterer to mend a corner
of the ceiling, a carpenter to put shelves up, and a
stove-man to fix the range, nothing more was required

to be done, beyond painting, whitewashing, papering
and scrubbing, to put the house in order.

We shall get settled by-and-by; Mrs. O'Lanus
has already put one closet to rights, and is putting
the carpet down in the entry bedroom.

We are beginning to discover things again.
My box of blacking and Eliza Jane's hair oil

are still missing, and suspicion rests upon the car-
man.

He was suspected of the carving knife, a soap-
dish, and two flat-irons, but these articles were subsc
quently discovered.

The damage to the furniture was not as extensive
as at first supposed.

Only one looking-glass was cracked, four tea cups
and a wash-pitcher broken, the veneer peeled off a
mahogany toilet table, two chair legs fractured, a
handle or two knocked off the bureau, two band-
boxes and a link of stove-pipe collapsed, and a few
other articles scratched.
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EPISTLE VII.

A Chapter in House-cleaning.

M RS. O'LANUS is house-cleaning.
She has an attack twice a year.

The symptoms are those of a disordered imagin-
ation. She begins by imagining that the house is
in a " filthy " condition.

It's no use for me to tell her that I can't see it.
Contradiction only aggravates the disease.

It finally breaks out, and the result is chaos in
our once orderly mansion.

The carpets are taken up, the curtains are taken
down, and everything else is turned upside down.

The sufferers are myself, the furniture and the chil-
dren.

Even the peaceful cat dares not venture into the
house. I left home after breakfast one morning, and
all was serene. When I returned at eve the scene
had changed to wild disorder.

In the basement the stove was floating around in a
sea of soap suds.

43

Our son Themistocles was seated on the dining
table to keep his feet dry.

He had been banished to the back yard ; but while
recreating himself with the innocent pastime of
throwing stones at perambulating cats on the fence,
he had accidentally hit the woman who goes out to
day's work.

He was seized and convicted, underwent a good
shaking, and was sentenced to confinement indoors.

He sat on the table in the midst of surrounding
dampness, like Napoleon at St. Helena, singing "Pop
goes the Weazel," in the gushing innocence of child-
hood.

Putting on my water-proof boots, I waded up-stairs,
guided by the sound of the scrubbing, and foundrs.
O'Lanus, armed with a broom and dust rag, issuing
mandates about "scouring paint."

I mistook her at first for the woman who goes out
to day's work.

She was got up in all her worst clothes, and looked
the "most distressful female that ever she had been."

Venturing to allude to dinner, I was agreeably told
I must not expect much dinner, and I'd have to put
up with what I could get.

It is a sad trial to a man who appreciates peace and
quietness, to be upset so.

The air is redolent of soft soap, and dampness is
all-pervading.

I narrowly escaped breaking my neck over a white-
wash paihleft on the stairs by the woman who goes out
to day's work, and I confidently expect to have a

Mrs. O'Lanus is House-cleaning.
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A Study for a Naluralist.

bad cold so that I shan't be able to speak at the meet-
ing next week.

I have no statistics at hand to show the number of
fathers of families driven to suicide by the horrors of

house cleaning ; but I have no doubt the number
must be great.

I have no doubt there is a firm conviction in the
mind of the woman who goes out to day's work

that Eve was sent into the world for the express pur-

of cleaning house for Adam.
I wrote you once before about this industrious fe-

male ; she is quite a study for a naturalist.
I regard her with great curiosity, not unmixed

with awe, and study her at a respectful distance as a
being peculiarly endowed.

Her habits are amphibious ; she never appears to
be so happy as when she is up to her eyes in soap suds.

I used to wonder that she didn't take cold under
such damp circumstances, but she don't seem to mind
it any more than if water was her natural element.
Some of the cold water establishments ought to hire
her as an example of what the human system can
stand in the way of soaking.

If that woman had lived at the time of the Deluge,
I am satisfied that if you had given her a scrubbing
brush and a dish of soft soap, she would have scoured
her way through it.

Such is the force of genius in whatever direction it
may be directed.

House cleaning is an uncomfortable proceeding,
and I asked Mrs. O'Lanus why she didn't put it off

The Force of Genius. 45

till next year when the weather would probally be
more settled.

To which reasonable suggestion she responded,
" I'd like to see how you men would live if there

were no women in the world to look after you? Pret-
ty looking houses you'd have, wouldn't you? You
would live up to your eyes in dirt. You would
smoke in the parlor, black your boots in the
dining-room and never think of as much as polishing
the stove. You wouldn't clean the windows until
they were so black that you couldn't see through
them; and then you'd do like I saw a man in one of
your offices, spit on his coat sleeve and rub off a pane
of glass to look through. You would never shake
a carpet till the dust rose and choked you, and as for
washing, there's that boy throwing stones again;
you must take him in hand, for I can't do anything
with him."

I rushed out in the yard in time to catch master
Themistocles in the act of taking aim for a second

shot at the cat on a fence.
I collared the young reprobate and spanked him

for his mother.
He went into the house howling dismally, and as I

came out I heard the reproving tones of Mrs. O'Lanus
mingling with the sweet voice of the child, to the
effect, "Now, you see what you got for throwing
stones ; I told you you'd get it if you kept on," etc.

I kept on and put the street door between us,

and didn't hear the balance of the summing up of
man's iniquities.

44
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46 The Agony Over.
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I suppose that if men had to do their own
house-work some things would be neglected-clean-
ing house for instance.

Agitating a scrubbing brush is not a man's forte,
though Mark Twain tells me that the Chinamen

in California make firstrate washerwomen.
If, after we have given woman the ballot, she should

consider the washboard beneath her dignity, we can
fall back on the Chinese.

At present these interesting subjects of the Brother
of the Moon who live in Brooklyn, are peddling in-
fernal bad segars and pine-apple rock candy for the
benefit of the dentists.

But the agony is nearly over for the present. The
furniture is resuming its wonted position, the win-
dows are getting dry, and the curtains are being
hung up. To night the woman who goes out to day's
work is to be paid off and discharged, the house will
be once more to rights, and may be considered safe
until spring. .

New

Con-

N OT having heard from me since election you
have been may apprehensive of something.

That I had taken the result to heart and retired
from public life.

Or that it had made me sick.
Not at all.
The result was just as I expected, only a little

more so.
All my particular friends were elected, because peo-

ple took my advice and voted for them.
The P. F.'s don't see it in that light perhaps.
I met one of them the other day. He didn't shake

my hand as vigorously or inquire as fondly about
the health of my family as in days before the
election.

He has the cares of office on his mind now,
poor fellow, and less time to bestow on friend-
ship.
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EPISTLE VIII.

.Mrs. O'Lanus' Views on Economy concerning the
Heater and its Wonderful Properties-Trying
duct of Master Themistocles.



48 Domestic Affairs.

You never know, my boy, the consequences of
things until they happen.

If I had been elected to Congress who knows but I
might have come in time to slight my bosom friends,
and even to go back on O'Pake.

My mind has been absorbed lately with

DOMESTIC AFFAIRS.

Winter creates a sort of revolution in the house-
hold.

It is a season that I have a steadily increasing ob-

(1 jection to.
I can stand cold weather though I don't prefer it.

With the assistance of an oveP coat, warm under.
clothes, waterproof boots, and occasional hot whis-
key, a man can worry through the coldest spells.

But when he runs a domestic establishment, the
business becomes complicated.

f .Likewise expensive.
Mrs. O'Lanus and I have been in session for some

time, over the subject of

PREPARING FOR WINTER.

We have had many interesting debates on the sup-
plies.

She made up a Budget, and submitted it to me. for
ratification.

It comprised things, she said, we couldn't positively

do without.

As the total went beyond my immediate resources,
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Moving-day with Mr. O'Lanus' family.-They sleep in a somewhat
promiscuous manner the first night.--See page 40.
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I moved to take up the items in detail, so as to accomplish a reduction.

We got along very well on some points.

Coal was passed unanimously, and ordered next
dy.Flour was postponed, in hopes that the market

may be lower, when we expect to purchase a whole

barel. bMeantime, we are economizing by buying it
by the bag at the grocery.ee'bo olIf everybody would only do this, the wholesale

speculators would be brought to their senses in no
time._The rest of the groceries were disposed of by a res-olution to continue the present system of bu
week's supply at a time, at the current rates forcs-- when we had it.

uTh nleof replenishing wardrobes was more dif-
ficult to handle..And- was the subject of lively debate.

Until women become more enlightened on the sub-ject of Parliamentary Law, I shall be opposed totheir admission to full political privileges.
Unless Mrs. Cady Stanton knows more about Jef-ferson's Manual than Mrs. O'Lanus, her non-election

o Cress swas a blessed thing for the next speaker
o f th e H o u se. t w s n s o 1 e tIt was no use for me to call for a division on a
question. Mrs. O'L was always in a majority.I tried to explain to her the beneficent rule that incase of a tie vote, a motion is lost.

She couldn't be induced to see it.
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50 Economy of Dampers.
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Pre5aring for Winter. 51

I referred to Jefferson.

She said she differed from Jefferson.

Jefferson wasn't there to defend his policy, and I

don't think he could have changed the decision if he

had been.
I tried amendments of a reductive tendency, with

but partial success.
The result was, I was defeated as badly as the

Democracy in the rural districts.
I stand pledged to heavy investments in the dry

goods, leather, millinery, and clothing line, all because

Winter is coming on.

Just as though I was responsible for the vagaries

of the season.

Mrs. O'Lanus believes in economy.
She has told me so several times.

And from my knowledge of her character for sin-
cerity I am constrained to say that I really believe
that she thinks she does.

But as she says, first get what you want, then

save.
From which you may infer that she has not been

able up to the present time to get all she wants.

When she does, she will begin to save, and I shall

begin to make estimates on the probabilities of be-

coming a millionaire, and being elected to Congress.
You may also except that date as the basis for cal-

culating the arrival of the millennium.

We are trying an economical experiment in the

heating line.

Mrs. O'Lanus discovered a new heater which would

warm the whole house up, at an immense saving of
coal.

I had one put in.
It is a jponderous affair. It looks like a sheet-iron

model of the Washington monument, and runs up to

the ceiling.
Up stairs there is an iron grating which the man

called a Register, which lets up hot air.
Eliza Jane incautiously stood over it a few minutes

the other day, when her skirts inflated like a balloon
and she came near going through the ceiling.

The stove man specified as one of the virtues of

this heater, that you could keep a fire in it all the
time by putting on coal and regulating the dampers.

After this unfortunate revelation he instructed
Mrs. O'Lanus in the mystery of the dampers, and she
has been able to keep up a steady fire for two weeks.

She triumphantly pointed out to me what a gain
this was in the saving on kindling wood.

How it was.on coal she forgot to mention.
I think, however, that the heater was a success.
It made the house quite comfortable on the mildest

day last week.
If Mrs. O'Lanus succeeds in keeping the fire going

all winter, I believe she will keep it up all summer.
She has got the dampers trained to such perfection

now, that she could consume a ton cf coal without
your being conscious of a fire in the house.

She regards this heater as a wonderful invention,
and means topersevere in the development of its ca-
pabilities and adaptabilities to all seasons.
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But our son Themistocles has to be watched closely.
He takes as much interest in the heater as his

mother.
But his experiments on the apparatus are not guid-

ed by as much wisdom.

He was detected yesterday dropping hair pins and

slate pencils down the register. Two spools of cot-

ton, a thimble, Eliza Jane's tooth brush, and other

small articles which have been missed lately, are
now supposed to be in the cast-iron recesses of the

heater.
Mrs. O'Lanus says that boy will be the death her.

I have no such expectation; but as she has so set

her mind on it, I am afraid that if the heater did get

out of order there would be an unpleasant time in the

family.
Therefore I gave Master Themistocles to under-

stand that if he circulated too much round that

heater he would get doubly warmed.

EPISTLE IX.

How to Start a Religious Weely-Prospectus of the
"Church Cancer."

0 you know, I think of starting a newspaper
Don't start at this announcement.

I shan't run an opposition paper, but occupy a dif-
erent sphere of journalism.

Not to keep you in painful suspense, I mean to
start

A RELIGIOUS WEEKLY.

on the gift enterprise plan.
It will be devoted to sanctity and sewing ma-

chines.
Piety, politics and patent medicine.
We shall not attach ourselves to any particular

sect, but go in for the churches that subscribe for
the largest number of copies.

In short it will be an Independent journal on the
Union plan.

O'Pake is going into the enterprise-with me.
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my
PROSPECTUS,

which I inclose.
Publish it in a conspicuous place in your columns

for six weeks and charge it to me.

When I settle with you for the four-cylinder press,
you can deduct the amount from the bill.

Premiums. 5554 A Relzgious Weekly.

His law practice is still quite select, and allows him

a good deal of leisure, which he proposes to devote to

literary pursuits.

Several distinguished clergymen are expected to

contribute to the columns of the paper articles ac-

knowledging the receipt and certifying the superiori-

ty of cologne and clothes-wringers which will be sent

to them.

I think of calling it the church cancer.
Which is quite an expressive and characteristic

name.
I am prepared to offer the most liberal inducments

to subscribers, having made arrangements with the

various sewing machine, patent medicine and brass

jewelry manufacturers for the purpose.
You don't have to go into this line of business.

It is not necessary to offer strawberry plants or

patent corkscrews to induce anybody to buy the

"Eagle."
But with religious papers it is quite different.

People won't take a religious paper unless you of-

fer them some substantial inducement.

They naturally want the worth of their money.
Which I propose to give them, as you will see by

The Church Cancer will be published once a week,
on account of its being a weekly paper.

It will be printed on the best paper the proprietor
can obtain on credit, which is a great recommendation
for a family paper, because after you have done read-
ing it, the ladies can use it for cutting out patterns or
putting up their hair.

The subscription is two dollars a year, in advance
in currency. Specie will be taken at a moderate dis-
count.

PREMIUMS.

will be given to subscribers, as follows:
Subscribers for one copy of the Church Cancer, will

be presented with a box of patent Petroleum Paste
Blacking. This is a very superior article; it will black
boots or stoves, and may be used as a hair dye. (For
testimonials from leading clergymen, statesmen and
boot-blacks, see advertising columns of the Cancer.)

Subscribers for two copies will receive a box of
sardines.

Subscribers for five copies will be presented with a
pair of iron-clad spectacles, with glass eyes, warranted
to suit one age as well as another.

Subscribers for ten copies will be entitled to a pat-
ent adjustable bootjack, which can also be used as a
corkscrew, a coffee mill, or an inkstand.

Subscribers for twenty copies will be resented with
a gilt-edged copy of the writings and speeches of
General Daniel Pratt, Jr.

Subscribers for twenty-five copies will receive t
marble bureau with a mahogany top.
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How to Pay 'the Public Debt. 5756 On Walrussia.

Subscribers for fifty copies will receive a seven oc"

tave sewing machine with the Agraffe attachment'

(Craige's W. W. patent.)
Subscribers for seventy-five copies will receive a

basswood parlor suite of furniture.
Subscribers for one hundred copies will receive a

burial plot with an order for a tombstone delivered

when required.

Subscribers for five hundred copies will receive a

nomination for Congress.

Subscribers for a thousand copies will be presented

with a farm in New Jersey, fenced in and mortaged.
Liberal inducements will be held out to adverti-

sers.
Communications inclosing subscriptions should be

addressed to C. O'Lanus & Co., publishers.

ON WALRUSSIA.

I begin to think this is an ungrateful country, and

that genius is not appreciated here.

All my efforts to serve the public have been una-

vailing.
I have some thoughts of leaving Brooklyn and go-

ing where talent is recognized.

The purchase of Russian America opens a new field
of enterprise.

A splendid field for ice companies and skating-pond

proprietors.
The climate they say is pleasant after you get used

to it.

There ar', none of the sudden changes of tempera-
ture you experience here.

It freezes steady the year round.

It never rains there; snow is the nearest approach
to it they ever experience.

Winter usually sets in about the first of November.
and lasts till the middle of next November.

They have a short summer about the first of
August.

Which lasts about twenty minutes.
The people avail themselves of the opportunity to

lay in their winter supplies.
The population is of mixed descent, like that of the

Eastern States.

The principal races are Esquimaux, Seals, IRussians,
Bears and Walruses.

The chief productions of the country are ice, furs,
ice, aurora borealises, ice, whales, icebergs, whale-oil
and ice.

The ice crop is the largest in the United States.
A statistician in the State Department has comput-

ed that a tax of half a cent a pound on all the ice pro-
duced in this new territory would pay off the Nation-
al debt in six months, with a balance sufficient to pa
the salary pf the Secretary of State.

To say nothing of the income tax that might be col-
lected from the Esquimaux.

The peculiar wants of the people would open a new
market for the products of American industry.

The principal diet of the Russians is fried candles.
Since the introduction of kerosene oil, the candle
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58 "IMileage" from te North Pole.

trade has declined and it is nothing like what it was
when Garibaldi made long sixes at Staten Island.

The annexation to the States of so large a candle
consuming population would create a revival in the

trade.
But the political advantages are still greater.

What a lot of new offices will be created.
Collectors, Assessors, Postmasters and such.
The Esquinaux are not much addicted to corres-

pondence; but it wouldn't be the fault of the Post-

masters if they had nothing to do.

The territory would want to become a State, and
if its sentiments at all correspond with the latitude, it
would be sufficiently Northern in politics to insure
prompt admission to the Union.

There is a suspicion that, owing to their very north-

ern situation, the popular ideas of the population

might run to an extreme that would out-radical the

Radicals.'
Suppose, for instance, they insisted on extending

the franchise, not only to the human population of all

the races, ages, and sexes, but give the vote to the

seals and walruses.
Barnum's learned seal might be one of the first Sen-

ators sent to Washington.
I think of going out to the territory to run for Con-

gress.
A fellow could retire on the proceeds of one term.

The amount of mileage of a member of Congress
from the North Pole to Washington, at the present

rates, would amount to $139,892 14.

A man could afford to go thr
- tgrough a great variletyof temperature at this rate.

The new territory has not been named yet, and Se-cretary Seward is open for proposals on the subject.
Expecting to represent the country officially I alsofeel interested.

We would like to have something original, and ex-
pressive.

Johnsonia has been suggested, but A. J. is rather
played out, and the name wouldn't go down.

Being of'Russian extraction, a name with a Musco-vite flavor would be appropriate.
All Russian names end with off or ski.
This has divided public opinion into two parties

known as the "offs" and "skis."
I belong to the "skis," my friend O'Pake, who be-

longs to the same party, has suggested the appro-
priate name of " Corriolanuski."

Modesty forbids my expatiating on the euphony
and elegance of this name.

The " offs " have a great many names.
"Damlongwayoff " is Russian, peculiar and expres-

sive.

" Eversofaroff " is not so emphatic.
"Jumpingoff " is not bad for the extremity of crea-tion.

The subject of names opens a wide field for discus-
sion, and I will leave it to Congress, who is paid toattend to such business.

I have however, devised a coat of arms for the newState.

i

Russian 'Names.
59



60 Motto for our Russian Possessions.

An iceberg illuminated with the rays of the aurora

borealis, a walrus rampant, and the Universal Yankee

seated on a barrel of whale oil, whittling the north

pole with a jack-knife.
Motto: "PFiat justitia ruat seal-un."-" Let justice

be done the seals.

EPISTLE X

A Historical Paper-Concerning t
s fI

l x pand- r idr DsrpinoAVING got settled at ho]
myself to fulfilling a proi

up an authentic account of the b
for the Historical Society.

There have been seventeen a
ten for the Society.

But you see as it was the only
vicinity we want to make the m

My account is necessary to e:
counts.

In order that the Society may
fiance on my-account, I will stat

the information from a marine
the Navy Yard at the time.

To understand the motive, bea
ultimate consequences of this co
to retrospect somewhat

.

he Battle of Long Is-
(f the Engagement.

me, I have devoted
nise I made to write
>attle of Long Island

accounts already writ

battle fought in this
)st of it.
explain the other ac-

jplace the fullest re-
e that I obtained all
who was stationed at

ring, importance and
)nfiict, it is necessary



62 Battle of Long Island.

THE DISCOVERY OF AMERICA,

Of which the United States forms a section, was
achieved by Commodore C. Columbus, in 1492.

Long Island was subsequently explored.
The country was then populated by Indians, who

were entirely unacquainted with the Constitution of

the United States or Republican institutions.

Several people came out here from England, and
some from Holland, who bought farms and settled

the country and the Indians.
George the Third then sent Internal Revenue Col-

lectors out here to sell stamps, and undertook to regu-

late the tea trade.
Americans weren't used to taxes in those days-

they've got over it now.
There was a row about it.
Congress appointed G .Washington commander of

the Army of the Potomac.

George III. sent over several regiments of blody
Saxons and mercenary Hessians to fight it out on
this line.

It is not necessary to pursue the consequences of
these belligerent proceedings all over the country.

I shall come to the point, which is

THE BATTLE OF LONG ISLAND.

The object of the British in advancing on Brook-
lyn was not clearly understood by my marine.

The British commander having heard a good deal

about Beecher, was, it is said. anxious to attend Ply-
mouth Church.

Be that as it may, one morning before breakfast
the keeper at the Reservoir at Prospect Hill, on look-
ing-towards Flatlands, saw a. large body of the enemy
advancing along the road.

The keeper promptly jumped into a Flatbush Ave-
nue car and rode down to the City Hall and told In-
spector Folk, who notified the Captains of all the
Precincts by telegraph. -

The military authorities were likewise informed,
and the National Guard were called out.

A special meeting of the Common Council was
immediately called, and a resolution appropriating
money enough to buy each regiment a flag was unan-
imously adopted, and the flags were presented by
Mayor Booth, in a neat speech, which was appropri-
ately responded to by Gen. Pratt.

A mass meeting of citizens was held at the Acad-
emy of Music, over which the Mayor presided, and
speeches were made and the people pledged to take
care of the widows and orphans of our brave defend-
ers as long as the city was in danger.

THE MILITARY MOVEMENTS

then commenced.
The British, who were commanded by the Duke of

Wellington and Sir Colin Campbell, had seized the
Flatbush Railroad, and were pouring troops into Pros-
pect Park.

At the same time a flank movement had been ex-

iWi1i/ay Movernenis. G3
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The Action Commenced.

ecuted towards the Coney Island Railroad, which

was cut below Tunison's.

A little later the Toll Gate was captured by the
Hessians, who opened a lager bier saloon on the spot.

Lord Nelson, who commanded the British fleet,
sailed up Gowanus Creek, and bombarded the coal

yard at the foot of Bond Street.

By this time the American forces had got under

way.
Captain Hogan's battery was planted on Fort

Greene.
Gen. Crooke advanced at the head of his brigade,

and covered the Atlantic Street Railroad, to keep open
communication with his base of supplies at East
New York.

Gen. Pratt drew up his forces on the left bank of
Gowanus Canal, to dispute the passage of that his-

tonic stream.
Gen. Spinola advanced up Powers Street, with his

right resting on Fifth Avenue.

Gen. Jesse C. Smith commanded the reserves, which

were drawn up in the City Hall Park, and intrenched
behind the fountain.

THE ACTION COMMENCED

by an attempt of the Hessians to flank General

Spinola, and carry the Washington Skating Pond.

Which was gallantly frustrated.
The action was severe, and in leading a charge the

General was wounded in the hat.

Hearing of which several wealthy citizens got to-

64 Advance of Columns. 65

gether, raised money and gave the General an order
for a new hat.

The General was enabled to take the field again,
which he kept until a sixty pound shell carried away
his shirt collar, when he was compelled to retire.

Meantime the British had captured Canarsie, and
sacked Uncle Sam's cabin, and destroyed the Ameri-
can blue fisheries.

The Hessians at the same time captured East New
York, and drank up all the lager, which had a dis-
couraging effect on the 28th Regiment.

Spinola's Brigade fell back in good order to Flat-
bush Avenue, and effected a junction with Crooke's
division near the railroad stables, where several ex-
cursion cars were in waiting to carry them to the
ferry.

General Pratt finding Carroll Park untenable, the
British having carried the Third Street Bridge, and
threatened to scut off his communications with the
City Hall, retired in good order down Court Street.

The re erves under General Smith had up to this
time held their ground, and it was resolved to make a
stand at Jyhnny White's corner.

The H ssians at East New York, however, seized
the Broadway Railroad, by which they forwarded
troops to tie junction of Flushing Avenue, captured
the swill milk stables, and threatened Williansburgh.

Another column had advanced along Myrtle Ave-
nue, captured the 44th Precinct Station House and
Justice Morehouse's Court, which exposed Captain
Hogan's right flank and menaced Gen. Crooke's rear.



Final Success.

A; A council of war was then called in the Directors'

room at the Academy of Music, when a brilliant

strategic movement was determined upon, which was

to fall back upon New York.
The Union Ferry Company patriotically placed a

ferry boat at the disposal of the American army, and
conveyed the forces to New York for half price.

Fortunately at this juncture a heavy-shower came

up, and the British army being unprovided with
umbrellas were unable to follow up the pursuit, and

the American army escaped without the loss of a

man.

The next day was Sunday, and the British army
finding all the liquor stores closed under the new

Excise Law, left Brooklyn in disgust.

The British monarch finding it impossible to con-
quer a people so devoted to liberty and Metropolitan

commissions, shortly afterwards recognized the in-
dependence.of the United States.

This chapter of history affords room for much re-

flection.
I have got several reflections, but haven't time to

write them now, as Mrs. O'Lanus wants me to dig up

the garden.
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RISTORI

week ago.
aer from Brest.

Brest is pn the French coast.

EPISTLE XL

Ristori-Her Arrival-Her Debut-About Medea-Re-
markcable Effect of the Performance.

HE E are two great people in this country at
th present time.

One is A. Johnson
The ot er is Ristoii.
A. J. as just completed his star engagement in

the prince al cities o the Union.
Ristori as just co menced hers.
New Y rk has got Ristori on the brain.
Brooklyn will cate it next week.
So look out.
I have been over o see Ristori, and send you a

few notes in advance o prepare you for a sensation.
Youknow

I

5

66

arrived in
She can



68 Ri/1ori.

She landed as soon as the steamer arrived.
And proceeded to the Fifth Avenue Hotel.

Her trunks-a hundred and seventy4hree in num-

ber-were sent by express.

As soon as Ristori had counted the trunks, to see
they were all right, she ordered lunch.

The next day she drove through Central Park,

and was much struck with the naturalness of the

trees.
But I shall not invade the sanctity of her domestic

life further than to observe that she takes her meals

regular, dresses well, and speaks Italian quite fluent-

ly.
Which is accounted for by the fact that she was

born in Italy, and commenced the study of the

language when she was quite young.
I pass on to

HER D DEBUT,

which I went to see.-
You should have been there, my boy.
You know Grau.
He is one of our operatic Head Centres.

He induced Ristori to come here, by offering her
ten millions in gold and all her traveling expenses

for a season of six months.

Liberal, wasn't it?

ie will be out of pocket about nine millions and
a half.

But Grau don't mind that.
These operatic impresarios are used to it ; all

they care about is art.

#.

The rench Theatre. 69

What rtless chaps they are.
But ne er mind G'yau, Ristori is the party we are

talking a out.
Ristori 6buted at he French Theatre.
It is ca led the Fre ch Theatre, because they play

English and Italian o eras there alternately.
It isn't a circumst nee to our Academy, but it

does for New York.
The audience comp -ised all the wealth, beauty and

intellect of the nation.
Everybody in fact as there.
By referring to the last census you can estimate

the exact number, b adding ten per cent for the
illustrious foreigners ho have come to this country
expressly to see Ristor

The character chose for her d6but was

MEDEA,

which is a mythologica tragedy in three acts.
You won't find it in hakspeare's works.
Or Bourcicault's.
It was dramatized b a Greek chap named Euri-

pides.
It was co verted mt French by a person named

Legouve.
It was hen turne into Italian expressly for

Ristori.
TiH STORY

of Medea is ouching.

Medea m 'ries a you gman named Jason.
Jason t s out bad.



70 The Story of Medea.

He abandons his family, consisting of Ristori and

two children.
But they won't be abandoned.

They follow him over the mountains and over the
moors, several hundred miles.

As there were no railroadsin Asia Minor in those

days they had to travel on foot.
Which was hard on Medea.
She finally fetches up with her interesting family

in Corinth, a place in Greece named after a village
in Mississippi, where Beauregard and Halleck played
a strategical game of bluff during our late family
difficulty.

Neither Beauregard nor Halleck are introduced in

the play, owing, probably, to the foreign prejudices

of the author.

Medea here discovers that the absconding Jason is

cruising around with a gal called Creusa, and is

about to commit bigamy.
Medea raises a row about it. Jason, who is now

utterly depraved, instigates a crowd of supernu-
meraries to mob Medea; but a gentleman named Or-

pheus, of mythological musical renown, rescues her.

Medea then meditates on murder.r

She concludes to kill Miss Creusa, so that she

can't become Mrs. Jason.
She had some hesitation about the choice of weap-

ons, but decides on poison as the most fashionable.
Obstacles interpose to the carrying out of this

benevolent design. Medea's bosom is torn by pas-
sion, and she becomes elocutionary.

Rem rkable Effect.71

Jason roposes a compromise.
He offe s to support and educate'one of the chil-

dren; M dea to take the other, and to toss up for
the choice.

Medea on't see it 'n that light.
Her feelings as a other are aroused, and in the

noble impulse of ma ernity, she kills both her off-
spring.

Jason c mes in, and his feelings as a father are
moved at he spectacle

He inquires in tragi tones, that thrill the audience:
"Who idst this ?"
Ristori, vith great resence of mind, charges the

infanticide on Jason, and before he has time to plead
not guilty he curtain omes down, and the audience
are left in doubt whe her the case was ever investi-
gated and he guilty p rties brought to justice.

The pla is not satis actory to a legally-constituted
mind, but istori is im ense.

So was t ie effect on he audience.
I had a eat in the arquet, and at the end of the

first act I had to go out and borrow an umbrella. The
tears of th upper box s came down in such torrents
that I thou ht the roof leaked.

The par uet had to be pumped out twice during
the perfor dance.

When y u go to see his play, I advise you to put
on your In ia rubbers.

I am no suffering from a cold in the head in
consequence.

Which prvnsme f -om extending my criticism.

I



EPISTLE XIIL

O'Pakce's admnission to the Bar.

GETTING admitted to the bar is a big thing.
You have to be examined by three legal chaps

who go right through you.
O'Pake was admitted at the last term of the Supe-

rnor Court.
IHe read law the evening preVious, and when he

came to be examined he went through like a dose of
castor oil.

The examiners ask you a string of questions which
you are expected to answer.

The examiners are expected to know if you an-
swer right.

As a general thing they don't ask you anything
they don't know themselves.

Men who know too much are not selected as ex-
aminers.

It wouldn't do, you know; we shouldn't get half
so many lawyers as we do.

O'Pake has lent me the notes of his examination,



Ceiling dmitted to thec

which ay be usefu to future aspire
-

IIIto you.

Here_ :1ii:rMr.<O' ake, what is;th
N law ?

S: 
:: : 

T p vea r n in g l iv n g

in navw uit, w hattis ourrfirst pr ce
To asi' him for a etaining fee.
Have ou any kno ledge of Coke

x Yes, e burnt cokS one winter in
at four d liars a chaldron, did not co
nomical s coal.

What samandarus?
A lega process to strain railroad

/ / > laying tr eks on a treet until the

property owners.

Suppo e you had a client who had
in the pu chase of a ouse which ha
it that ha been forec osed, the prope

previously sold for tabn es on account
~'\ title gro *ng out of contested wil

the heirs joined issu and threw ti
chancery, and subset ently assigned
man who ied insolv nt, and his pr
to pay his debts-ho would you pr

Ishoul either mo e a certiorari f
of the pro erty, or els by proving
obtain a habeas corpus on the procee

Ristori in the character of MEDEA.-She is here represented as a and in cash I failed to prove that the
deserted wife, chasing Jason, her husband. all over Asia Minor. legally ma ried to the ppellant in pr
-See page '10.
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nts, so I send it

e chief object of

Ih the means of

ge your services

ding?

our family, but
)nsider it as eco-

companies from

y have seen the

been defrauded
d a mortgage on
rty having been
of a defect in the
.l case, in which
he property into
their claims to a

operty was sold
proceed ?
or the discovery
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dings in equity,
respondent was
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Base Ball.

then I should obtain a writ de lunatco inrqurendo and
take the case to the Court of Appeals on the consti-

tutionality of the act.

What is the main point to be kept in view by a
lawyer?

To make all he can out of his client.

When legal business is dull, what should you do?
Gret the Legislature to pass a new Liquor Law, and

persuade the liquor dealers that it is unconstitutional.

What beverage in your opinion agrees best with

the constitution of a practitioner at the Bar?
Bourbon.

What is the first duty of a candidate who has
passed a successful examination?

To ask the exariners out to take a drink.

Suppose they should decline-what then?

Such a case would be without a precedent, and not

being regarded by the compilers of our laws as with-
in the bounds of possibility, no provision has been
made in the revised statutes for such a contingency."

A favorable report on the candidate was imme-
diately rendered and the court adjourned to a place

where a good many members of the profession do
most of their practice at the bar.

BASE BALL.

I am beginning to take an interest in our national
game.

Which is base ball._
Our noble city, third in population and first in

Base Ball, has been glorified in field sports by the

74A lantic Club. 75

Atlantic Club, wh have whipped everything in the
Ball line.

As a Brooklynite I am proud of the Atlantics.
There are nine f them.

They are wonderfully smart fellows. Stand six
feet two in their stockings, can run two miles a min-
ute, jump over a f rty foot fence, or through a knot-

hole: turn a som rsault and catch anything from a
base ball to the m asles.

The are an honor to Brooklyn.
I we t to see them play. The spectacle was in-

spiring Equal to the circus.
Base Ball is generally played out of doors in a big

field.
For ear I might catch cold I was let into a tent

with n sides to it, here a lot of sagacious looking
chaps ere congregated with two or three policemen
to look after them.

Thes fellows e called referees, umpires and
scorers. The score is a sort of book-keeper who
keeps is accounts y double entry, makes out a bal-
ance-sh et when th players get through, foots up the
runs, a d lets the p blic know who is ahead.

He i useful; the other chaps are merely ornamen-
tal.

Once in a while, hey are referred to when any of
the pla ers want an opinion.

For nstance, if a very muscular player should
knock he ball int the middle of next week, and
the cha running a er it should miss the car and not
get bac in time be ore the next innings was called,

a
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Keep your Eye on the Ball.

and the other side should claim foul, ought the run
to be allowed, or should he go back to the first base,
and try it over again?

The game is a great invention. It is easily under-
stood. All you have to do is to

KEEP YOUR EYE ON THE BALL.

It is all about the ball.
They also use a bag. The bat is a stick built on

the model of the club Barnum killed Captain Cook
with.

This is why the organization is called a club.
One fellow takes the club, and stands on a line;

another fellow stands in front of him, and fires the
ball at him.

The chap with the club hits back.
The ball flies in the other direction.
The first fellow drops the club as though he was

scared, and runs like a pickpocket with an M. P.
after him.

Several fellows run after the ball; somebody catches
it, and fires it at somebody else, when the chap who
had the club stops running.

Another fellow then takes the club, and the same
man who is called a " pitcher " pitches on him, fires
the ball at him, and he hits back, knocks the ball,
drops the club and cuts his stick for the first base.

Half a dozen fellows out on picket duty scramble
for the ball.

One reliable B. B. is posted behind the club man,
in case the club man misses the ball, to see that it
don't go by and hit the Umpire.

76 Keep our Eye on the Ball. 77

W en one side is out the other side goes in, and

when 0th sides a e out it is called an in-nings.
It i quite an i tellectual game, depending entirely

on th use of your legs. The first principle of the

game is running.

W en you are 'in " you run away from the ball,

when ou are "o t" you run after it.

It- splendid e ercise ; keeps you so warm. Con-

seque tly is alwa s played in the summer time.

It i recommen ed as an invigorating exercise for

ship c rpenters an blacksmiths.

Bas ball is soi times played on ice, and 1 under-

stand hat Blondi is coniing over next season to

challe ge the Atla tic to play a game on the tight rope

over iagara.
I thnk that wo ld be worth seeing.
I shall go there when it comes off.
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EPISTLE XIII.

The Museum Fire-Proposal to start a new Museum_.
About the Collection.

r HE burning of Barnum's Museum, the boiling of
the whale and melting up of the "wax figgers,"

the other day, was a catastrophe to be mourned in
Peoria.

When the young man from the country comes to
town, where can he go to now?

What is to become of the Fat Woman. Between
grief over the conflagration and the hot weather, I
understand she has lost six hundred pounds during
the past three days.

The Board of Education, I understand, intend to
adopt the Lightning Calculator to assist the mem-
bers in computing the lowest possible amount of
salary the female teachers can live on.

The Giantess has been taken apart and packed
away in sections until Barnum starts again.

It is enough to bring tears to the eyes of a mem-
ber of the Historical Society to think of the destruc-
tion of relics, curiosities and antiques.
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is leaves an opening in the Museum line, and I
se to goint it, and have a big show over here.
ave got my Charleston collection of curiosities
rt with.

o Adam's fi -leaf apron, the first article of attire
worn by m n, the club which killed Captain
and a spin er from the North pole.
ahontas's s wing-machine, (Wilcox & Gibbs.)
opatra's clothes-wringer.

)iece of " Bck of Ages."

ig Solomon' tobacco box.
buchadnezzar's toothpick.
ave employed several sign painters to get up a
of painting of revolutionary sires.

o put several carpenters, stone-cutters, tailors

abinet-makers at work on curiosities from all
of the work.
num has sen a man to Europe to buy a new set

cs.
s is a slight o native genius. We can manu-

-as good ai idles in this liine as any people in

orld, from a mastodon to a mermaid.

num's curioities were most of them old, and
f them shabby. Mine will be an entirely new
ion.

all have ma y local relics quite as interesting.
War Fund Commitee will grace the collection

ils, with wax figures of a member of the
of Education and the Commitee on naming

adelphia ha~ secured the log house where
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80 The New Iuseum.

General Grant put up while engaged in the military
business in Virginia, but I bought the site of the
Battle of Bull Run, and intend 'to bring it to Brook-
lyn.

The building will be located in a central locality,
and will be a gorgeous piece of architecture.

The architect, Mr. I. O'Nic, a gentleman of deep
designs, has drawn out the plan of the edifice on a
shingle, from which I am able to give you a brief
description.

The architecture of the main building will be of
the Celtic order, modified after the three-story-brown-
stone-front improvement, which retains all the beau-
tiful simplicity of the original Celtic, as seen in the
rural mansions of the original squatters at Red
Hook.

The basement will be in the Teutonic style, the
columns forming the graceful outlines of a Bologna
sausage, resting on a lager beer keg for pedestal, and
surmounted by scroll work in form of a pretzel.

The interior of the building will be fitted hp in
equal taste. The ceilings, which will be plastered
throughout, will be beautifully whitewashed.

The walls, which will also be plastered, will be pa-
pered in superb style.

Gas and water will be introduced.
The building will be divided into stories, which

will be arranged one above another.
They will be connected by staircases, running up

and down.
Numerous windows will likewise be employed to

light the building.

giving Curiosities. 81

T ese windo s will be made so that they can be
ope and shut, making the Museum, the "coolest
plac of amusement in the world."

T e windows will also be handy to jump out of

in c se of fire, afording an opportunity for the exer-

cise f taste to those who prefer breaking their necks

to b ing roasted.
T e Museum ill be arranged into departments.

THE NAT RAL HISTORY DEPARTMENT

will e at the t p of the building, to be convenient

for the elephant.
T e collection will embrace wild animals of every

vane y to be found in Kings County. Besides the

elep ant, I have ot a stuffed owl, two canaries, a rat-

and-t n terrier, a d a City Railroad car horse.

T e Indian De artment will be very rich. I shall

have Powhatan's oot jack, Red Jacket's suspenders,

and ecumseh's eck-tie.
Al 1o a "Live I dian,'' the renowned brave Santa-

kruz auter, of the neat Gin-an-sugah tribe, will be in

atten ance, execu e a war-dance, and scalp visitors

for a extra char e of ten cents.

L VING CURIOSITIES.

I a raising a 'antess down in Vermont, who is

sixte n feet high ow, and is growing at the rate of

ten inches a week If she should be too large to be

seen 11h at once, se will be exhibited in sections.

A 1armen on Long Island has agreed to raise me a
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Living Curiosities.

pig with two heads, and a calf with six legs and two
tails.

A portion of the building will be fitted up as a
"Vestry Room," after the style of the Park Theatre,

where strictly moral dramatic entertainments will be
given, such as "Jack Sheppard and his dog-on
horseback," with a real dog.

All that is required is the public patronage to
establish this enterprise, which shall make Brooklyn
independent of New York for a place where after-
noon meetings can be arranged, and the wonders of

nature studied, for the low price of admission of
twenty-five cents.

EPISTLE XJV.

Receptio of the Philadelphia Firemen.

AVE been looking after the Philadelphia fire-
en.

J st to set th Philadelphia folks an example of
hos itality to di, tinguished visitors.

I like Philade phia.
B cause it is t e city of Brotherly Love, a virtue

I pa ticularly co mend for cultivation.
P iladelphia oreover is quite a large vilage.
M re people live there thansdo in Brooklyn ac-

cord ng to Depe 's census.
T is shows a ant of taste, but this is a free country,

and- man has g t a right to live where he pleases
and f he likes P1 iladelphia better than Brooklyn, let
him ive there.

So ebody has got to live there, or the town would
have to be abai doned, and owners of real estate
ruin d.

I on't think 't would answer for everybody to
live i one place.
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84 Recej5lion of Firemen.

Ever since Adam and Eve made their first move
the human family have scattered.

This has its advantages.
If everybody lived all together, nobody would

want to write any letters to anybody, and the Post
Office would be shut up for want of patronage.

And they wouldn't want any Postmaster.
I was speaking of Philadelphia.
And mentioned that it was a nice city.
It is a good place to get lost in.
You can find yourself so easy.
The architect who laid out Philadelphia had

studied geography on a checker-board.
Philadelphia was consequently laid out on the

square. All the streets in one direction run one way,
the cross streets all run another.

Consequently you can tell at once which way to
go if you know where you are, and where you want
to go.

Philadelphia is well off for water. She owns two
rivers.

The Delaware and the Schuylkill
They drink out of the Schuylkill.
But I am not a judge of that beverage.
The quantity of drink when I was there was not

sufficient to enable me to express an opinion:
I asked one of the Reliance fellows, the other

night, his opinion on the subject.
He gave his

Vews on Water. 85

V WS ON WATER.

"W ter," says he , " is useful, we uses large quani-
tities putting out fi rs. I don't know what we should

do wit out it. Wi h soap, it is a good thing to wash

with. Some peop e drinks it ; I 'hey myself; at a
pinch. I hey bin a 1 over these United States; drank

Schuyl 'l1 water, C1oton water, Mississippi water and

soda w< ter, but for 'steady drink, give me Bourbon.".
I gr sped him b the hand.
We wore eternal friendship on the spot.

" One touch of n ture makes the whole world kin."

Hu an nature fi urishes in Philadelphia, as else-
where.

He sid if ever I as east upon the world in Phila-
delphia, without a ome to sleep in, there would
always be a bunk f r me in Seven's house.

I rest onded, with tears in my eyes, caused by my
overflo ing feelings nd the vigorous way he had of
shaking hands, that f Mrs. O'Lanus had been home
I shoul have been appy to invite him to tea and
introdu e him to the family.

: To co npensate for this disappointment I proposed
to take drink.

We t ok it.
Then e talked ab ut Philadelphia.

Philadel hians know .good deal about Philadelphia.
They are under th delusion that Philadelphia is

the grea est city on t e American continent.
Just t think this f a city that has no navy-yari1,

no Beec er, no big or an.
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About the Fire Departme.nt About 4ie Fire Dej5arment.

I believe they have got a post-office.
The committee on naming streets in Philadelphia

were great on nuts.
They used up the names of all the nuts from

cocoanuts to pea-nuts, and then, in despair, they
took to arithmetic.

This makes the streets easy to remember.
It is either a nut or a number.

Philadelphia is located at one end of the Cam-

den and Amboy Railroad.
Nothing stands between Philadelphia and New

York but the State of New Jersey.
I ascertained these facts between drinks from

my Philadelphia friend.
Also something

OUT THE FIRE DEPARTMENT.

I used to belong to the fire department.
I joined Hose 86, some years ago.
I got so that I could holler as loud and chew as

much tobacco as any member of the company.
And assisted in the fights with Hook and Ladder

92, until the members of that scandalous company
resorted to hitting back, and the side of my head

was damaged by a collision with a brick.

When I got married, Mrs. O'Lanus objected to
my running to fires.

She said it didn't answer for a married man.

You see the fires got in the habit at that time
of breaking out in the middle of the night.

One of our bunkers used to wake me up by holler

I

S

I;

ing ' fiie' through t e key hole of the hall door, and
firing brick bat t our bed-room window.

It uually woke me.
Mrs. O'Lanus also.
To hich she objected.
To have peace i the family I resigned.
Mrs. O'Lanus made herself a Garibaldi jacket but

of my ed shirt, and used my fire cap for a coal
scuttle.

Since then I haven't run with the machine.
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EPISTLE XV.

Concerning the Fine Arts, and one of the Artists-The
Exhibition and its Visitors-Popular Criticisms of a
Public Worlc.

7 HE Fine Arts has been raging this week with
much severity.

Everybody has been to the Academy, or is going
to see the pictures.

No wonder the sign painters are striking for wages,
their vocation is looking up.

There are several pictures well adapted for signs for

respectable places of entertainment in the collection.
The discontinuance of the good old publican custom

of hanging out signs, has driven many worthy artists
to the studio and exhibition room, where their works
only find a limited appreciation.

There is my friend Chiar O'Scuro, whose genius for
sign painting is undoubted, and half a century ago it
would have enabled him to earn a comfortable living
for a family.

ng the Fine Arts.

The hanged which have come over art, have af-
fected 'Scuro.

He c itivates all his hair, smokes a large meers-
chaum, spoils quantities of good canvas, and earns
his board and tobacco by coloring photographs in
private.

But 'Scuro stick: to high art, paints in an attic,
and soars in spirit-(isually Bourbon.)

O'Scut'o's specialty is mountains.
Becau e they are 1 fty like his spirit.

He is qual to a m untain of any dimensions,
He ha painted e ery respectable eminence from.

Brookly Heights to Chimborazo.
He ca do mountains singly or in groups, to suit

purchase s, at so muc a mountain.
His " ort Greene 'n a Thunder Shower," is a work

that appeaIs to the i agination. The historic height
is deserte by its fre uenters, who have fled to shel-
ter. Th grass is d mp, and the wooden benches
glisten w'th moisture. The flag-staff looks pale in a
back groin. id of thund r cloud, and the streak of light-
ning has a zig-zag aturalness thrilling to the be-
holder.

O'Scur don't belon to the Art Association.
He considers it a sti ek up institution.
He is about startin a society of his own, which

holds the ay meant of ues unconstitutional.
O'Seur objects on p inciple to paying dues-or any

other obi ations.
A prin iple, my bo , not confined exclusively to

the unsop iisticated ch'ldren of art.

89



90 The Exhibition and i/s Visitors.

As there was nothing to pay, O'Scuro had no objec-
tion to accompany me on a visit to the Exhibition.

It was afternoon, and the sun shone through the
skylight on a collection of oil paintings and young
ladies.

It was pleasant to see the ladies of Brooklyn take
such an interest in the fine arts.

It made me feel quite an interest in the ladies.
I found several interesting subjects for study-art

study, of course.
Some of the artists have selected ladies' heads for

their subjects, and-as I explained to Mrs. O'Lanus,
who observed, when I took her one evening, that I
looked more at the ladies than at the pictures-I was
merely comparing art with nature with a critic's eye.

Mrs. O'Lanus said I might study the difference be-
tween two styles of painting.

Mrs. O'Lanus can be severe, occasionally.
I noticed some very handsome works of art on this

occasion-I mean among the pictures, not the ladies.
I don't mean that, exactly; there were of course

plenty of beautiful creatures, very neatly framed,
showing an artistic skill and an experienced eye to
effect.

I think I must have meant the pictures, and have
got canvas and crinoline slightly mixed.

O'Scuro objecting, on principle, to paying twenty
cents for a catalogue, borrowed mine, and in the ab-
straction of genius forgot to return it, consequently I
am unable to give you the number of a lovely pair of
blue eyes, an angelic nose, tempting lips, with a back-

Colonel Wood's Por/rail. 91

ground f golden wa erfall, done by Nature, and as I
should j dge, still ' or Sale.'

There were likewi e some nice things on canvas.
Mr. De aas's waters ape is quite a picture.

The s a has quite a marine appearance, and the
boat loo s as though it would upset every minute,
but it ha n't yet.

Gigno x's picture as excited the envy of O'Scuro,
because i is in his line-mountains. He threatens to
paint a picture twice s big, if he can only get credit
for enou h canvas, and eclipse Gignoux in the next
exhibitio .

Making allowance or O'Scuro's prejudices, I think
Gignoux'4 painting is a big thing on canvas.

it was ainted for he D uke of Wellington, who

wanted, a yiew of the lps after Napoleon had crossed
them. Tie crossing ad been taken up before Gig-
noux got there, and i not represented.

Willia son has d ne another section of Lake

George. e has onl enough Lake George left for
two more aintings, a d he will have to hunt up an-
other lake next summ r.

There a e numerous portraits of great men. Two
of G. Was iington, whi h look enough alike to be rel-

atives. hich is the correct likeness, and which isn't,
is left to the judgment of the observer, who pays his
money for a catalogue and takes his choice...

COLONEL GOOD'S PORTRAIT

is placed n the other -side of the room, so that it

couldn't b mistaken f r Washington.



92 Opinions of thle Ladies.

There are a good many opinions about the Colonel's
picture.

As it is public property, everybody has a right to
say what he thinks of it.

Seventy-four people said it represented the Col-
onel.

Forty-eight thought it was a striking likeness.
Fourteen were positive'that it didn't look a bit like

him.
Six (very young)ladies thought it wasn't good look-

ing enough.
Two (mature) ladies were of the opinion that it was

handsomer than the original.
Nineteen thought the expression was quite natural.
Fifteen objected to the background.
Four (romantic young) ladies were sure the artist

had not sufficiently developed the Colonel's whiskers.
Eleven thought the figure was too, stiff.
Nine considered the posture quite graceful.

Four thought the eyes were very fine.
Two observed- that they had a vacant look.
Three thought he looked as though he was'uneasy

in his mind.
Five detected a resigned and placid expression in

the countenance.

Twenty-four thought it was too highly colored.
One detected a defect in the eyebrows.
An old gentleman who hadn't bought a catalogue

wanted to know whether it was Thad. Stevens or Col-
onel O'Mahony.

Told him it was Mayor Wood.
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Said he thought it as, only he hadn't seen Fer-
nando sin e he wore w iskers, and wasn't sure whether
it was. hi or Brother Ben. He considered it a re-
markable ikeness, an wanted to know the name of
the artist.

Told hi it was Fi her.
He the wanted to 1 now if he was any relation to

Fort Fish r, or Gener 1 Butler, as he was acquainted
with both families.

I referr d him to th boy who sells the catalogues.
Boy shut im up by efusing to entertain any pro-
position n der twenty cents.

The se ptural dispel y is shabby.
There a e only six i ages in the show.
The Ital'an Image I en can't be induced to join the

Associatio , preferring to give exhibitions of their art
on the step of a Savin s Bank, in connection with a
wax-fruit dealer.

The big est thing in plaster is the group called

FRANCE CA DI RIMIL

It repres nts a lady a d gentleman dressed like ac-
tors when ont to ap ear as Spanish Cavaliers, or
Russian pe sants.

Also a b by which h sn't been dressed yet.
They all appear to e in a state of mind about

something. Except th baby, which don't appear to
mind it.

It illustra es the most thrilling passage of Dante's

i
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94 The Rimini Group.

Inferno, by Tasso, which was set to music by Livy,
and afterwards performed by Alfieri.

Those~ not versed in Italian literature may be unac-
quainted with the story, which has not been published
in the Ledger.

It is a legend of one of the centuries, I forgot which ;
but that don't matter.

It is a sad and sorrowful story: full of dark deeds,
misery and misfortune, unrequited affections, stern
parents, and a mother-in-law.

It ends, I believe, in the death of all hands, includ-
ing the baby. I am certain, however, that they are
not living at the present time. At least in Brooklyn.

Francesca is the name of the woman: Rimini is
the name of the man. The baby was not christened,
owing to the misfortune of its parents, and died
young.

The sculptor has illustrated the climax of the fear-
ful catastrophe which is so thrillingly narrated by
the poet.

Seated on a bank where the wild thyme grows, as
it is in the habit of doing in Italy, Francesca is lean-
ing on the left shoulder of Rimini, who is in the atti-
tude of looking up to see if there is any prospect of
rain, while the baby is comfortably stowed away out
of the shower.

The storm, however, came on suddenly, as it is lia-
ble to do in Italian climates, and being without ;an
umbrella, they got wet through. They took cold.
Cherry Pectoral was unknown in Italy, so they got
worse. Diphtheria set in and carried them both off.

Aff ting Finale. 95

The b by, left an orphan with nothing to wear,

died a fe hours after of grief for the loss of his par-

ents and they were al buried in the ancient vault of

the Rimin family in t e cemetery at Crow Hill.

Such is the affectin history here illustrated.
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EPISTLE XVr.

(+ENERAL GRANT is coming over to see us on

He has been doing New York.
I told him while he was in this vicinity he had

better drop over and see Brooklyn.
He said he would if he had time.
Seward came on the day before yesterday with

word that Andy Johnson thought he could run
Washington alone for a few days, and ~take care of
Thad. Stevens and other " Dead Ducks."

Andy has got his back up, and is not going to
stand any more nonsense.

Having settled the Tennessee rebels he thinks he
can polish off the Massachusetts and Pennsylvania
guerrillas.

It will be safe to bet on Andy.
I have a great deal of confidence in Andy.
So has Grant.
He-therefore concluded to stay a few days and do

Brooklyn.
I should have invited him to dinner, but Mrs. O'La-
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Mr. Corry O'Lanus is here seen escorting Queen Emma, of the Sand-
wich Nation, about the streets of Brooklyn.--See puge 107.
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Doing Brooklyn. 97

nus is ci aning house , and said she wouldn't like
the Gener 1 to see he house when things were so
upside dotn.

I explai ed this to rant, and being a family man
himself, h understood how it was and excused me.

As that bridge is no built yet, the General will
come over in a ferry b at.

I shall 1eet him in he ferry house, and take him
up Fulton street.

We shall then take a car, ride up to the City Hall,
and let hi admire the fountain.

After re reshing I sh 11 take him a walk round the
Heights, a d point out to him the location of New
York, Gov rnor's Islan , and New Jersey.

I shall s ow him the Academy of Music, the Park
Theatre, lynouth C iurch, and Hooley's Opera
House.

If the eather is f1 e and the road in good con-

dition I shilhire a bu gy and take the General out
on the Con y Island ro d.

I intend o treat the eneral handsomely.
I always had a high egard for the General.
When h wanted m re men for his army in Vir-.

ginia I sen my wife's e usin to re-inforce him.

I have n doubt the eneral feels grateful for this,

and that i why he lame to promise to come to
Brooklyn.

He want to see the city where disinterested pat-
riotism fou d a home.

In the ev ning we shall give a public reception at
the Acade y of Music, where I shall have the pleas-
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98 Programme a the Academy.

ure of introducing to the public the great military
hero of the age.

The public will bear in mind that the General's
engagement at the Academy will be limited to one
night only.

The following is the

PROGRAMME AT THE ACADEMY.

The General will appear in his much admired cos-
tume of blue coat, brass buttons and shoulder straps.

To avoid mistakes of identity I shall appear in a
black coat with a white necktie.

We shall march with military escort on to the
platform.

Music by the band ; enthusiasm by the audience;
waving of handkerchiefs by the ladies.

The General will then be introduced and bow to
the audience, who are expected to hurrah as long as
they can stand it.

The General is used to noise.
The General will be welcomed to Brooklyn in a

neat speech.
To- which the General will respond to the .effect

that he don't make speeches.
Which will be received with immense satisfaction

by the audience.
Cheers and waving of handkerchiefs ad libitum.
(N. B. The audience are requested to bringclean

handkerchiefs, and economize their perfumery-the
General has smelt powder, but he can't stand every-
thing.)
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Public Reception. 99

uently the audience will be introduced to
ial individually, with the privilege of shake
s.

will be limited to two seconds each.
General has only got two hands he can't

ads with three people at once.
dience are requested not to ask the General
rtinent questions.
s his opinion of the Freedmen's Bureau;

had. Stevens ought to be hung; or who's

neral is very reserved in his opinions, and
as any he prefers to keep them to himself.
will be allowed to say "fHow are you Gen-
ad to see you," "Hope you're well," and
servations of a brief and friendly character.

ladies will be permitted to say "God bless
ral."

g young ladies will under no circumstances
to kiss the General in public.

d overcome him, he is so bashful.
s, Mrs. Grant might object to it, and not let

here again.
must embrace somebody they can call on

Mrs. O'Lanus won't bejealous, if she don't hear of it.
After tie exercises are over the General will retire.

The audience are also expected to retire.
If they don't the janitor will put them out.
When he audience are all out, the janitor will put

the gas oit and go to bed.
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EPISTLE XVII.

Washington and his Birthday-Washington Measured by
the Latest Standard-As a great man-As a Military
Man, and otherwise-Washington's visit to Brooklyn

Where he boarded, and Why he moved Away-
Anecdotes of the General.

HAVE just got over celebrating Washington's
birthday.

If he had lived till yesterday he would have been
a hundred and thirty-five years old.

Just think of that.
It is about the age of the oldest inhabitant.
Washington was a great man.
He was first in war, first in peace, and first in the

hearts of his countrymen, and belonged to one of the
first families of Virginia.

He was likewise the Father of his Country.
If he was alive now I don't think he would feel

proud of his offspring.
Had he still continued to reside up to thisttime at

Mount Vernon he would not be eligible to a seat in
Congress.

If ' ashiiigton had lived in this generation he
couldn' have been a great man.

One f the earliest traits of his character was his in-

ability t tell a lie.
That lone would have ruined his political pros-

pects.
As a eneral he wouldn't have done either.

He d dn't believe in "marching on the enemy's
works," ufficiently to have insured his retention in

command of the army of the Potomac.
He n ver expressed an intention of fighting it out

all the s mmer on any particular line.

It too him seven years to crush the British Lion;

we did p a more extensive war business in four years,
killed flTe times as many men, and spent fifty' times

as mueh money.

I am afraid Washington was slow.
Then e don't hear of anybody making fortunes by

army co tracts for beef and shoddy in his day.
Then is farewell address would have been fatal to

his repu ation.
He w s open to suspicion of free trade proclivi-

ties beca se he affiliated with a Boston party who re-
fused to ay the duty on tea.

Conse uently the Tribune would have been down
on him.

Some en are born too soon, some too late. Wash-
ington w s born about the right time.

People didn't know so much in his day.
Or at least they didn't send such wise men to Con-

gress.
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Anecdotes of the General.

People were satisfied with the Union under the
Constitution then, entertaining a very foolish respect
for the Constitution without the amendments.

Washington paid a visit once to Brooklyn with his
army.

He put up at the Fifth Avenue Hotel, the name
of which has been changed to Washington's Head-
quarters.

The accommodations were not first-class, but the
Pierrepont House was not built at that time, and the
boarding houses down town were all full.

Washington would have staid longer in Brooklyn,
only the British and Hessians came in from Flatbush in
such large numbers that he got disgusted, and after
trying to drive them out he moved over to Nev York
one foggy morning, and subsequently retired to his
farm in New Jersey, where he passed a very hard
winter.

He distinguished himself by crossing the Delaware
when there was a great deal of ice on the river, though
he didn't take any ladies with him, as Captain Dun-
can did.

While in Jersey, Washington got up a surprise
party, and called upon a Hessian family in Trenton.

The Hessians were much surprised, and quite
taken by the undertaking.

This shows that Washington was open to the social
amenities of life.

There are several anecdotes of Washington extant.
One of which is about a British sentinel who was on

picket duty one night when he saw a man--a tall man,

102

wood,
"Who 1 as done this?" said old Mr. Washington,

looking a and for a hickory switch to warm his off-

spring.

"Fathe{," said Georgey, with the presence of mind

of future neatness, "I'm the boy who dissected that

specimen horticulture."
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Anecdotes of the General. 103

ride by. he British sentinel, who was strictly loyal
to his go rnment, thought he would shoot the tall

man. A the idea occurred to him he raised his gun
to carry out. Just before he pulled the trigger
the Briti sentinel altered his mind and didn't

shoot.
The tal man who wasn't shot was Washington.
He nev knew it until somebody told of it after-

wards.
Such wps the greatness of his mind.
There i one other anecdote of Washingtoi never

before pu} .ished, but was related privately to me by
his nurse, Joyce Heth, when she was in Barnum's

Museum.
Washii ton's father made little George a Christmas

present o a nice little cherry tree which he had

bought at hardware store in Richmond.
Little orge, who was of an inquiring turn of

mind, wa ed to find where the cherries came from,
so he tool a favorite hatchet that the hired girl used

to chop ndling wood with, and chopped up the
tree.

It too the edge off the hatchet and hacked it

like a buc saw, so that it wouldn't split fine kindling
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104 Anecdotes of the General.

"Come to my arms, my son," said the old gentle.
man.

There is only one parallel in American history to
this touching story of attachment to veracity.

When Col. Billy Wilson's Zouaves of predatory no.-
toriety, were encamped on Staten Island in '61, some
benevolent persons in New York took up a collection
to supply the lambs with hymn books and chewing
tobacco.

The committee with the funds went down to Staten
Island, passed through the camp, inspected the lambs
in their tents, and finally came to Col. Billy's head-
quarters. The chairman made a neat speech, then
putting his hand in his pocket discovered that the
money was gone.

"I had it," said he, " when I reached the camp."
Says Col. Billy, "I guess it's all right ; some of

the boys have got it. Adjutant, just inquire who's
lifted the swag from the old duffer in spectacles."

Adjutant went out to investigate and returned with
a report that Company Q said they had relieved the
old gentleman of the money for fear he might get
fatigued carrying it any further.

"Behold," said Col. Billy, his eyes gleaming with
emotion, "the nobility of the lambs ; they may steal,
but they won't lie."

Truth is an exalting virtue which American yGuth
with such illustrious examples before them ought to
cultivate as one of the necessaries of life.

Mrs. O'Lanus has impressed this noble precept
upon our Themistocles.

Anecdotes of the General. 105

Whe. she accuses him of a broken window, stick-

ing pins $vong way up in thechair cushions, or other

peccadil s, she tells him to own up and then she will

not lick lim, but if he denies it he will be whipped
addition for telling a story.

I don t think his interpretation of the precept or
apprecia on of the inducement to leniency is alto-

gether c ar.
For i tance, he frankly owned up when accused

of breal i g the nose'of his mother's favorite pitcher,
when su sequently Eliza Jane confessed that she did

it.
When alled upon for an explanation, Master The-

mistocles fell back upon his mother's assurance that

she wou n't lick him when he owned up.
It is ood thing to encourage youth to virtue,

but it is s well to do it understandingly.
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The Religious Season.

EPISTLE XVIII.

The Queen of the Sandwich Islands visits Brooklyn.

T HAD the honor of receiving the Queen of the
Sandwich Islands, when she came to Brooklyn.

Her Majesty brought a letter of introduction to
me from Queeh Victoria, and I had to do the hand-
some thing.

Both their Majesties you know are widows, and I
have as much sympathy for widows, as my friend
Morris.

Queen Emma is on a tour of observation and col-
lection.

She is collecting money to build a church, and
concluded that the City of Churches was a good
place to come to.

I escorted her Majesty to the Navy Yard, and
showed her the marines.

We then took a Sands street car and visited
Plymouth Church to see the organ.

We walked through the principal pipes of the
organ, at which her Majesty was pleased to express
her gracious astonishment, and growing enthusiastic,
she pronounced it a "big thing."
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She 5 id she should have very much liked to hear
Mr. B cher play on it.

I appogized for his absence and explained to her
Majestjy that the religious season in this country
only co ers the fall and winter-months.

Ana that ministers who move in the best society

go out f town during the dog days.
Her Majesty in her native simplicity said, "If the

shepherds leave their city flocks unguarded, isn't there

danger hat the wolf may descend to the fold and

carry the lambs?"
I re dsured her Majesty on this point by explain-

ing that the Devil found plenty of employment at
the fas4onable watering places during the season.

Anddf her Majesty should want to find his Majesty
at the resent time, the most likely place to look for

him w uld be at Saratoga, where, according to the
correspondents, there are more " hells " in operation

then anywhere else this side of Baden-Baden.
Her Iajesty was much interested, and said when

she got rack'to the Sandwich Islands she would see

that m' sionaries were sent over here.
Her glajesty inquired about the state of feeling

here to ards the Sandwich nation.

I tol her Majesty that Sandwiches were held in

much s eem until the trichina spiralis brought ham
into di redit, and at present crackers and cheese

were pr erred for a portable lunch.
In t i evening I took her Majesty to Hooley's,

where he was much pleased with the show, and ob-

served hat the freedmen were an amusing people,



How to Conduct a Slezgh-ride.

She got things slightly mixed-wanted to know
which was Fred Douglass, and mistook Mulligan for
Theodore Tilton.

I told her Majesty that he was no such person.
After partaking of some clam fritters and other

slight refreshment, I escorted her Majesty to New
York. She said she much pleased with her visit to
Brooklyn.

I don't wish this affair alluded to before Mrs. O'La-
nus, who is going out of town next week, and it
might cause her to change her mind.

Women. you know, etc.
It is just as well to keep peace in the family.

HOW TO CONDUCT A SLEIGH-RIDE.

The festive season of Winter has appeared.
I suppose you and your readers have become

aware of the fact, therefore I mention it. Nothing
pleases people so much as having .their own obser-
vations verified.

Some people like cold weather. Some don't.
It is not so much a matter of taste as a matter

of circumstances. Circumstances, in fact, have every-
thing to do with it.

If I owned a spanking team, with a rakish cut-
ter, various Buffalo robes, a set of sleigh-bells, and_
knew a bright young widow who wanted consola-
tion in her bereavement, and preferred it in out-door
exercises, I should rejoice in snow.

But when your equestrian establishment consists
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108 About Widows. 109

entirely of the clothes horse and a dinner bell, you
don't dmire snow.

It is unpleasant. Costs fifty cents to have it shov-

elled o ' the sidewalk, by order of a policeman, who
notifie you with the air of an officer admonishing
an old offender who has again been caught in the

act.
ABOUT WIDOWS.

A friend of mine who had made sleigh-riding the
study f his life, assured me that widows-(young of
course, were the best consolation in a sleigh-ride.

They re reputed dangerous, but the peril, perhaps,
enhance s the pleasure.

If a idow is not attainable the singly blessed are

eligible as substitutes.
Very young ladies are not desirable ; they are apt

to get 'ightened if the horse should run away, and
don't e joy the "spills."

It re uires a good deal of dexterity to conduct a

" spill " properly.
Care should be taken in the selection of a good

spot, w ere the snow is pretty deep.
The entleman should throw a somersault over the

lady so as not to fall on her when he is shot out.
The I dy should be pitched out gracefully at the

side of he sleigh.
In ca e she is buried deep in a snow bank, don't

attempt to pull her out by her balmorals. Or wait

until sh is thawed out. Drive to the nearest hotel,
take a d 'ink, borrow a shovel and go back and dig
her out like a man.
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Experiments in Private.

If you don't keep an establishment, and can't
afford to hire one, I can recommend an economical
substitute.

Get a wash tub. Take it on the back stoop. Fill
it with snow. Sit in it. Hire a small boy to ring a
bell. Another boy to fire snow balls at you. Then
if you can only imagine the motion, your happiness
will be just as complete as if you were paying a
livery stable keeper five dollars an hour.
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EPISTLE XIX.

About the Income Tax.

I SEE on are publishing the income tax lists again.

I rege rd them with a great deal of interest ; they
give yo an idea of the individual and collective
prosperit of the community.

Partic larly the collective-that is the amount of
income t e collector can collect tax on.

Some eople I know don't seem to have any in-
come.

But th ir outgo is considerable.
They robably borrow the money.
A nati nal debt being a blessing to the nation-ac-

cording t J. Cooke-why should not a personal debt

be a blessng to an individual.
I kno a few individuals who have been trying

the expe iment for some time.
One of them in particular.

He ex erimented on me to the extent of ten dol-
lars.

He no oubt feels ten dollars better. I don't.
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112 NMe gk6ors' Incomes.

There's where the difference lies. A chap who
borrows and don't repay may be blessed ; but I'mn
blessed if the fellow who lends isbmore blessed to give
than receive-when applied to advice, physic, or the
measles.

But credit is quite contrary.
I thought I'd try J. Cooke's advice, get in debt and

be happy.
I did try. The experiment didn't quite succeed.
None of my acquaintances had any money to lend.
Even tailors have lost confidence in mankind, and

expect to be paid.
To return to incomes-it is a gratification of that

philanthropic curiosity which prompts man (and wo-
man) to take an interest in a neighbor's affairs when
you publish the tax list.

Mrs. O'Pake can't impose any more airs on us.
O'Pake's income is only $2,000 after all, She has
been going it as though O'P., had made ten thousand
at least.

Then there's Peter O'Leum, he returns forty-eight
thousand, nine hundred and forty-two dollars.

Which is preposterous!
He pays the tax merely to make people believe

that he is a millionaire.
He can't deceive us,
O'Bleek's name don't appear in the list. If he

hasn't any income how does he pay his board at the
Uppercrust House, and keep a 2.315 team?

Which is just what we would like to know,
The publication of the income tax lists exposes the
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My Income. 113

hollow ss of society, and affords material for moral

confers tion in select social gatherings where elderly

ladies pi edominate.
I wis my income correctly reported, soI send you

the fig es.

Income. ......................... $000,000,
Gold W tch.....-----......-.-... -.... ,00
Billiard able................................ 0,00

Carriages............................-. .0,00

Plate, 2Z..".... ...----.......-
0,00

Yacht ... -- 0,-00

U. S. Gld bearing bonds.................... 0,000,00
Revenu from 7.30's.......................... 000, 00

" '" State Stocks................... . . 00
Bonds and mortgages........ 0,00

L66 " Oil stock. .. .. . . . . . . .. .". ...... 00,00
< < other securities................ 0

Total taable revenue...................... $000,000,37h

Meantime I have been considering the

INCOME TAX LAW,

about wich I have received three hundred and

fifteen communications asking for information.

The la is very' clear when you understand it.

The g vernment expects every man to have an in-

come.
At the same time it requires him to swear to the

fact'
A ma that has got no income can swear that he

has, and' f he pays the taxes on it, the law don't in-

sist on hi taking the money back.
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Borrowed Aoney nog Taled.
The Collector of Re -"revenue is authorized to receivea he can get, and hand as much as he canaford

over to thegovernment.
The Assessor's business is to see that everymaassesses himself.n
If a citizen fails to assess himself .Assessor is authorized to double the amoy sum, the

a hundred per cent to it.mount andadd
If the Assessor thinks a citizen has assessed hi..self too much, the law requires the assess to

nothing about it, for fear of hurting the c to a f
in -s

Revenue derived from all sources is taxable;man is not required to pay taxes on what he borrows,
unless he pays it back, which may be take a s, ev-
idence of his ability to suport te en as an e

A p the government.A man may deduct the rent of th e he
i, whether he pays his landlord or not.

That's the landlord's business. -When a man owns the house he lives iauthorized to deduct the Wages of his servant hel s not
is taxable income.
Single gentlemen who board within con ttance from the ferries, with all the convenioeno t d

are not allowed to deduct their taicorts of a home,
tificate ofpayment from their tailors.

hen a man and wife have each separate incomes
and don't l1. someparate income esive together, and the wife boardsaunt who is a widow and has property of h owiher
government securities, real estate or oil stock0s ann

e husband is not in the habit of payIng his wife's

board or milliner's bills, the tax for which he is liable
will depend upon the amount of his revenue, if he
has any. His wife's aunt cannot be held liable for
his income tax unless the man should die and leave

his property to her; but should he die and leave
no property, then the Assessor may remit the aunt's
income tax, except on what she actually owns.

If a man dies intestate and leaves no property, his
executor are only liable for their own income tax.

If a man fails to make any return, the Assessor

may make one for him, and allow him any income he
thinks proper. In case the man should not happen
to be in receipt'of such income, the Government is
not bound to pay it to him.

In cas a man assessed under such circumstances
shall be roved to have died five years ago, his sur-
viving relatives may be allowed to pay the tax.

In maktug returns of revenue derived from busi-
ness transactions of a certain, uncertain, or any other
character, the law requires a business man to specifi-

cally state how much he has made, and he can make
as much as he likes, but he need not deduct his
losses.

A merchant who has made fifty thousand dollars
this year on indigo, cannot deduct seventy-five thou-
sand dollars he lost, in 1849, on gum-cowrie and bees -
wax.

Condu tors are not required to pay income tax on

any portion of the revenue of a railroad company.
Youn men on salaries of twelve hundred a year

who sperjd five thousand, are not required to pay full

114
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Tax on Soda Wac.
tax on the latter amount, as the tax is a tax nnot on outgo. on income

A young man who is entirely
aged mother for sup is enoty dependent on hir
inoet" pr is not required to pyhrincome tax.deiefreh

sRevenue derived from the sale ofsoda-water is taxedsix per cent on the syrup, provided an iron fountain
Sdrank on the premises.

ncoriners ah reside abroad and derive all their
incoe inromokl tE in urope are not liable to betaxed in Brooklyn.

Gentlemen wh went to Canada to avoid
and were SupportbenthCatovid ",thae draft,
cruel war was oved by thei fond relations until thecrue warwasover, are not liable to be txdulsthey return to the United Stetaxedunless

Widows are not re ts..teidsarndsmt required to pay tax on the income
theit'h sa nds e ghc h venadnd they had lived;neiher are their second husband if therefore

phans over 21 years of age are liable for incometax. na
These decisions are not from the Com iand are consequently reliable.missione
The interest which a man takes in his neighbor'saffairs is an evidence of the deep fraternal sympathies

o human nature. 
sympathizesThis enlightened sentiment of curiosity -egratified by the publication of the inyc widel

daHere you have a man's own estimateby the st-nlrd of greenbacs and society, of his own ort.A thirty-thousand-doll can walk the st-e
e conscious dignity that he is a rich man, and
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everybod who reads the paper knows it. I entertain
a profound respect for any man who returns over ten
thousand a year.

Betwee ten and five thousand I extend a polite
deference.

Below'ive and over two thousand I admit to famil-
iar interegarse.

Such a taking a drink with, and allowing them to
address m by my baptismal cognomen.

Anything over a thousand a year I am tolerant of.
All beldw a thousand I treat with condescending

politeness, but do not commit myself by allowing too
close an intimacy.

I approve nuchly of your publication of the income
tax list.

It is a sort of

GUIDE TO RESPECTABILITY.

people from being imposed upon.
ith marriageable daughters cut out the list
t up oni the closet door for reference.

ble young man is introduced; while the
es are studying his shape, the old lady is
er his figure or that of his governor, on the

ernal mind is made up at once, and the
is put out of suspense before he has had

more than knee deep in love.
amount of despair is thereby saved.
of blasted hopes is reduced, said hopes

red in the bud.
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There are less suicides.
Since the income lists have been published, there

hasn't been a single case of a young lady drowning
herself in her waterfall, of a young man hanging him-
self in his suspenders through disappointment in
love.

This is bad for the Coroners, but as a compensation,
I should suggest that Congress remit the tax on their
incomes.

Ever since Congress levied the income tax, I have
been anxious to contribute largely to the revenue of
the government.

The Collector won't let you pay over five per cent
unless you have over five thousand a year.

I am anxious to pay ten.
By elevating my salary you will gratify this laud-

able desire and benefit the government.
I can stand any amount of increase.
If I had Stewart's income, I believe I could pay his

taxes.
If I had four millions a year I think I should retire

from literary pursuits, and devote myself to the pur-
suit of happiness. The signers of the Declaration of
Independence guaranteed the right to pursue happi-
ness to every citizen of the United States.

But they forgot to provide him with the means.

I can chase happiness up as far as the railroads run,
or pursue her as far as Coney Island. But when she
goes off to Saratoga, I have to wait till she comes
back.

In the primary school, where my young ideas were

.
f

.
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trained to shoot, we used to write moral copies about

the vanit of riches, and that money was the root of

all evil.
This id a took root in my habits, and I always get

rid of the 'oot of evil as fast as I get it.

I never found any difficulty about it, but could get

rid of twic as much if it was thrust upon me.

We ha another copy, that used to come in with

capital C; e pursued the alphabetical system; it was:

"Contentment is better than riches."

Perhaps it is; I should prefer a little of both.

The possession of wealth they say brings anxiety.

Some people who haven't got money, exhibit a

great deal of anxiety about getting it.

They probably prefer anxiety with money to anxi-

ety without it.
You may think by these observations that I would

like to be rich.

Well, I should for a change.
If you kiow any benevolently disposed millionaire

who wants to bestow fifty thousand dollars on a

worthy obj ct, send him my name and address.

Fifty thousand would do for a start

Mrs. O'Ianus, being more moderate in her aspira-

tions, says she wouldn't ask to be rich.

All she wants is to be comfortable.

Inquiring how much it would take to set her up-in

comfort, she thought a hundred thousand dollars

would do.
The aforementioned millionaire can adopt this as an

amendment if he likes.
I shouldn't object.

;
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EPISTLE XX.
j

Iravelling Facilities Extraordinary.

F you want to enjoy extraordinary travelling faci-
lities,

GO TO WILLIAMSBURGH

by railroad.
Take the Greenpoint line.
Cars start from Fulton Ferry. They are supposed

to reach Greenpoint.
I only ventured as far as Grand Street.
Under ordinary circumstances, you can go to Grand

Street and back in a day.
It sometimes takes a day and a half.
The line is open as far as Classon Avenue.

When you get to Wythe Avenue, you have to take
your chances.

They have only got one track on Wythe avenue.
Cars can't run both ways on a single track at the same

Length of journey. 121
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time ; consequently, it depends on luck and resolution
on the part of the driver, whether you get the use of
the track.

I went 9n car 1,049. We had only sixty-four pas-
sengers anl eight market baskets.

We got half way into Wythe Avenue without im-
pediment. We then met a car coming from Green-
point.

Both cats paused.
The drivers and conductors called a convention to

decide wh' ch car had to go back to the double track.
Conducors tossed up a cent, to see who should

give way. Car 1,049 went heads: cent turned up
tails.

Driver etched horses on the other end, and we went
back.

We the made another start.

Got half way, and met another car from Green-
point.

The Gre npointers wanted us to go out again.
Our dri er got his back up, and said he would see

Greenpoint in--Williamsburgh first.
Greenpo nt driver appealed to his sympathies. He

wanted to et down to the office to draw his pay, as
he hadn't een through for two weeks.

Our conc uctor said his family lived in Williams-
burgh; he adn't been able to reach them on the sin-

gle track for a fortnight.
Passengers backed him up, and told him to stick

to his line.

Greenpoint driver got belligerent, and threat-



Waiting for the Boat.

IJ
ened to mash our driver if he didn't get out of his
way.

Our driver fell back on his muscle.
I told him to go in.
Drivers got down and went in.
They had six rounds. Our driver came out with

two black eyes.
Greenpoint claimed the track.
Our conductor got savage about his family and

pitched in, and was knocked out of time in two
rounds.

The passengers then sailed in.
Things got very lively.
I engaged a Williamsburgher, a chap who said he

had been three weeks trying to get to the City Hall,
and he was bound to go through this time.

We fought twenty minutes.
He said he was bound to fight it out on that line,

if it took all the summer.
Being in a hurry to get to Williamsburgh, I

couldn't wait to accommodate him, so I left on foot,
and made good time for Grand Street.

The rest of the passengers are still fighting for the
right of way.

Coming back I thought I'd try the ferries.
The Williamsburgh ferries run in the direction of

New York.
The boats start at intervals.
I waited an interval-about an hour or two. Boat

came in and I went aboard.
A shower came up so I went in the cabin.

It rain c a good deal harder in the cabin than it
did outsic e, and experienced passengers preferred the

outside.
Boat st rted at the rate of a knot and a half an hour

and got i to the river.
Sound teamer came along, and being in the way

we ran iito her. Ferry boat got the worst of it,
was stove in and put back to Williamsburgh for re-
pairs.

Being sed to collisions the passengers didn't seem

to mind i.
Funny eople those Williamsburghers.
The co pany, with great foresight and enterprise,

keep two oats; so we got on the other boat, which

came alone in about an hour.

An ol gentleman on board told me all about
her.

She wa4 a very fine boat. Built on the model of
Noah's Ak, and with the tide in her favor and a
full head f steam, might make three knots an hour.

She hac been sunk fifteen times by collisions, had
run down ourteen sloops and a schooner, and drowned

twenty-fiv passengers, and was good for as many
more.

At the outbreak of the war, government wanted to

purchase er to captured privateers, but George Law

wouldn't t ke her off the ferry for any money.
Not me ting with anything to run into, the pilot in

disgust ra into the bulkhead of the slip, upset the

horses on oard, and knocked all the passengers off

their legs.
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., Land at Las/.

Being Williamsburghers they seemed to enjoy it.
Not being used to such diversions, I didn't.
When we landed in New York the Williamsburgh-

ers held a congratulatory meeting on their safe arrival,
and the old gentleman referred to, proposed to take
up' a subscription to present the pilot with a piece of
plate.

Not being a Williamsburgher I modestly declined
to participate, and made a short cut for Fulton Ferry.

I don't think I shall move to Williamsburgh.
The travelling accommodations are altogether too

lively.

EPISTLE XXI.

The F shions-The prevailing Styles in both Sexes.

SEE ou were at the Opening.
I wa there. It was a gorgeous occasion. -New

York wa outshone, Paris was eclipsed, and the rest

of the world was nowhere, millinerily speaking.
The ladies of Brooklyn wanted my opinion of the

new style.
I went, I saw, and I wondered.
The re ources of the millinery art are like the re-

sources or this great and mighty nation-inexhaus-
tible.

And the milliners of the country seem to think that

the resou ces of the husbands and fathers of the couu-

try are alo inexhaustible.
But wbio cares about expense when decorating that

masterpie e of creation-lovely woman? Who be-

grudges t venty dollars for the sweetest love of a hat,
which wil make the sharer of your joys and income

look like seraph without wings?
Breathes there a man with $oul so dead, who never

to himself has said, this is my wife, and I will take
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her to a milliner's for peace's sake and buy her a bon-
net?

The thought is inspiring, and reminds me of the
language of the great poet, what's his name, who says:

"When lovely woman wants a bonnet,
And her brute of a husband he won't buy,

How can she wring the wretch's bosom?
By sitting down to have a cry."

The husbands and fathers of Brooklyn are not
adamant ; neither are they petrified granite. They
will, if they have not already, come down with the
greenbacks, and make every angel in Brooklyn' sau-

prernely happy by enabling her to call on her milliner,
and order that loveliest thing she ever laid eyes on.

THE STYLE

of Fall and Winter hats is novel. Most new styles
are novel. There is quite a fall in the size, but the
prices have heroically advanced. The shape of the
bonnet was of course suggested by the Empress Eu-
genic, who is married to the Emperor Napoleon IlL

She lives at Paris, and keeps a large millinery es-
tablishment by which she supports herself and. hus-
band in elegant style.

The present shape was due to a pleasing domestic
incident, which at once discloses the felicity of the im-
perial domestic circle, the playful nature of the Em-
peror, and the inventive talent of his august spouse.

The Emperor had come in from his club, where he
had staid rather late playing three handed euchre

126 Royal Orgin. 127

with Co nt Walewski and the Ameriean Minister,
and having won the oyster supper and a basket of

champagne, he was in a particularly good humor.
Eugenie and her maids of honor had been sitting up
late gettig things ready, as it was opening day in
Paris on the following Thursday. They had placed
the hat whichh was to electrify the fashionable world

on a chair, and the Emperor in a waggish mood sat
down on[ it, singing that well known operatic air:

"I'm sitting on the style, Eugenie."

A scr am of horror burst from the affrighted dames
of honor and Eugenie turned pale.

The mperor arose. The hat which had towered

like a G thic arch, had been reduced to a flat roof.
The Emperor, pursuing his playful fancy, turned the

hat on ne side, and sat on it again, to equalize

the pressure and make the sides correspond with the
top.

"The °e, my dear," observed his majesty, "is a new

style of flat.'"
The E press was delighted with the idea, embraced

his maje ty, and declaring the "shape " an inspiration,

issued it as the style at the Paris opening, and in the

languag of another poet on the occasion of a calvary

charge, ' all the world wondered."

This story was told me by a "reliable milliner,"
and is of course authentic.

The slape is not to be disputed, but the material

used is immaterial, and may depend upon the taste of

the wear rs, if they have got any.
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Chapeaux de Cast-iron. 129

Hats are chiefly made with velvet, silk or satin,
with lace, tulle, flowers, ruches and ribbons.

Birds are out of season, the bonnets being convert-
ed into flower pots, and the only specimens of live
stock tolerated among the rosebuds and sunflowers be..
ing bees and butterflies. Several ladies hitherto re-
garded as perfectly sane have been seen with a "bee
in their bonnet."

Some of the specimens displayed were truly re-
splendent, and, acting on an irresistible impulse, I
must describe one or two.

The most elegant and refined and tasteful, rich and
handsome specimens were to be found at the superb
French millinery establishment of Mine D'Oshaugh-
ness6.

The principal object which transfixes the attention
of the visitor on entering is a full dress hat of elegant
moire antique uncut velvet, magenta and green, with
full crown, and a fall of Bergen point lace ; the in-
side was trimmed with an elegant Oharlotte ruche, with
a pea-green butterfly, very natural, resting upon a
sunflower ; an ostrich feather, drooping gracefully
over a bunch of dandelions reposing on a lettuce
leaf sprinkled with Iceland moss, completed the tout
ensemble.

The next was an evening hat, very recherche. It
was of sky-blue shirred satin, with lavender-colored
ribbons in meringues & la creme; with drooping crown,
over which falls a Shanghai feather ; inside puffings
of illusion, and an exquisite bouquet of Roses of Al-
landale, and flowers of Dumblane.

I

.- - ,

The jockeys, too, were very becoming-to young
ladies on horseback.

The post charming things in this line are to be
found, df course, at the elegant bazaar of that Parisian
artiste, Madame John Smith.

The ales' styles are rather more subdued.
The I rst thing on this head is

HATS.

The pall style of hats are exceedingly elegant and

cost eight dollars.
Crowds are still worn, and are generally found at

the top of the hat.
The stovepipe order of architecture yet prevails in

dress hats. The materials are silk and cassimere; the
latter ar usually known as chapeaux de cast iron.

The brims are of average width-which is about as

wide as a piece of ribbon, and either slightly curled

or straight, I forget which. (My hat hasn't come

home y t.)
Hat s ores are generally found on streets where

they are located, and gentlemen will easily find them

if they 1 ok in the right place.
To as ist your readers I will mention a few of the

most ge tlemanly and artistic head decorators.

Mr. Spjiffles, of 1,101 Fulton Street, sells the best

hats in the business. The feature of this store is a

superb black silk hat, lined with white muslin and

leather. On the inside of the crown is the name of

the maker in gilt letters, giving an elegant finish to

I-a
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the lining ; a narrow band of black braid, fastened
with a chaste black buckle, surrounds the base of this
magnificent tile, and completes the tout ensemble.

Mr. Caubeen, of 2,014 Columbia Street, has a most
superior stock of soft hats, felts and cassimeres of the
Parisian modes. Though the haut ton affect the ele-
gant stove pipe, Kossuths are more in request.

They are much more convenient to sit upon thjn
silk hats.

COATS
are still worn.

The materials chiefly in vogue are cloth,
Linen coats will not be worn much this winter.
Overcoats will be generally worn by those who can

afford them.
Mr. Snip, of 914 Fulton, has a gorgeous display of

these useful articles. The most noticeable specimen
was a double breasted beaver, with two rows of but-
tons in front and a double row of button holes to cor -
respond. The sleeves have openings to accommodate
the arms, and there are four pockets, conveniently dis-
tributed, and capacious enough to hold half a pound
of tea, a bar of soap, or a mackerel, which would save
you from carrying a basket when you go to the gro-
cery.

Mr. Sleeveboard, of 4,119 Court Street, has the
m ost elegant assortment of business coats of the sack
variety.

The tails of the sack are gradually receding upward.
They now reach to the waist. By next summer the gar-
ment will be reduced to a collar and a pair of sleeves.

Economy in Butter. 131

PANTS

have undergone no material change, or change of ma-

terial. very gentleman wears them, and they are
said to e occasionally assumed by ladies of the mar-

ried de nomination.
The present style is now long, reaching from the

waist down to the ankles, and are attached to the sus-

penders by means of buttons.

VESTS

will be enerally worn this fall.

They are worn the same as before, under the coat,

and usu Ily buttoned up. The number of buttons
depends on the taste of the wearer, or liberality of the

tailor. usually get as many buttons as I can, be-

cause w en the vest wears out Mrs. O'Lanus cuts them

off and keeps them to use when she makes our boy a
suit. It saves buyin g new ones, and the boy 13 not
old eno gh to appreciate the difference.

BOOTS

are still e'arded as preferable to shoes for winter

wear, and they save the expense of shoe strings.
The n ost elegant boots to be seen in the city, will

be foun4 at the store of Mr. ilammerwax, of 70 2

Montage Street. Among the articles he has on ex-

hibition is an elegant pair of boots, the uppers of

I
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132 Boots.

which are real calf-skin. The soles are likewise of
leather. They are also genuine rights and lefts.
Attached to the tops on the inside are small straps
which enable the wearer to pull them on with slight

r muscular exertion.
t1

V EPISTLE X

The Atlantic C

SEE you don't believe in t]
Because you don't underst

The cale is all right; it is
the Atlantic.

Signal work beautifully.
All the electricans are delight
Field ays so.
In a private dispatch to me,

Eastern ian into the ferry slip a
says:

FIELD TO O'L.

p

Dian Co ~y: We have arrived here.
end of it in Ireland and brought the
The great event of the universe is acc
congratutlatory messages every ten sec
world. A right.

Upon which I replied;

XTI.

'able.

he Alantic Cable.
~and Field:
safe at the bottom of

ted.

as soon as the Great
t Newfoundland, Field

The cable is laid. I left one
other end over with me.
omplished. I am receiving
bonds from all parts of the

FrD.
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Cable Dispatches.

O'LANUS TO FIELD.

DEAR FELD : Allow me to congratulate you on your safe arrival
with the end of the cable, and the end of your gorgeous enterprise.
Your dispatches have been read by the marines with the utmost
gratification. You are a great man, Cyrus. If we were in want of
a President now, the Radicals would no doubt take you up for
dispatches, which beat anything outside of the Tribune's account
of the New Orleans riot. But we shan't want a President for a
couple of years. If you had been in Brooklyn this week, I could
have got you on the slate as a delegate to Saratoga, but it is too
late now.

Tell Queen Victoria that Beecher's new organ is a great success,
that the long stop operates beautifully.

Drop a line to Paris, and give ,ny compliments to Napoleon ;
tell him I'm sorry he has got mixed on the German question.
Mrs. O'Lanus would like to know how Eugenie wore her hair at
the last reception. Mrs. O'Lanus is going into the country, and
she wants to appear in the very latest style, and astonish the na-
tives.

Yours telegraphically,
CoRE' O'LANUS.

FIELD TO O'LANUS.

HEART'S CONTENT,
August 1, P. M. j

DEAR ConnY: Cable working beautifully. Signals getting per..
fecter every minute. Messages arrive the day before they leave
England. Just received congratulatory messages from the Lord
Mayor of London and the Cham of Tartary. Sent your dispatch.
The Queen is delighted about the organ. Tell Mrs. O'Lanus that
the Empress wore her hair on her head. Which is the prevailing
style at present.

London Markets-Cheese lively. Tallow candles dull, pig
lead heavy ; money in general demand for everything.
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I forgo to ask Field how the German war is going
on ; but learned from a private dispatch that there

has been o fighting since the last battle.

The Pr ssian needle gun has sewed Austria up.

The ne dle gun is a great invention, but Brother

Craig pr poses to take it down with

A BEWING MACHINE BATTERY

of light a illery.
But I a losing the cable of my narrative.

I repos the utmost confidence in Field and the

cable.
Particu ary in Field.

You w it till the next steamer arrives, and you'll

hear news that will convince you that the cable is a

deep institution.

135A Deep Institution.
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EPISTLE XXIII.

Anneke Jans and her ,Heirs.

T HAVE been looking up some property belonging
to the family.

Are you an heir of

ANNEKE .ANS?

Every other man you meet is.
So is every other woman.
So is everybody's children.
And their cousins.

Also their uncles, aunts and godmothers, and any
other relations they may have.

The heirs of Anneke Jans, you know, own Trinity
Church.

And pretty much the rest of New York below
Central Park.

ii

Heirs. 137

Trinity Church claims the whole of it.
So do the heirs of Anneke Jans.
The church, being a corporation, is of course in the

wrong.
Corporal tions have neither souls nor rights which

anybody i bound to respect.
I ascertined that Mrs. O'Lanus was one of the

heirs.

Our tw children are also heirs on account of their
mother.

The relationship was settled by an act of the

Legislature of 1702, or thereabouts, which declared

that all persons whose grandmothers were born in

New Yori should be acknowledged as descendants of
Anneke J ns, and entitled to all the property they
could get.

This is o clear that the church can't get over it.

All yo have to prove is:

That ycu had a grandmother.
That sh had Dutch ancestors.

Who originally came from Holland.

The recent admission to the bar of my friend

O'Pake, enabled me to place my case in the hands of

trusty counsel.

I consu ted him in the matter, and he proceeded in

a business like manner.

Which was to demand a retaining fee of ten

dollars, merely, he observed, as a matter of form.

The firs proceeding he said was to make a formal
demand o the Sexton of Trinity Church for the

delivery o our share of the property.
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If he refused, then O'Pake said we should enter an
action of ejectment against the church pro forma et
compos mentis, to compel them to show cause why.

Then carry the case up on a ne exeat and produce
our evidence.

In case the respondents (N. B. This is a legal
term and means the parties you are suing) should
offer to compromise with me, which is generally
understood to be their little game when they get
hold of an undeniable heir, O'Pake advised me not
to settle for less than six full lots on Broadway.

I went over to Trinity Church.
I went on Sunday as the most likely time to find

the folks in.
The Trustees were readily recognized by their gor-

geous raiment, which is purple and fine linen, as ac-
curately described in the Sunday papers.

I introduced myself at once as C. O'Lanus, husband
of Artemesia O'Lanus, descendant of Anneke Jans
in consequence of her grandmother, and heir to the
Trinity property.

Also as father of Themistocles and Cassandra
O'Lanus, children of the same, and likewise heirs,
and said I'd trouble the church to hand over their
share of the property at once, otherwise they would
hear from my solicitor, which was Miles O'Pake, Esq.
who had been instructed to commence an action
forthwith in the Superior Court of New Lots.

Instead of defying the heirs of Anneke Jans, as I
had understood the Trustees were in the habit of
doing, the Head Centre of the party, who was quite

Wife's Exectations.138
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a respecta le looking old chap with much expanse of

waistcoat nd blue spectacles, replied:
" Certain ly, Mr. O'Lanus, we mean to do the square

thing, and divide up this property among the heirs

and have (lone with it. How much do you estimate

the property to be worth?"

"I recl on," said I, "it's worth about sixty mil-
lions."

"That's the exact figure," said he ; "we had it

weighed ast week, and estimated at Washington
Market pr ces. Sixty millions is the figure, and there

is just on hundred and twenty million heirs, which

entitles each heir to fifty cents in currency as his

or her share of the estate. You said. I believe, that

you repre ented three heirs ; your claim will amount
to twelve shillings. If you will come over to-mor-
row duri g business hours, bring with you a deed

of acquitt nce signed by the heirs, properly attested

and inte nal revenue stamped, and change for a

hundred ollar bill, we shall be happy to settle your
claim."

I went o O'Pake, who had been celebrating his

first case n the retaining fee and didn't feel well, and

asked hi what I had better 'do ?
Says h ,"It's a pity to settle such a splendid case.

It would eep you in law for years if you only had

the mean. But Corry, you can't afford the luxury

of law. t's expensive. As a professional man, I

weep ove a lost opportunity which I sacrifice to per-

sonal rega d for an old friend. Don't go to law-

take the t elve shillings. I shall only charge you

Amouni of Clain. 139
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II does not Pay.

five dollars for advice and consultation, and if all the
heirs of Anneke Jones get off as cheap they will be
lucky."

I took his advice.
The account stands: Or. Dr.

Received from Trinity estate...........$1 50
Legal expenses............................ $15 00
Ferriage................................. . 06
Revenue stamp........................... 02

$150 $1508
1 50

Balance out................................ 13 58

If you know any more of Anneke's heirs, advise
them to sell out.

It isn't paying business.
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A Grand lDiscovery-A New Mineral Water-Its Won--

derful roperties and Efects-Testimonials of its Ef-
ficacy What it is Goodfor-Directionsfor-use.

ilER has been quite a change since last we

met.

The thermometer has ceased to bexthe object of in-

terest-n body quotes the temperature now.
It is on y when it is confoundedly hot, or deucedly

cold, that we care about knowing how the thermom-.

eter stand.
Betwee 20 and 80 degrees, that interesting in-

strument is an object of indifference to the multi-
tude.

Such is the fate of mediocrity.
The clo e of the hot weather has rather interfered

with a litt e speculation I had on foot.
It was new
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Circular.

MINERAL WATER

which I had got up.
It is no longer necessary to go to Saratoga, or drink

home-made Kissingen.
One trial of the A No. 1 Bilge Water is sufficient.
I send you. a circular, which you can publish and

take out pay in Bilge Water.
It will do you good.

CIRCULAR :

The proprietor takes great pleasure, and hopes to
derive much profit, in introducing to the dry and in-
telligent public the celebrated A No. 1 Bilge Water.

It is drawn from the remarkable spring at the re-
nowned mineral watering place, Carnarsie, which has
hitherto been undiscovered since the first settlement
of Long Island.

The proprietor can guarantee its purity, since he
manufactures it himself.

It contains all the qualities, medicinal and other-
wise, of Saratoga, Congress, Kissingen, Croton, Vichy,
Pyrmont, Seltzer, Empire, Cochituate, Ridgewood and
other waters, mineral and otherwise.

It holds in solution heavy quantities of iron, silver,
nickel, and other precious metals ; barytes, potassium,
saleratus, ginger, epsom salts and the essence of pep-
permint.
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It is go for everything.
A INo. 1 Bilge Water is warranted to cure all corn-

plaints.

TESTIMONIALS

have been received from the most eminent politi-

cians, philo ophers and divines, to whom samples have
been sent ee of charge.

FROM TIlE PRESIDENT.

WHITE HOUSE, July 4th.

DR. O'L s : I tried the case of your A No. 1 Bilge Water,
which you se t me, with the most gratifying result to the Con-
stitution of th United States. It has effected a dissolution of the
Cabinet, and another case will bring about an adjournment of
Congress. I ave ordered a supply for the Philadelphia Conven-
tion. Yours gratefully, A. JoHNso.

FROM A DISTINGUISHED DIVINE,

CHU"CH.ON THE HILL.

D i sa: I have used sixty bottles of your A No. 1 Bilge Wa-
ter with the happiest result. I have been afflicted with black bile
for many years, and nothing has done me any good until I tried
your valuable discovery. It has cleared my vision and I can now
regard the whipe man as an object of Christian solicitude.

T. L. POUNDTEXT, D. D.

FROM PLYMOUTH CHURCH.

DFAI O'L s: I have tried your A. No. 1 Bilge Water on our
New Organ, with the most wonderful result. It has imparted
quite a new tojie to the instrument. H. W. B.
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FROM TIlE REV. S. T.-1860-X.

State Street, July 19th.

Sin: I have taken forty bottles of your A No. 1 Bilge Water,
and pronounce it equal to Plantation Bitters in improving my
temper. I send you back the empty bottles to have them re-
filled on the same terms. Yours,

S---T. 1860.--D. D.

FROM O'PAKE.

FRSim Conn : Your A No. 1 Bilge water is a big thing. Ta.
ken with an equal quantity of Bourbon, it is quite a pleasant drink.
Next to Bourbon straight there is nothing like it for a tonic bev-
erage.

Still fondly thine own
M. O'PAxi.

The A No. 1 Bilge Water has received the ap-
proval equally cordial from the Army and Navy of
the United States. In evidence of which I have

glowing testimonials from Major Gen. R. Tillary,
Brigadier A. D. Camp, Admiral O'Kum, Gen. D.
Kanter of the Marines, and many others.

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS,

made by an eminent professor of chemistry.

"I have analyzed a barrel of A No. 1 Bilge Water and find it
to contain no ingredient deleterious or otherwise. Its properties
embrace chemical qualities superior to all other mineral waters. It
is highly tonic, diuretic, cathartic, antarctic and prophylactic. It
will cure chills and fever, lumbago, chilblains, the mumps, bun-
ions and the toothache. It is a good thing to wean infants on,
and an excellent hair restorative.

O. P. O'DELnoc,
Professor of C7enistry, Canarsie College.
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Directions for
DIRECTIONS FOR

'LThe No. 1 Bilge Water n
N hours. Fromtentofifteenbott1

and abc ut thirty bottles in the (
the constitutional allowance.

It is ut up in green bottles w
of army on the cork and none
signed . O'LANUS.

I send you twenty-live doze
use, an you can add a certifica

\\\\ Lperiene if you survive it.
-- N B-(riate--'Pkes\

\\ - w after is probably the safest, and0 S ken the pledge, I should recomm

II

Latest style in ladies' bonnets. Corry O'Lanus relates how Louis
NapoLeon introduced the new fashionS.-ee page 127.

Use. 145

USE.

ay be taken at all
Les before breakfast,

course of the day, is

ith the Fenian coat
are genuine unless

n for your private
te of your own ex-

iethod of using the
I if you haven't ta-
end it.
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EPISTLE XXV-

The East River Bridge Question-The Ice Bridge and
other Bridges-A Bridge as is a Bridge-A Bridge
to Jersey-A Plan to Recover our Abridged Privi-
leges and Bridge the Excise Law-Diagram of the
O'Lanus Bridge from the Original Drawing.

SEE you have the prevailing complaint, which is

BRIDGE ON THE BRAIN.

I have considered the subject myself in all its bear-
ings, and have come to the conclusion that the only
way by which we shall ever be able. to cross the
river without the aid of ferry-boats is by means of a
bridge.

Let us have a bridge by all means.
Owing to the prevalence of ice, and the inability of

ferry-boats to float on anything but water, the com-
munication with New York during the past week
has been otherwise than expeditious or comfortable.

The bridge constructed by J. Frost on Wednesday
was not reliable.

The East River Bridge. 147

I di not patronize it.
I th ought I would go over to say I had done it.
It is onsidered something to brag of to your grand-

childre .
I ki ow a man whose grandfather crossed the

North liver on ice, about two hundred years ago,
and he entions it every time it freezes as a matter
of family history to be proud of.

My grandchildren might, I thought, mention with
pride titat I had gone over the river on ice.

Mentioning this to Mrs. O'Lanus she promptly re-
sponded: "Don't you be a fool.

"If yku go on the ice it will be sure to break and

let you in, and you'll be brought home soaking wet,
and the be going round the house complaining of

the rheumatism for the rest of the winter. Don't you
do it."

" But my dear," I expostulated, "consider our
grandchildren, and"-

"Boti er your grandchildren, how do you know
you'll ever have any ?"

The present contingency of getting wet, and the

doubtfu nature of the future, dampened my enthu-

siasm, alid I concluded to wait for a more reliable
bridge.

I have given the bridge question close study.
Examined all the bridges on the Gowanus Canal,

and read all the plans published.
Also signed the petition to the Legislature for a

bridge twice a day during the past week.
If we don't have a bridge it won't be my fault.



148 Plans for a Bridge.

In fact, if anybody will lend me the money, I'll
build a bridge myself

It won't take much.
Only three millions.
And Murphy's bill says, if anybody will build it

for three millions, the city will give them four mil-
lions for it.

Here is a chance to make a million.
As I didn't draw the Crosby Opera House, and my

religious newspaper has not met with the encourage-
ment it deserved, I am not ready for a new enter-
prise.

There are several

PLANS FOR A BRIDGE,

some of which differ from others.
One plan is for a suspension bridge.
Now a bridge liable to suspension would be no bet-

ter than the ferry, which has been in the state of sus-
pension for several days.

I have got a plan for a bridge, the advantages of
which are striking.

I don't think we ought to be selfish while we are
about so great an undertaking, and we ought to re-
member the folks in Jersey who are liable to be froze
up as well as ourselves.

My plan is to bridge the North and East rivers in
one job, and bring Hoboken into direct communica--
tion with the Wallabout, so that when Washington
avenue is extended and Harteau's basin built, we

The O'Lanus Bridge. 149

shall hate a direct line of communication with New

Jersey, o that people can get over there on Sunday
and tak a drink in spite of the Excise Law.

My pan contemplates a bridge from the top of
Fort erene to Weehawken Heights, over New York

and bot rivers.

For tl e accommodation of way passengers I would

have a ending over New York with a dumb waiter

down o1e of the columns to hoist and lower folks who

wanted o get in and out at that city.
This is a little ahead of any proposition I have yet

seen.
Such bridge would be an ornament to the coun-

try and 4 joy to posterity.
To coi.vey an idea to the general mind of the plan

and outline and appearance bf the bridge, I send you
the following diagram, which I drew on a slate with-

out any assistance.

PLAN OF THE 0 'LANUS BRIDGE.

- a

b c b

EXPLANwAoN.--a is the top of the bridge, where people can
walk over e river without getting their feet wet, regardless of
iee. It wil also be strong enough to bear railroad cars and ice
wagons. b are the buttresses which hold up the bridge. The
buttresses will be sunk in post-holes to make them firm and
steady. c is the river, which flows calmly beneath in all weath-
ers.

/
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The beauty of this plan is its striking simplicity.
It can be done in iron or stone, the material is im-

material to me.
My idea is to build it on the gift enterprise plan.
The bridge will cost say six millions.
Sell a million shares at ten dollars each, which will

raise ten millions, allowing a margin for printing, (I
shall have a good deal of printing done,) and a com-
mission for the architect.

Each subscriber is entitled to a photograph copy
of the bridge, like the above illustration.

When the bridge is built a drawing will take
place.

The man who owns the lucky number can draw
the bridge.

IIe can draw it how he likes, with a corkscrew or
with a piece of chalk on a shingle.

The other prizes will consist of season tickets to
Prospect Park and dissolving views of the Crosby Art
A association.

I have sent this plan to Albany, with a promise of
a dozen tickets to each member of the Legislature.

Editors giving favorable notices will be entitled to
similar favors.

LATER PROCEEDINGS.

The bridge is coming on handsomely. There are
sixty-two plans before the committee, but my plan is
regarded with favor.

Some people want a two-story bridge, but I think

Diving Committee. 151

one-stork will do to start ; with you can put on an-
other stdry afterwards if you want to.

A ba ement might be included in my plan, but it
would be rather damp.

You ant a high and dry bridge.
Anot er point is the number of arches.

Now am not particular to an arch, but the more
arches y n have the more abutments you want, and
abutmernts are expensive, owing to the price of stone.

Here a question arises about the foundation.
What kind of a bottom has the East River got?

A mo ion was made at the last meeting to turn it
bottom pwards and see.

This as opposed by the Engineer, who explained

the consequences-the water would all run out.

Then O'Pake, with his usual obtuseness, said that
would be just the thing, we could walk over to New

York o dry land.

But what would become of the Ferry Company, in

which s me of us own stock?
Besid s which we shouldn't want any bridge.
The otion was lost.
Subsequently, on motion, a diving committee was

appointed to make a survey of the bottom of the river
and report.

The committee asked for time, as it was too cold at

present o go into water, but promised, as soon as

salt-water bathing was practicable, to dive into the

business.

We nust await the report of the committee before
taking fu rther action.



152 Engineer's Design.

We have engaged a practical engineer of much ex-
perience. He ran a saw-mill in the country for eight
months, and designed a bridge over the Chenango
Canal. He presented me with a copy of his original
design, drawn on a shingle with a piece of charcoal.

I send it to you, and think you might reproduce
it in the paper, to give an idea of his architectural ge-
nius, and inspire public confidence in the success of
our resplendent enterprise.
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Advantages to Travelers.

the apexg E, they can sit down on their trowsers and,

owing to the declivity, slide the rest of the way.

O'Pak has inquired how about the ladies. Well-

they can ride over.'
Thus rousee every objection to the practicability

of this g~eat project vanishes, and nothing that can be

accomplished is impossible.
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THE ENGINEER'S DESIGN.

The advantages of this design will strike you when
I explain them.

A, is the main roadway for a'railroad, horses and
wagons, ice carts and such.

B and C, inclining planks, will afford a path for
foot passengers, where they will be in no danger of
being run over, and they can cross the bridge at half
the usual exertion.

They need only walk half way thus-on reaching



EPISTLE XXVI.

PETROLEUM PAPERS.-NO. I.

A Start for the Oil Regions--Perils of the Erie Line-

SINCE O'Pake made a million in the oil regions
K and moved his family into the upper circle of so-
ciety, Mrs. O'Lanus has had symptoms of oil on the
brain. She thinks it would be a good thing to get
rich.

So do I.
"Then," says she, "why don't you ?"
I replied that the reasons were too numerous and of

too complex a character to admit of a direct reply.
But the principal reason was because I couldn't.

"Do as O'Pake did; be an oil company."
The suggestion struck me as worthy of considera-

tion.
In the present condition of the country it is the

patriotic duty of every citizen to get as rich as he can,
in order to contribute as much as possible towards the
support of the government by the way of income tax.

I determined to start at once for the oil regions.

A

4

Tour to the Oil Regions.

Packing up a change of collars, a pair of socks and

a gimlet, I started o z my

TOUR TO THE OIL REGIONS,

of which I propose to give you the first and only
original account.

* Inexplanation to the uninformed public, I would
describe what petroleum is.

It is hot a mineral substance.
It don't grow on trees.

Its character is oleaginous- and its form is fluid.

But it s not good to drink.

It ' as undoubtedly known to tLe ancients. Au-

thentic records, not yet in possession of the L. I. His-

torical Society, show that Noah took a barrel of

petrole im into the ark to grease the animals when

they g t rusty from the prevailing dampness.

The deluge closed up all the oil wells which had

been p eviously bored, and Noah's family having en-
gaged'n other business, the oil was forgotten.

It w's next discovered in Ireland, near Blarney, in
the time of Brian Boru, and it was used for centuries

in the anufacture of whiskey.
The word " potheen " is probably the Milesian for

petroleum.
Wh ni Oliver Cromwell undertook to exterminate

Irelan , his first step was to cut off their supply of
whiskey,'and for that purpose he had all the petrole-

um pumped out of the kingdom.

155



Nearest Route.

This is one of the wrongs the Fenian brotherhood
have sworn to avenge.

Petroleum was next discovered in Pennsylvania,
where it has remained ever since.

In starting for the oil regions, the best route to take
is over the Fulton Ferry, as the regions generally lie
on the other side of New York.

If you give the man who lives in the little house
at the gate two cents, he will let you go through.

You will find a ferry boat waiting for you.
These ferry boats have two cabins. One is called

the gentlemen's cabin, chiefly because it is never fit
for a gentleman to sit in, unless he prefers breathing
concentrated tobacco smoke, or prefers standing up
to his ankles in tobacco juice.

The voyage across the East River is brief-unless
there happens to be a ship lying across the slip.

You land in the city of New York, a very large
suburb of Brooklyn.

It has no "heights," no Plymouth Church, and is
consequently an ungodly city, given up to mock
auctioneers, patent safe inventors, bounty brokers,
Common Councilmen and other wickedness.

Tllhe traveller to the oil regions should not pause
in New York-except to take a drink, and then
pursue his journey.

Particularly avoid Barnum's Museum, as a delu-
sion and a snare, and don't get run over in Broadway
if you can help it.

If you propose to go by the Erie Railroad, you had
better go to the foot of Chambers Street, as it don't

s
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start from anywhere else. Here you will come to a

ferry, which is much like Fulton Ferry, only the
boats are not so big, and the river is bigger.

W en you get across the river you will be in

Jerse.
At another time I propose to write a paper for the

Historical Society, on the entomology, ethnology,
zoology and other things of New Jersey. At pres-
ent I hall proceed o-n my journey, as I know your
readers are anxious to hear about the oil regions.

You don't have to go far into New Jersey before

you come to a train of cars. As the people of New

Jerse speak and understand English tolerably well,

you cn by inquiring ascertain which cars are going
the w y you would go, and about the time-within

an hour or so-when they are going to start.

I g t in and took possession of half a seat-the

other alf was filled to overflowing by an elderly in-

clined lady, given to stoutness, whose mind was

burdened with the care of five bundles and a market

basket.
She said she wanted to get out at Pod unk, if I would

be so ]ind as to tell her when we got there. She

said s e kept a farm at Podunk, and bad a husband

and s ven children, two on 'em married, and another

liable o the draft.

In t e cour e of an hour or two after the time ad-

vertised, having boiled steam enough on the locomo-

tive, tle engineer took a parting drink at the depot, a
fresh hew of tobacco, hollered "all aboard 1" rang

a bell,g gave a screech, and we started along into
the bdwels the Ian of Jersey.

157
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158 Getting 'up a Repori.

We had hardly got going when a chap behind
me touched me on the shoulder.

He wore a broad brimmed hat, his hair was
long, he hadn't been addicted to shaving, his eye
was inquisitive and he carried a note-book and an
inch and a half of lead pencil. I knew him at
once; he was a reporter, and my blood run cold.

Says he, "I'll trouble you for your name and
address, your business, age, and if married, num-
ber of family."

"Young man," says I, "what do you mean?"
"W hy, the fact is," said this chap, "I'm a re-

porter, this is 'accident day' on the Erie Line,
and to get the particulars of the smash-up in the
Tunnel in time for the evening edition, I go on the
train. When persons are instantly killed it's dif-
ficult to get their names, and if they are only
mortally wounded, it is painful to get particulars
out of them, so I get all the names in advance,
and strike off afterwards all those who escape."

"My gracious ! young man, are collisions a reg-
ular habit on the Erie ?"

"Rather. Tunnel very dark. Engineers can't see
each other. Two trains meet; another train runs
into the rear. Awful smashes occasionally. Com..
pany have opened a private cemetery in the Tun-
nel, more than half full now."

"Ain't you reporters afraid of getting killed,"
says I.

"Not at all-Company couldn't afford it. Kill
a newspaper man, and the press of the country
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A Big item. 159

woul4 be arouse Press would arouse public

opini n, and Erie oulci go up higher than a kite."

"D 9 you think there is any particular danger
at th present ti e," said I.

" Ch ances of a 'big item' very promising. Dun-

kirk all four hons over due. Morris and Essex train

about at the Berg n curve. Paterson train started

fiftee seconds aft r we did and about a hundred

and fty yards be md; engineer tight as a wedge,

'swite man probably playing euchre with my chum
who takes the ou side view and will write 'anoth-

er ac ount,' of the catastrophe. Trains will come

togeter about cen re of tunnel."

He e this chap's eyes sparkled with professional

enthusiasm, and he began to write out a big heading.

"Ano her catastro he on the Erie Tunnel." "Two

hundr d and fifty Yves lost." "Scenes by an eye

witnes ," etc.
Th old lady ne t to me' had fainted at an early

stage of the cony rsation, and lay buried beneath

her b undles. .
A oung man ca e around to light the lamps-we

were approaching the Tunnel.
The reporter was now absorbed in business. He

firmly grasped his ote-book and pencil, and was list-

ening intently for t e sound of the whistle of the ap-

proac ing train wi ich was to knock us all to smash.

I co d stand it o longer.
" Y ung man !" exclaimed, frantically, "is there

no esc< pe from im ending doom?"

"Ye ," says he, "t e Company has humanely provid.



160 Narrow Escape.

ed that trains shall come to a halt at the entrance of
the Tunnel, and those who don't like to risk the pas-
sage can get out and walk. But you had better stay
in and see it out. It will be a splendid accident.
And if you should get knocked off, I'llguarantee you
a handsome obituary in the New York Muddler. But
if you get behind the old lady, who is pretty stout,
and would make a good cushion, I think your chances
would be good for nothing worse than a smashed leg
or two."

.I heeded not these persuasions. The locomotive
gave a plaintive screech, the speed gradually slack.
ened, and the train came to a stop.

I concluded not to stop. Hastily clutching my
baggage, I jumped from the platform and ran.

I came back and got home safe, and narrated my
narrow escape to Mrs. O'Lanus.

She didn't see it. She said the reporter had been
selling me.

I indignantly scorned such a supposition.
She has been asking me ever since to bring home

a paper containing the account of that accident.
I haven't seen it yet. Perhaps it didn't come off.
B at for this incident I should probably have been

at the oil regions.
When I go I'll let you know.
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At the and things there-Elevated
Estates.

OIL REGIONS, PA.

HAVE reached t e land of oil, having taken a

safer route than t e Erie.

Penns lvanuia is a g od sized state, and it takes some

time to 4et here.
When you do get ere you wish you hadn't come.

There is plenty of il-and that's all, except lots of

people.
I mad for "Snaky Run," the most likely place for

oil.
They call these pl ces runs, because everybody

who is a ter oil runs ere.

Every man you me t is the President, Director or

Enginee of a petrole m company.



1632 -Natives.

The natives, who are white people, and
country folks, live by selling land and reemble

d hey have a system in both transactions.
e the price of land every morning.

If you know anybody who has ot flots that he wants to scant
here. ring them out

The folks are too busy looking for oil th h ttime to build houses, and everybody , ey haven t
put up a house for fear that he might is an o
well.g cean oil

Consequently the hotels are a little crowded.The Muggins Hotel, where I put up,-s much so.
Muggins,the proprietor, is the most accommodating

man you ever saw. A city railroad aco dt g
a circumstance to him.sn

lie has only got six beds in the house
always ready to take in everybody.

He took me in..'
Also two hundred more petroleum Pilg1ns.The Sleeping accommodations ar varis

to bed in platoons. various. we go
When the first platoon get asleep thely taken out of bed and hung over they are careful-

second platoon go through the same othes line. The
erybody is prvde or e process until ev- .erbd provided for.o

Preferring to sleep alone, I sleptpiece with the-coal-scuttle for a pillowo
s I observed, land is precious out her
ought a lot ten inches by fou fo ree

thousand dollars, and commenced operations

The n xt thing is t

You cant a sharp
do. Neither will a s

I took a brace-and-
about se en hundred
of the lapd when I ca:

Foun4 that I had s
the ossified strata of t

This i geology, an
it, but I 'll explain
ical Society I am abo

Got a handle and w
I fourd a big Me

feet long and nine h

of preser ation.

I got Iim out and
Went on boring th

sand-sto e. Here en

sulpliur, which alarm

land, and to ease his c

money back, and war
Told him I was bo

ile, or came out the o
Bored on. Went

feet more, when sudd
and there was a grand
ler's powder boat whi

Things were slight
tion of Pennsylvania

I guess must have c
I had, was finding my
clothes line at the Mu

> commence boring.
)ore. A public lecturer won't
rating gimlet.
bit, and went in. Got down
thousand feet into the bowels
ne to an impediment.
truck the pre-Adamite rock, of
he Silurian formation.

i perhaps you won't understand
it all in the paper to the iistor-
it writing.
ent down to see about it.

gatherium about six hundred
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164 Through lo China.

An investigation into the matter showed that I had
struck through to a gas factory in China, which had
exploded at both ends of the bore, killing half a mil.
lion Chinese.

The casualties on our side were confined to one na-
tive and a small dog.

The Megatherium had also disappeared; probably
scared off by the explosion.

I haven't given up yet. The folks here are very
encouraging, they will stick to a man as long as he
has got a cent left, and I never knew Muggins to turn
a man out of his hotel who had the means to pay his
bill.

A kind-hearted chap offered me another piece of
land, the size of a stove plate, within a mile and a
half of a seven hundred barrel well, for the reasonable
figure of half a million and two-thirds of the oil.

I concluded that boring for oil is not so profitable
as bleeding the public. I shall start an oil company
on more liberal terms than any yet offered.

I shall be prepared to guarantee anything. The
capital will be a million dollars, divided into two mil-
lion shares at fifty cents each.

Dividends of two hundred per cent. will be paid.
weekly, in addition to which each subscriber will be
entitled to a season ticket for Lanigan's Ball, a new
hat, a farm in Minnesota, and a ton of coal at market
prices.

The "Scaly Run" Petroleum Company will be the
biggest thing in oil in the market.

I am coming on to arrange the business as soon as

' K$
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my frie ds remit me funds enough to pay my way
back.

LATER.

The r cent deluge in the oil regions has materially
affected the petroleum interest.

Instead of oil bein poured on the troubled waters,

the trou led waters oured down upon the oil.
Stock can be wat red, but this was a watering of

the divi ends that st ckholders didn't approve of.

Flood don't affect my companies. Our oil wells

are not ear any rive s.

Or anywhere else.
The report that a itizen in Pineapple Street, while

having ewer connec ion made on his premises, had

struck oil in his ba k basement, is unfounded. It

was only a bottle of air oil belonging to the cook.

P. S. The deeper I go into the oil question the

more I a certain abo t it.

Solom n was right when he said there was nothing

new und r the sun.
The oi1 business is ancient and honorable. The.

patriarch, had petrol um companies, and struck ile.

Do yo i know that

JOB AS THE FI ST MAN WHO STRUCK ILE.

Here i my authori y. Job says:
"Whe I washed y steps with butter, and the

rock pou ed me out r vers of oil.' (Job, chap. xxiv.,

v. 6.)



U. -S. Petroleum Company.

That accounts for Job being so rich.
I have been inquiring where that rock was, and.

find it was in the land of Uiz, which is down east.
This mine, according to Job, who ought to be good

authority, produced not only oil, but butter. Just think
of the dividends on butter at 65 cents at the corner
grocery!

Look out for the prospectus of the "liz Petroleum
Company."

ETROLEU VI PAPERS.-No. III.

Local Oil Companies-trilces LJxtraordinary- Wealth and

Munificen e of the Subscribers.

PER IAPS you'll think I'm getting to be a bore
on gil, but boring is the only way to strike oil.

I havd just launch d fourteen more new companies

with capitals of a mil ion each. The shares are going
off like ot cakes.

Every ody wants em. Lawyers, doctors, switch-

tenders, hambermai s, counter-jumpers, drug clerks,
reporters policemen, bounty-brokers, provost-mar-

shals, contractors, married women, railroad conduct-

ors, organ grinders, cooks and old maids, all want

them.
Children cry for thim.
Shares are sold at rices to suit circumstances, from

ten cents each up.

Oil is being discovered everywhere.

EPISLE XXYIIL
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168 Local Oil Companies.

I discovered some at Red Hook the other day.

It was in barrels.
Some folks think petroleum is dangerous, because

it burnt up a section of Philadelphia the other day.
The oil may be dangerous, but it isn't a circum-

stance to the stock; the way some folks will get
burnt on that one of these days will be a caution to
brokers.

My enterprises are all bona fide.
If the wells turn out well all will be well.
The "Bushwick Creek and Penny Bridge Petrole-

um Company," being a local enterprise, is entitled to
support.

The directors are all honorable men, and actuated
by the best of motives. Their credit is good at the
corner grocery, and they have never been known to
cheat their milkman.

The company owns a site of land on Bushwick
Creek, and are now diligently boring for oil and sub-
scription to their stock.

Several eminent bores have been engaged. with re-
markable success so far.

They haven't struck ile yet, but there is no telling
but what they may.

One well gives great promise. At the depth of
sixty-five thousand feet the bores struck lard.

Ten thousand feet lower they struck soft-soap.

The bores next struck for wages, which the com-
pany haven't been able to pay yet. They will do so,
however, as soon as sufficient subscriptions are paid
in, and boring will be resumed.



_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _~

Mr. O'Lanns visits the oil regions of Pennsylvania, and :as the
Hotels are crowded, the obliging landlord permits him to

sleep on the mantel-piece.-See page 162.
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170 A New S/yle of Adver/ising.

All shareholders have to do, is to pay in their
money, and they need have no further anxiety about
it-it will be taken care of.

We have adopted a new style of advertising, which
is quite neat and effective, and has the additional ad-

vantage of not costing anything-the editors of the

newspapers have not found it out yet.
41144 HOOKEY sT., N. Y.

To THE EDITOR OF THE " GREENHORN:"

Sin-I have just received intelligence that the Skunk's Hole
Well, in O'Gammon County, Pa., belonging to the " United
Grand Junction Scalliwag Petroleum Co.," has increased its flow
of oil two million barrels a day.

Yours, all o. k, C. O'Loos.

Editors publish it as an item.
Grand Junction office immediately overwhelmed

with subscriptions.
Directors dine at Delmonico's ; toast the press; and

subscribe for a new season of opera.
There is a great demand for old gentlemen of a

clerical aspect, who can make up well in a suit of
black and a white necktie.

They are wanted for Presidents of Petroleum Com-
panies.

Deacons of churches are in great requisition, if per.
sonal appearance corresponds with vocation.

-Bald heads are not so much thought of. They are
too common.

Long silvery locks, and a patriarchal aspect, is an
oil well to the possessor.

Who could doubt the reliability of a Petroleum
Company with such a-President?
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EP STLE XXIX,

ETROLE M PAPERS.-No. IV.

Mrs. O'L nus goes to the Opera.

HE oil business is a big interest when you get
jut it.

Wall street is a be ter location for the business than
Pennsyl rania.

Diggi g oil wells i sometimes uncertain, but sink-
ing a pa er shaft into the pockets of the people is a
pretty s re speculate n.

It is 1most as pr fitable as the bounty broking
business

And good deal s fer.
I am ow conduct' g sixteen Petroleum Compan-

ies, and intend starting nine more next week. The
stock is going off as fast as we can print it. They
are all s lendid inv stments, and there will be no



Mrs. d'L. in Full Dress.

danger of having to pay any income tax next year, if
you put your capital down in' oil.

The tax is imposed on the dividends of the com-
panies.

In order to save the tax, no dividends will be de-
clared.

If you have got any capital to invest, drop in at
the Petroleum Exchange.

Being now in the oil business, Mrs. C. O'Lanus
considers it her duty to maintain the dignity of Pe-
troleum in private life.

We can't move into our brown-stone mansion be-
fore the 1st of May, though it is chafing to the spirit
exalted by oil to have to abide in a two-story cot-
tage. Such improvements as can be made are at-
tended to-.

Our door-plate is polished every morning, and we
take an extra quart of milk.

I go in and out of the front door now, instead of
the basement.

Appearances are everything.
In view of our present position in society Mrs.

O'Lanus deemed it her duty to go to

THE OPERA.

where everybody goes who is anybody, or wants to
make believe they are.

We went.
I don't think it cost us over two hundred dollars.
Mrs. O'L. was got up in the highest style of art.
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The Opera. 173

Her d ess was marvellous, and her opera cloak was'a
miracle. Hats wer not worn at the opera, and she

had h r hair done in waterfalls, cascades, rosebuds,
cameli s and things

Wh n the carriage came to the door, Mrs. O'L.

steppe forth in all er grandeur, and entered the ve-
hicle, which she omfortably filled with her ex-

panding brocade silk, and for fear of spoiling the ef-

feet b crushing the dress, I rode on the box with the

coach an, with th opera glass, two shawls, and a

pair ofi overshoes, t put on when we came out.

In order to make a becoming appearance, Mrs. O'L.

did not mind riskin a cold going, lut considered it

prude tt to take eve y precaution on coming home.

We'drove up to t e Academy with a flourish, and
were r ceived by a entleman in uniform, whom Mrs.

O'L. fi-st took to e a Brigadier-General, but who

turned out tofbe an officer in Jones's Brigade.
He ave me a tiket, and the driver another, so

that I ould recover him, like an umbrella, when we

came out.
Mrs. O'L. had tol me to secure seats in advance.
I di I secured the most advanced seats in the

house, hich were ext to the orchestra.

I ha n't told her this ; I thought it would be a
pleasa t surprise.

She evidently was surprised, but not pleasantly
so,

She looked as she generally does when she has

something on her mind for which she holds me re-
sponsi le.



174 The Orchestra. Tra Diavolo. 1T5

She was almost moved to tears, but she restrained
their flow, as she afterward observed that it wasn't
fashionable to display any emotion whatever.

"We might as well have been musicians at once, and
sat in the orchestra," she observed when we got home.

"We couldn't see anybody but the private boxes,
and I don't know whether I made any impression on
the audience."

I assured her that she was the cynosure of all eyes,
for when I turned my head around two or three
times, everybody was looking our way.

I had a good opportunity of studying the orchestra,
and I got quite familiar with the big fiddle who
stood in front of me, and bisected my view of the stage.

The brass instruments are assigned to young men
of a clerical aspect, while the light, genteel instru-
ments are played by vigorous and robust gentlemen.
The violoncello was a compromise, being an elderly
gentleman who had grown through his hair at the
top. They came up from a subterraneous passage, and'
as they appeared after each brief retirement they
were accompanied by an odor of tobacco and lager.
On account of the music being Italian, the orchestra
is usually of the German faith.

I bought a "book of the opera," containing the
words in English and Italian, and Mrs. O'L. went
through it during the overture, so as to be prepared
for what was to come.-

This book greatly enhanced my opinion of the
Italian language, for I found it just as intelligible as
the English.

Th opera was called "Fra Diavolo," after the
name of the mild young man who sings the tenor
part. He is suppo ed to be a brigand, but he don't
look 1ke it. It is a business that requires muscle.

Sig. F a Lotti Diavolo ought to train at Burnham's
Gymn sium, and eat bronchial troches to strengthen

his voice.
The opera is all bout this little fellow. The Me-

tropolitan Police n t prevailing in Italy, the govern-
ment ends a regim nt of soldiers after Diavolo. In-

stead f attending t their business they spend most

of the r time singing choruses, while their officer,

whose commission ught to have been revoked for
not si ging better, is making love to the innkeeper's
daugh er.

I ad ired the young lady myself. She sings like
a cherubim, and has pretty ankles.

I observed this t Mrs. O'L., who didn't seem to
approve of the latte part of the observation, and took

the opera glads awa from me.
There is an English Lord in the piece, who wears

check pantaloons and red sidewhiskers, as is the uni-

versal custom amon English noblemen. His wife is

a very fine looking oman, with a fine voice and a
white poodle.

They sing, like everybody else. In Italy singing
is the chief business of life, as exemplified in opera.

The Lord sings t the Captain, who sings back.

His soldiers come o the rescue, and after singing

themselves up to pitch of heroic determination

they start off to look for Diavolo, who comes in soon

i
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after, disguised as a respectable citizen, in a pair of
top boots, white small and a top coat, in which he re-
sembles a post boy in good circumstances.

He sings likewise. So does the inn-keeper's

daughter. The innkeeper neglects his business to

sing. Everybody sings except the poodle, who ap-
pears to have too much respect for his species, to do
anything of the kind.

The second act takes place in the young lady's bed-
room.

After the rest of the folks had gone to bed sing
ing, the young lady prepares for her couch, right be-
fore the audience. Being Italian, nothing is thought
of such a proceeding. Her disrobing is watched with
a great deal of interest by three brigands, and an ap-
preciative audience.

The lady having taken off her apron and three hair
pins, goes to bed singing, and has operatic dreams.
The brigands then commit a burglary in the highest

style of art, to slow music.
The Captain of the soldiers, who sits up all night,

then comes into the lady's bedroom,'and wakes the
house up, and there's a terrible musical time by all
hands.

The opera winds up in the mountains. Mr. Diar
volo has assumed his natural attire and a small gun,
and is looking out for stray travellers. He expresses
his views of things to music, and goes off. The rest
of the people then come in and sing variously. Two
young ladies in very short and very light skirts, who
are not able to sing, are allowed to dance.

Oeva Winds Up. 177

The two scallywags of brigands, who couldn't keep
it to themselves tha they were in the young lady's
bedroom when she 1 etired, are deservedly found out.

They are arrested afer a cavatina, denounced in a
strong chorus, and earched in a duet ; documentary
evidence and a stole pocket handkerchief are found
in their possession. The soldiers, other people and the
music then lie low until Diavolo comes out, when he
is "shot on the spot," to the comfort of everybody
concerned, and which was a just retribution for un-
dertaking a part he 4 as not fitted for.

Everybody having indulged in a final chorus, the
curtain came down aid it was all over.

'I



EPISTLE XXX.

PETROLEUM PAPERS. No. V.

Mrs. O'Lanus indulges her Taste for the Fine Arts.

XX THEN a man strikes ile, it is his duty to pat -
ronize art. Petroleum is naturally associated

with oil painting.
When O'Pake became a millionaire, he went ex-

tensively into oil paintings, and he has got quite a
handsome collection.

He bought a collection of works of the old masters
at an auction in the Bowery. Ostade, Teniers, Mi-
chael Angelo, Rembrandt, Homer, Aristides, Oliver
Cromwell, Paul Jones. Rubens, William Tell So-
phocles, Victor Hugo, and eminent antediluvian artists.

I don't think these chaps knew much about paint-
ing, judging from O'Pake's specimens, but they are
valuable as antiquities.

You see the common mind does not understand the
true merit of the fine arts.

Age is everything.
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180 Modern An.

I insisted on a view of the Alps. Every collection
has the Alps and a Swiss Lake.

That reminded Mrs. O'Lanus that she had forgot-
ten Niagara Falls.

The Alps and Niagara were added to the order.
Mrs. O'L. wouldn't admit the Swiss Lake; she
thought the Falls would be water enough for the col-
lection.

The artist promised to have them all done in three
weeks. Mrs. O'L. wanted them sooner, but Jones
said he couldn't do justice to the subjects in less time
and finish two or three other pictures he had on hand ;
one of which, a view of the Weehawken Mountains,
eight feet by five feet two, he must finish for the ex-
hibition this week.

Jones at last agreed to let us havb the landscapes in
ten days.

The landscapes came, and when I returned I found
Mrs. O'Lanus in a frame of mind bordering on indig-
nation.

"Really," said she, "I didn't think an artist could
be capable of such meanness."

"What has he done, my dear ?"
"Done," said Mrs. O'L., "look at that, there are

only three cows in that'landscape; Mrs. O'Pake has
got five in hers."

I soothed her by promising to call at once on Jones
and have the deficiency in live stock made good.

Jones at first objected. He said it would spoil the
artistic effect.

Mrs. O'L. said that was only his meanness. I ac-
cordingly insisted on more cows.

T e Exhibilion. 181

Jon s finally ga e up, and introduced two more

cows; ne short-ho 'ned and one Durham, to give va-
riety t the scene.

The other pictur s haven't come home yet.
Our pictures we e not in the exhibition. We

didn't ish to ruin he rest of the artists by compari-
son.

Ther were, however, some good bits of painting
h the ollection.

No. 08. View o Fulton Ferry in a Fog, by Mug-
gins, w s very natural. The fog is so dense you can't
see any thing else. othing but the sound of the bell
which i generally ring on such occasions is wanted

to corm lete the delusion.

No. 104. Fruit piece, by Nubbles. The dried
apples ook very atural, while the hickory nuts
look as if they oug t to be cracked.

No. 001. Sunset n the Wallabout. A superb pic-

ture. r he chiarosc ro, combined with the perspec-
tive, ar unsurpass d. The slantendicular rays of

the sett ng sun illuinme the spars of the North Caro-
lina, an show in be utiful relief the workmen, whose
daily t il is over, e erging from the gate with their
dinner ettles in th r hands, about to return to their

peacefu homes. T e artist is Michael Angelo Buo-

narotti Smith, one f our most rising artists. The

picture was painte for our distinguished fellow

townsman, P. Troleum, Esq., who, before he struck

ile, use to agitate a jackplane in the Navy Yard.

The icture is, th refore, suggestive.
No. 02. A Prairi , by Scroggs. The effect is com-

t
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The Hanging Commi/lee.

prehensive, the depth being only equalled by the
breadth. Such broad effects could only be produced
by the largest sized whitewash brush, and an unlimit-
ed supply of paint.

No. 4,901. Fish, by Smelts. Represents a boiled
lobster and a plate of oysters on the half-shell.

The portrait of General Sherman in very striking.
He looks as though he was striking a final blow at the
rebellion. The redness of the General's whiskers is
satisfactorily explained by the artist. The picture
was taken when Wheeler's cavalry had interrupted
his communications and cut off his supply of hair
dye.

The picture of three children and a cat is very
good, particularly the cat. The thread the cat is
playing with is very finely drawn. Mrs. O'Lanus
recognized it at once as Wilson's No. 12 spool cotton,
which the children in their sportiveness had no doubt
taken from their mamma's work-box. Mrs. O'L.
would have ordered a picture just like it, only we have
no cat at present, and only two children.

Altogether the exhibition is one of the finest we
have seen since the one we previously attended.

The Hanging Committee discharged their painful
duty conscientiously. If they could convenient-
ly hang some of the artists before they had an
opportunity to inflict any more pictures on the public,
they would enhance the obligation of the public for
their efforts.
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EP STLE XXXI,

About holder and Chowder Parties-A Suggestion

for o r Policemen The Sports of Youth and the Fra-

gility f Glass-Pr pensities and Education of our of-

sprin -The Legal rofession Considered as a Desirable

Desti7 yfor Young Men-O'Pake's Position and Pros-

pects A Calumny Exposed.

0 ou belong t a Chowder Club?

C owder Clu s are in season now, and pre-

vail nu erously at heepshead Bay.

Shee shead Bay x as designed for Chowder Clubs,

or else howder Clu s were instituted for the benefit

of Shee shead Bay.
They go together as naturally as Coney Island and

clams.
The i habitants o Sheepshead Bay are divided into

two clauses.

One lass keeps h tels, and the other keeps boats

to let.
The nly earthly nducements that take people to

Sheepsi ead Bay are to fish and eat chowder.
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184 Chowder.

Both are very dry occupations, and the hotel-keep-
ers sell a great deal of whiskey and lager to the fish,
ing and chowder parties.

I don't know who invented

CHOWDER,

or for what wise purpose it was invented, unless it
was to enable the Sheepshead Bayans to make a liv-
ing.

Chowder is fearfully and wonderfully made.
I have detected clams in chowder, and other vari-

eties of fish and vegetable.
But if you haven't one thing you can make it out

of another----anything indigestible can be worked in.
Old boot tops, umbrellas and felt hats, properly

seasoned, will pass muster when clams are scarce,
and no other kind of fish is to be had.

O'Pake delights in chowder, and as his Club went
down to the Bay the other day, he inveigled me into
going along.

We went down in a big omnibus with six horses,
with flags on their heads.

As we went along the streets small boys called us
"hi, hi!"

We said " hi, hi" back.
O'Pake had brought a bottle of whiskey along, in

case we should get dry between the hotels.
Everybody took a starting drink.
We picked O'Bleek up on the corner of Fifth Ave.

nue and took a drink with him.

How They Make It. 185
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We s bsequently ook a drink all round.

We got on the road and stopped at the first hotel

to take drink.
At the next hotel e stopped to water the horses

and whiskey the par y.
We e entually re ched the Bay, and took a drink

in hono. of our safe rrival.
The ommittee on Chowder, who were miraculous-

ly sobe began to co k this delectable provender.

Chow er is conco ted in a cauldron something

like the one used by the three disreputable old ladies

in Macb th.
I gue s the witche were having a chowder party

when M c dropped i upon them.

Chow er is boiled, and requires to be tasted very
often du-ing the process.

In th course of tir e it is pronounced "done."

While the chowd r was being done the party

amused hemselves b taking drinks.

Everybody is expe ted to pronounce the chowder

the best he ever tasteld, and eat as much as he can

hold.
After the chowder, drinks are resumed, and kept

up 'at easy intervals o ten minutes during the rest of

the day.
In th course of th evening the horses get hitched

up and he party star s for home, pleasantly winding

1p the e cursion by stopping at every hotel on the

way and taking a driink.

I hay some recollection of having got home that

night, an hearing the cheerful voice of Mrs. O'Lanus,
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186 Morning Efects.

observing something about a "pretty condition for
that time of a man to come home with a night, and
the sooner he takes his boots off to-bed the better."

I never knew Mrs. O'Lanus to be so indistinct be-
fore.

I went to bed and dreamt I was the Quadrilateral
in a state of siege, with Garibaldi keeping up a live-
ly bombardment.

I was anxious to surrender, because the garrison
had been out of water for six months, and I was aw-
ful dry.

The next morning I found that chowder didn't
agree with me.

I have hardly got settled yet.
The sight of a six horse stage still revives unpleas-

ant sensations.

Spring, or, as the poet calls it, ethereal mildness,
has come.

It is a rather pleasant style of weather, and I hope
it will continue.

Snow is a good thing in its way ; it promotes
sleigh-riding and is good for the agricultural districts,
but in the city it is rather in the way.

I got tired of shoveling snow off our front stoop
and sidewalk, which had to be done in consequence
of a policeman on our block who was familiar with
the city ordinances, and was fond of quoting them to
the neighbors after every snow storm.

Snow being out of season, that policeman will have
nothing to do but watch the sportive youths who,
when denied the luxury of snowballs, use stones as
substitutes.
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Spor 've Chiliood. 187

If he oes n t cons der small boys beneath his no-

tice, I ish he woul keep an eye on these youths

who ha e such a fane for projectiles.
One o them projected a lemon through our parlor

window.
As th window ha pened to be shut at the time,

one of the panes of glass had to make an opening for
it.

At th present pri e of putty, window glazing is
expensi e.

Mrs. 'Lanus is sliciting proposals from all the

glass-pu -in men who come along.

The 1 west figure at which any of these artists will

repair th damages is ten shillings.

I love to gaze upoi childhood pursuing happiness
while it ay, but thi particular recreation is too ex-

pensive.
Our hemistocles has a weakness for throwing

stones whiich is often rought home to me by neigh -
bors wh come in to omplain.

I hay tried to co wince him of the error of his

ways. have reason d with him with a rattan, and
Mrs. O'L nus hs trie the persuasions of a slipper.

But ie onl/ effect a temporary abstinence ; the

first thin we khow h is at it again.
He is n unlucky outh-if he breaks a window

he is sur to be detected and exposed to his parents

with a bi 1 for damage .
The e pensed of t t boy's education will include

a large i em for m broken windows, besides

being a s urce of anx~ ety to his mother, who assures
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Our Themistocles.

me every day that it is impossible to keep him look-
ing tidy.

He certainly has a remarkable talent for tearing his
trousers.

Allusions to policemen used to exert a wholesome
influence over him, but latterly the guardian of the
peace has lost his terrors for Themistocles, and he
now irreverently speaks of him as an M. P., and says,
"The M. P. can't take you up unless he sees you do
something."

Where the boy got his knowledge of the law I
don't know. It is quite remarkable for his age.

Mrs. O'Lanus thinks that he will turn out to be a
great man when he grows up, and may be President
of the United States or a Justice of the Peace one of
these days.

When he is old enough I think I will put him
under instructions to O'Pake to study for the bar.

The law is a very good profession to put a young
man at when you don't know what else to do with
him.

It is a genteel business,-don't require much capi-
tal, either in cash or intellect, to start in business
with.

All you want is to hire an office, a small boy to
hang around the premises, and get your name paint-
ed in gilt letters on a tin shingle to nail to the door
post as a bait to the unwary.

If he finds the law is too hard work, or don't pay
for want of work, having plenty of leisure he can cul-
tivate politics and get an office.

188
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t What shal we =do witli Him. 189

It ma lead hin i to the Legislature, or even to

the Corn on Council, but there are risks in all pro-
fessions.

O'Pak is making o t very well.
He ha had qne cas already.
It was the police e urt, I believe.

Whisl ey wa the f undation of the suit.

Whic woul natu 'ally account for O'Pake's con-

nection ith it.
His cl'ent wa acqu tted.

Whet er he ot hi off on an alibi or a habeas

corpus I didn't near.
Anyw y it has a triumph for O'Pake, and his

friends t 1k of rinnin him for District Attorney or

County udge.
He is, rising man, s O'Pake.

He is I ying he foundation of a successful career

by joinin all s. rts of ocieties.

He bel ngs t the ard Democratic Club, a Fenian

circle, th Dew Drop Socials; is one of the fourth

nine of t e Hit-or-Mis Base Ball Club, and turned

out with he Stiiker usketeers.

The re ort th t he ad taken the pledge is a cal-

umny, go up b$ a rv 1 who wants to damage him

with the l'quor interesi.
Nobod who knew im believed it for a moment,

but some misguided on of Temperance took it up

and quote. the rumor one evening at a meeting, as
an eviden e of the progress of the movement.

Where pon t ie he d Patriarch of the division
gave out t e hymn:
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190 O'Pake.

"Brethren, rejoice, the day has come,
When sinners vile forsake their rum.
With songs of praise the echoes wake.
For a rescued brother, Miles O'Pake "

It hurt O'Pake's feelings, and took away his appe-
tite so that he didn't drink anything for half a day;
but he is better now, and his views on the Excise
Law are unchanged.
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PIS']LE XXXII.

Wll Sal petre Explode ?

HAY been called in to assist the Aldermen
who a e trying to ascertain whether

SALTPETRE WILL EXPLODE.

Someth ng exploded some time ago on the dock,
you'll re ember. So iebody said it was saltpetre.
Explosion are danger us if you happen to be too

close to th m when the are going off, and it is best
to avoid t em.

The Aldermen have ot a Committee sitting on it,
at three dollars per day.

They have accumulated a wonderful deal of scien-

tific and chemical kno ledge, has that Committee.
They now know more t an any Aldermen ever knew
before.

Scientific men from 11 parts of the city have en-
lightened the Committe 1.

It was demonstrated by one scientific gentleman

that gunpowder, the most combustible inaterial known
to science, is perfectly harmless if soaked in water for
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192 Committee on Explosions.

twenty-four hours. This brings to mind the memor-

able advice of Cromwell to his soldiers, to keep their
powder dry.

The scientific gentleman further explained to the
Aldermen: that even when kept perfectly dry, powder

will not explode unless it be brought in immediate

contact with fire. He explained the various uses of

gunpowder, to fire salutes, make fire crackers, blast
rocks, and kill rebels. The latter use it to shoot

loyal men, showing how the gifts of science may be

perverted.
Mr. Doublex, who represented the insurance inter-

est, said he had a deep interest in the proceedings.
If the Aldermen would find out what was dangerous
to insure, it would save the insurance companies the

trouble and expense of finding out for themselves.
As a general thing insurance companies never in-

sured anything that was uninsurable, except at double
premium. He had had a good deal of experience
himself, and had written to the secretary of an in-
surance company in Constantinople for information

on the subject, and had received a reply in the Turk-
ish language, which he would be happy to read for
the information of the committee, if any of the com-

nittee understood the language.
The committee didn't.t

In conclusion, Mr. D. said the insurance companies
were desirous of abating fires, as they interfered with

their dividends. They therefore hoped the Common
Council would pass an ordinance prohibiting fires in
the city of Brooklyn.

I
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Their ientiic Opinions. 193

Aid. McMuddle wr nted to know what would be-
come of the Fire De artment if fires were abolished?
It would throw out o employment several bell-ring-
ers, and ruin the pat ntee of the hose clamp.

The committee de ided that these interests were
too great to be trifled with.

T E SAGE OF

Williamsburgh then rose, smoothed his beard, gazed
compassionately on t ie surrounding ignorance, and
solved the problem:

" Gentlemen," he observed, " this is a scientific sub-

ject of great depth, a d I have gone into it several
fathoms. This atmo here is composed of various
gases, which are suse ptible of various combinations,
with one another, or therwise. These combinations
are either harmless, or they are not. When they are
not they are danger us. Combustion is produced
when gases are combi ed so as to form an inflamma-
ble gas. There are o ygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen,
carburetted hydrogen, sulphuretted hydrogen."

Ald. Grapevine wa ted to know if London Dock
gin belonged to the fa ily.

The sage replied th t that kind of gin was a fluid
deduction of the same elements, and very wholesome
when taken in modera e quantities.

The great element i combustion was carbon. All
that was necessary to prevent fires was to exclude
carbon. You eould o more get up a fire without
carbon than you could make punch without whiskey.
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How They Settled It.

The great question, gentlemen, is, will saltpetere ex-

plode?
"That's what we want to know," said Mr. Doub-

lex.
"Well, sir," continued the sage, "I can enlighten

the world on that point. Saltpetre when let alone

is as harmless as an untapped barrel of lager. It

won't spontaneously combust without the interfer-

ence of carbon, as I before observed. Charcoal is a

harmless and useful substance, but add to it largely of
saltpetre, and slightly of sulphur, and it becomes
that highly explosive compound designated as gun-

powder."
Mr. Doublex observed that accounted for a domes-

tic phenomenon. His wife always cleaned her teeth

with pulverized charcoal, and an occasional tendency
to blow everybody up was now explained. He made

a note of the discovery for the benefit of the insur-

ance companies, and charcoal wagons are now rated

as extra dangerous.
The sage here remarked that he was too dry to

proceed any further, so he dried up.
Aid. Grapevine said it was evident, from the re-

marks of the learned sage, that the whole difficulty
lay with carbon, and that all that was necessary

would be to prohibit the manufacture or storage of

carbon in the city of Brooklyn, and an ordinance
could be drawn up to that effect.
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EPITILE XXXIII.

CORRY R&NS FOR CONGRESS.

Having decided by par icular request to run for Congress
in the Brooklyn dis rid, I expect to be sustained, and
submit reasons for y course-A lucid explanation of
the Registry Law-A few Campaign Documents-
Read, Ponder and igest.

0 man is ready temake more sacrifices for the
party than I wi 1.

Rather than jeopar'ze its success I am willing to
see the hopes and aspirations of my best friends
blighted, and other en nominated for the offices
they aspire to.

But my nomination is demanded by the citizens of
all colors, and arious descent.

- The tax-paye s wan me.
The working en demand Corry.
The ladies ui animously insist on Corry.
Children cry or Corry.
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196 The Soldiers' Vote.

Soothing syrup is not a circumstance to my popu-
larity.

I am a universal remedy, like O'Neil's Bitters, for
all the ills that the body politic is heir to.

The City Convention will act accordingly.
As soon as I am nominated I shall have my por-

trait taken, and send you my biography, showing
that I was born, and had parents; how old I was
when I had the measles, and other important inci..
dents of my life.

Until then I abstain from further political discus-
sion.

My letter to the Army and Navy Association, de-
fining my views on the subject of allowing soldiers

and sailors to have all the offices they can get, was
mislaid the other night.

I send it to you now :

RED Hoox, October 25.

DEn CoIomaL: Not having received your circular addressed to
candidates on the subject of preferring honorably discharged sol-
diers and sailors (which I presume included marines) for public
employment, I feel under obligation to reply to it.

I might appeal to my record: but, as it would give you some
trouble to find it, I won't.

The question is a momentous one, and fraught with consequen-
ces.

Occupying, as I do, a public position before the community,
the cynosure of all eyes, anything that I may say will be regarded
as an expression of my sentiments, which, as everybody who
knows me is aware, always have been as they are now, and will
continue to be, whether elected or otherwise.

The soldier is an institution the country has reason to be proud
of.

Likewise the sailor.

P re Patriotism. 197

I am proud of .them. I like to see them marching in their gay
and festive uniforms aft r a band of music and a Brigadier Gen-
eral on horseback.

And I mentally excla' to myself, such is the glory of our
country.

These gallant boys in blue have all fought and bled, many of
them died for their count ry,

Those who haven't die are naturally desirous of making a liv-
ing, and a few propose t adopt the political profession.

As a member of that oble profession, and one who aspires to
the highest municipal " it," I welcome the Veterans with open
arms.

I believe that it is the uty of all the other candidates, if their
professions of regard for he soldier are sincere, to retire at once
from the canvass and ma e room for soldiers.

As an example, Colone, I am ready to fill out my ticket with
soldiers or sailors.

I am ready to sacrifice 'Pake, if you have a soldier fit for the
Comptrollership.

In short, Colonel, con dentially, I am prepared to make as
handsome a bid for the sicliers' vote as any other man.

Fully assured of the cordial and unanimous support of your as-
sociation,

I remain,
Yours where glory awaits u1s,

Conni O'LAous,
Next Mayor of Brooklyn.

I think that will d .
This will assure m election. The other candidates

had better withdraw nd save their printer's bills.
Next week shall have a private mass meeting of

my own, at which I s all preside and do all the speak-
ing.

This is the last op ortunity I shall have of address-
ing my fellow citizen on the momentous issues of

the election, and of impressing upon their minds the
necessity for voting for me.
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198 Registry Law.

There is nothing needed to insure my election but
a sufficient number of votes.

The Registry Law was a malignant device of the
last Legislature to defeat me, but the intelligent vot-
ers of Brooklyn only need thwart this nefarious

scheme to defeat it.
The first thing is to get registered.
The law I know is complicated, but it is clear

enough when you understand it.
The points settled by opinion of the Attorney

General of the Marine. Court, are as follows:

I. Citizens between the ages of 21 and 100 are entitled to be
registered.

II. Naturalized citizens must produce their papers, if they have
got any, if they haven't they can swear they've lost them. If the
Inspectors won't put their names down, they can swear at the In-
spectors.

III. Citizens who were born here, must produce a testimonial
to that effect from the family physician and a monthly nurse in
attendance; likewise a copy of their parents' marriage certificate.

IV. Male persons whose parents came to this country before
the war of 1812, are entitled to vote on attaining the age of 21,
provided they were born here, and it is the duty of Inspectors to
put their names down on application on proper proof of the
above facts.

V. Citizens from a foreign land who have previously voted for
the last ten years without going to the trouble of taking out any
papers, are not obliged to state these facts to the Inspectors, but
it would be advisable to take out papers before they are regis-
tered.

VI. Any man who went to Canada to avoid the draft and still
resides there, is not entitled to vote in the district he used to live
in before he went away, and the Inspectors are not bound to reg-
ister his name.

VI. A man whose name has been copied from the poll list of

f

Campzin Documents. 199

the district he lived in las year, and who has also been registered
in the district he moved into on the first of May last, is not re-
quired by law to vote in oth districts.

It is the duty of every Democrat to see that his
name is registered;, epublicans needn't if they don't
want to; as they are bound to be beat, it is hardly

worth their while yo 'ng, unless they repent and con-

clude to vote for me.
I have got up som capital

CAMP IGN DOCUMENTS,

which you can public . They must strike every in-
telligent voter as cc inclusive evidence that they
should vote foil me ai d Slocum.

The logic is slight y Tribunish, but otherwise the
style is original.

Here they are:

"Under the Democrati administration of Franklin Pierce,
coal was five dollars a ton; ince Wood has been Mayor, butter has
risen to sixty-five cents per pound. Vote for Corry O'Lanus and
economy !

"Every vote cast for Boggs is to encourage the destruction of
pumps, and insure a furthe advance in the price of milk!!

"Mechanics vote for O'L nus. He is in favor of everything,

except the cholera !
" O'Lanus is an upright citizen, always pays his debts,-see

card from his groce and w sherwoman in another column. e

"Gen. Slocum took Atl ta, while the Republican candidate
for Mayor was in Brooklyn, earning two dollars a day in peace and
security as a supervisor. U1 who disapprove of such conduct
should vote for O'Lanus an Slocum,-particularly O'Lanus.

"Firemen, O'Lanis is yo r friend: he looks upon a conflagra-
tion as a sublime spectac1 , and he is willing to let you work
without pay as long as you e.

C. O'L."
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How to et out of the Draft.

EPISTLE XXXIV.

DRAFT PAPERS.-No. I.

How the Quota was Estimated, and Who were Exempt.

T SEND you all the particulars I can obtain about

THE DRAFT

which is impending.
Brooklyn is once more called upon to fill her quo-

ta, but the men wouldn't come when they were called,
so they will have to be sent for.

The Supervisors stopped paying bounties, because
they hadn't any money,

People won't accept this excuse when they were
drafted. It was the business of the Supervisors to
get money. If they couldn't get it by selling bonds,
why didn't they try oil?

I have promised to rescue my fellow citizens from
the fatal wheel, if human agency, backed by the in-
fluence tf oil, can accomplish anything.

I wrote a private note to my friend A. L., LL. D,

;E

for an explanation of the present apportionment, and
what time would be given to get clear of it.

He sent me one o his lucid replies, which explains

the whole case. lie 'e it is:

WASHINGTON, D. C.

February, 1865.

Dra Connv : Yours ame to hand. I have seen Fry, who
makes the thing just as ciear as refined petroleum. The last call
was made for the purpos of attaining its object, which was men,
irrespective of the num er of prisoners taken at Vicksburg, or
without deducting the pr sent membership of the 14th regiment
veteran Society. The quotas apportioned on the basis of the as-
tronomical calcul tion of the next eclipse, to which is added the
diameter of the planet ars. From these you deduct all the
credits you can pet, an by dividing the total by the 4th of
March, you will lave the xact quota of each district, more or less
as the case may be. The draft will in no case be postponed after
it has taken plae , but it will not commence before it begins in
any of the districts which have filed their quota by voluntary en-
listments. Yous, &c., A. L., LL. D.

The public now u1 derstand what they are to ex-
pect.

I had a consultatio with several supervisors, but
they were able to devise only one plan to escape the
draft.

The Third Ward ou know is out of the draft, and
it was suggest d. that if everybody would move into

the Third Wa d they would be all out of the draft.
The only obstacle to this ingenious plan was the

fact that the Third ard was full as well as its quo-
ta, and wouldn't hold any more people.

Everybody wants to hire a house in the Third

Ward for next year.

I.
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Who are Exempt.

Rents have consequently gone up. Landlords add
the price of a substitute to their previous demand.

For the benefit of all who are concerned, I repub-
lish the decisions made last Fall, as to who were

EXEMPT FROM THE DRAFT:

"A man who paid $300 commutation under the
first draft, and has since died, is not liable."

"A man who has furnished an alien substitute, and
is over forty-five years of age is not liable."

"Females of all ages are exempt."

"Young men who have postponed their twentieth
birthday on account of the draft are liable-if they
are found out."

"Any man who has not been enrolled can have
his name put on the list on application at the Provost
Marshal's office. And such persons shall be entitled
to all the privileges of the draft. in the same manner
as though his name had been originally enrolled by
the proper officer."

"Going to Canada for a few months to see a rela-
tive does not debar a citizen from his right to be en-
rolled and drafted."

"Because a man's father has a wooden leg his son
is not exempt, unless he inherited the infirmity.'

"If a drafted man is mustered into service for one
year, and gets killed within three months, his execu-
tors are not bound to furnish a substitute for the bal-
ance of the term."

These decisions are not by Fry. Consequently
they may be relied upon.
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SEISTLE XXXV.

DRAF PAPERS.--No. II.

Corry is Drafted-H s Reflections Thereon-Advice and

Information for Go scripts-The Doctor on the Situa-

tion-How to Make the Draft Pay.

PERCEIVE by he papers that I have been draft-
ed.

Of course nobody s to blame but the Supervisors,
whom I shall all to count personally for their neg-
lect to fill my quota.

I have received th condolence of numerous fiends

over forty-five years f age, who assure me that it is

an honor and privile e to serve one's country.
Tempore mutantur. It is strange how different we

view things at different periods of life. Patriotism

does not attain full b oom in this country until after

the forty-fifth year.

Youth, which ought to be in arms and eager for

the fray, often turns i s face to the North, instead of

the South, and invad s the land of neutrality owned
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204 Preserving the Union- 205

by her blessed Majesty, instead of the domain of Jeff
Davis.

I think the advice of Mr. Bozzaris "to fight for
your altars and your fires," is very good ; that is
provided you have any altars to fight for.

I haven't an altar.

I keep fires in the house, and they are anxiety
enough when coal is thirteen dollars a ton, without
having to fight for them.

But then there is the Union to preserve. Of course
the Union must and shall be preserved, and if any~.
body hauls down its flag he ought to be shot on the
spot.

Or anywhere else.
I have always cultivated the patriotic sentiment,

and encouraged enlistments.
I have always maintained to every man I con-

versed with that it was the duty of every other man
to serve his country.

I have sent quite a number of my own and my
wife's relations to the war, and I have always been
willing to let the rest go, as soon as they got ready.

But there are more ways of serving your country -
than fighting, bleeding and dying for it.

This sounds well. From observation I should
judge that it affords a man great satisfaction to be
able to say, My grandfather fought, bled, and died in
the revolution.

But I don't think it was as pleasant for the grand-
father.

Glory is a fine legacy to leave your children, but
glory won't pay grocer's bills.

When a man is rafted, he is called upon to per-
form a duty le owes to his country. And when a
duty devolves upon a man, he is bound to get out of
it the best way he cn.

When a man find that his name has been drawn,

he should at once consider whether he is able to go.
And if so, where e will go to.
The conscription ct does not require drafted men

to report in Canada.
No U. S. military epartment has yet been estab-

lished in that region, and young men who have gone
there have never be n able to find a Provost Mar-

shal's office to report at.
Look at the famil Bible and see if you are not

turned forty-five yet.
Try and recollect iyou ever sprained your ankle

when you were a boy, and have never thoroughly got

over it.
If you have a cold, improve it, cultivate your cough

in the lower, or chest notes.
Fits are good property, and rheumatism is as good

as a substitute.
Exemptions for p ysical disability will only be

granted on the follow ng grounds.
1. Loss of one leg.
2. Loss of both legs

3. One or more arm lacking.
4. ilydrochlorosis o the epigastric conglomeratus,

when chronic.
5. Optagenititis.

6. Loss of one or more eyes.
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20G Passing the Surgeon.

7. Being deaf and dumb from infancy, or other
causes.

8. Having a leg and six ribs broken by a railroad
accident.

9. Epileptic fits.
10. Other fits. (N. B.-Conscripts with this mala-

dy must bring a specimen fit with them when they
go before the examining surgeon.)

Loss of appetite is not an exemption.
Being of a stupendously robust nature there is no

hope of my getting through on any of these grounds.
I haven't made up my mind yet what I'll do.

I advise any conscript brethren to keep cool until
the time comes. Go to the Gymnasium and get
their muscle up, so as to be in good fighting condi-
tion, and when they are called upon-put in a sub-
stitute.

The Provost Marshal has been good enough to no-
tify me that I have been drafted,

I was aware of it before, but it was obliging in him
to remind me of it.

He wants to see me next week, to ascertain my
physical ability, whether I am of age or over age.
Whether I am an alien or a lunatic, and how many
years I have been in the service.

I have consulted with some conscripts who have
been through.

They say the Doctor is not so particular as he used
to be.

That medical personage reads the Tribune, and is
quite sanguine that the rebellion is on its last legs,
and that those legs can't last long.

I
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One chap came up who had been cultivating con-
sumption as a draft i surance.

"What's the matte with you ?" said Saw bones.

"Got consumption, bad ; only half a lung left."
"Half a lung-wel that will last you nine months ;

rebellion will be ov r by the 4th of July. Time
enough to serve your country, sir, and hand down an

inheritance of glory t your posterity. Give him a

uniform, sergeant."
The next chap who came up for exemption said he

was a habitual drunka d. and presented his nose as a
certificate.

"Art thou likewise a plebeian ?" said Galen.
"Rather. My parents were ih the hook and bas-

ket line. I am assis ant engineer of an ash cart,
when necessity compe s labor to obtain the needful,
when there's -no electi n coming off, and I have to
buy my own whiskey."

"Then embrace th tide that leads to fortune.

Join the army, distingu ish yourself by extinguishing
, the rebellion, and the ice-Presidency awaits thee."

I am afraid I shan' get off this side of the St.
Lawrence.

Being drafted is not bad thing for some people.
I know a chap who expects to make money out

of it. He joined a dra t association and was drafted.
His association are to g t him a substitute with the

County bounty. He e pets to get $300 out of the

Common Council. De uct $100 paid to association,
this leaves $200 profit.

He thinks of becomi g a conscript by profession,
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and if there are only drafts enough, he will make
money.

It is unnecessary to add that he is a strictly loyal
man, and in favor of a vigorous prosecution of ,the
war, to the last man and the last dollar.
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I have tried to impress this fact upon my acquain-
tances, but they don't see it to any given extent.

In selecting Holiday presents it is as well to study
the tastes and circumstances of the case.

I wouldn't, for instance, present a young lady with
a meerschaum

Or a friend with a wooden leg, with a pair of
skates.

You may derive assistance from the

LADIES' FAIRS

which break out like the measles just before the
holidays.

I haven't been to any this season.
And I don't mean to go to any next season, or the

season after.
I have been there, and seen as much of the eie-

phant as I can afford.
If you want to experience, in a strictly moral way,

the combined effects of the patent-safe operation,
fighting the tiger, and a course of bluff on a Miss-
issippi steamboat, go to a Fair.

The money I have invested in preposterous wax
dolls, worsted elephants, canton flannel rabbits, and
in chances in lotteries that never were drawn,-at
least I never won any of the sets of china, silver
sugar bowls, or bottles of hair dye that were to be
raffled-would have bought a neat cottage in Gowanus.

Like some of our storekeepers, they sell "regard-
less of cost."
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An article that cost t o dollars, is sold in the most
reckless manner for fift en.

Not;being a millionaire or wishing to be regarded

in that light, I decline i invitations to Fairs.

As a matter of prin iple and accommodation to
any friends or relatives, I prefer being the recipient
of holiday gifts.

But being a man of amily, I am one of the vic-
tis of.

SAN A CLAUS.

I think it is time m .ssionaries were sent out to
wean the juvenile mind from this superstition.

I believe it was intro uced to this country by the

Dutch.
Santa Claus, long pi es, and the art of coloring

eggs are about the only things the Dutch ever intro-
duced to this country, b sides themselves.

The St.-Nicholas Soci ty'ought to be called upon
to pay the expenses of k eping up these offerings to
that mythical saint of th irs.

I speak feelingly, as a father who has got two
stockings to fill to-morr w night, with toys at war

prices.

You have been writin about the rapacity of coal
dealers, retail butchers nd corner grocers, but the

toy and general variety business want looking after.

Neither the premium n gold nor the inflation of

the currency can justify charging five .cents for a

penny whistle, or a dolla and a quarter for a Noah's

Ark, in which the variet of animals is exceedingly
limited.

$Fj
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If we had only known it in time we might have
formed a Mutual Toy Company and purchased them
at the mines at first cost.

CHRISTMAS

has been claimed as a Fenian festival on account of
the wearing of the green. S

I wrote to O'Mahony about it, and he referred the
matter to the Senate.

The Senate has laid the matter over till Stephens
arrives.

Without waiting for Stephens, Mrs. O'Lanus has
draped our apartments in the livery of the brother
hood.

Our back parlor looks like a vegetable stand in
Washington Market.

Besides any quantity of greens strung up like dried
apples in a New England kitchen, she has got a
Christmas tree.

That tree, which cost seventy-five cents at the cor-
ner grocery, and twenty-five cents for a block of
wood to plant it in, has occupied the family mind for
several days.

Some trees may be known by their fruits, but it
would puzzle a horticulturist to define the genus
of that shrub, by the present attachments to its
branches.

It grows a large quantity of confectionery ; sugar
lions, chocolate contrabands, lemons, cornucopias,
pretzels, a porcelain baby, a woolly dog on wheels,

3I
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three apples and one h ndred oranges, and other
things too numerous to ention.

My boy Themistoeles, who takes an interest be-
yond his years in the fir engine round the corner,
conceived an incendiary i ea.

He invested some curr ney I gave him in small
paper lanterns with green and red candles in them.

He hung them on the t ee and proposed to illumi-

nate the bower at nightfal by lighting up these lan-
terns.

Mrs. O'Lanus thought it was quite a luminous idea,
and concurred in it.

I remonstrated and set rth the inconvenience of

being burnt out at this sea on of the year.

To which Mrs. O'Lanus rejoined that it was just
me; I never wanted the children to enjoy them-

selves.
The illumination is to take place on Monday

night.

I have privately notifi d the engine company
round the corner to be pre ared for an alarm of fire

at a moment's notice.
I have also engaged a s all boy for a gratuity to

stand in front of the house to holler fire, as soon as

he sees me drop the marb e top table and the two
children out of the parlor window.

Where you can't prevent the risk there is nothing
like taking precautions.

I like to see children enj y themselves.
I don't care how much noise they make in the

house when I'm not home.

4
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Youth is the period for innocent pleasure, and why
should the festive infants be debarred from following
the moral injunction to go it while you're young ?

Strange as it may seem, I was once a boy myself,
wore round jackets, chased the festive ball, and pur-
sued the fleeing hoop.

I was quite young at the time, and didn't know
any better.

My parents, who regarded me as a future Presi-

dent of the United States, little thought I would
ever write for newspapers.

But there is no telling what your children may

come to.
It is a painful reflection, as you gaze upon a group

of American youth engaged in the innocent pastime

of raising mud pies on the curb-stone, to think that
some of them may live to become Aldermen.

But what is to be will happen.
The best way is to cultivate the opportunities of

the fleeting moment, and let futurity look out for
itself.

I recommend everybody to enjoy themselves on
Christmas day.

I shall be as happy as a man can be expected to
be with apprehensions on his mind of a conflagra-
tion when that illumination comes off.

I
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Historical-Congressional History-Napoleon on Cesar
-A Further Installment f the History of Long Island.

HIAVE just received a dispatch from Washing-
- ton.

Congress wants a histo y of the Rebellion writen,
and seeing my historical apers last week they want
to know what I will und rtake the job for.

I don't think I could d it according to specifica-
tions.

Congress wants a highly colored history..
The historian will be ca led upon to prove:
1st-That all fighting o the Union side was done

by the darkies.
2d-That if it hadn't b en for the darkies the re-

bellion would have been oing yet.
3d-That the darkies sa ed the Union.
4th-That the only pe ple in the country to be

trusted are the darkies.
Greeley didn't quite co e up to the mark.
Swinton has too much r gard for facts.
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Congressional History.
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Abbott's imagination was exhausted on Napoleon

No. 1.
Parton might do up the darkies biographically, but

as there are three millions of them, it would take too

long to do them up one at a time.

So I was sent for.
History is a gorgeous theme for the ambitious

writer.
Napoleon has gone into it, and selected Julius

Coesar as a suitable subject to serve up.
Cosar flourished in Rome about nineteen hundred

years ago, consequently it is perfectly safe to write

about him.
Shakespeare has used him up dramatically ; and

he has always been considered an indispensable char-

acter in Roman history.

His wife's name was California, and she was chiefly
remarkable for being above suspicion-Mrs. Grundy
couldn't say anything against her.

Cesar went to the Capitol one day to attend a

meeting of Congress, when a party of Radicals pitched

on him and bled him to death.
A distinguished Roman named Mark, Antony, de-

livered his funeral oration, which is to this day eno-
sidered quite an eloquent effort, almost equal to Ban

croft.
Casar was a great man in his day, but as a General

I don't think he would have been a match for

Grant.
I shall leave ancient history to Napoleon and

Plutarch, and let Bancroft finish the United States,-
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having contracted wit the Historical Society to do
Long Island historical y in sections.

I am now preparing a paper on

THE EARLY SETTLE ENT OF SHEEPSHEAD BAY,

from the discovery of Barren Island to the landing
of the Wycoffs on Co ey Island.

The more you inqui e into the history of Long Is-
land, the more you kn w about it.

Long Island was in existence when America was
discovered, and was oc upied by several Indian fam-
ilies, who came over to avoid the high rents preva-
lent in New-York.

There is some doub' as to the derivation of the
term " Long" "island.

It is supposed by so e historians to have been de-
rived from the fact that the Island is longer length-
wise than it is breadthw'se.

Just as like as not.
The Dutch wanted t call it Nassau Island, but

nobody but the St. N'cholas Society has adopted
that idea.

Previous to the landi g of the Dutch not much is
known about Long Isl d, as the Indians did not
publish any daily newsp pers.

The Fulton Ferry w is not established, nor the
Academy of Music built.

Building lots on the eights could be had cheap
then.

If I had only though of sending my ancestors
over about that time to i vest their capital in real es-

n
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tate, I might have been quite well off before this

time.
The Dutch preferring agriculture to city life, settled

at Flatbush, Flatlands, and Gravesend, which were

inconvenient of access at that time, as the city rail-

roads were not built.

Red Hook was settled by the Fenians about a cen-
tury later.

It was called "Red" Hook because it is below
Greenpoint, so that we might have "the green above
the red."

There is much uncertainty about the early history
of Williamsburgh.

The delays, dangers, and difficulties of getting
there, either by ferry or car route, have deterred ex-

plorers from venturing into that region.

I understand now that a double track is being
built on the Greenpoint line, which will enable you
to go to Williamsburgh and back the same day.

When that is accomplished I shall visit that sec-

tion of the Island in order to complete my research-

es.
Persons who have got any historical data, or any

other property, are invited to send it in; I will take

care of it, and mention it in the forthcoming history.

I

Corry's Experience wit the Doctors-His Views on
Homceopathy-O'Paces Enterprise-A New Year's
Notification.

TOU mentioned to our readers that I was under
the weather, so I ay state to relieve their anx-

iety that I am convales ent.
A convalescent is a p rson who is neither sick nor

well, but a little of both
Fighting a fever is toigh work ; but being second-

ed by an able-bodied p~ ysician I came out ahead at
last.

It pretty nigh used m up.
The doctor didn't see to mind it.
He belongs to the

HOM OiOPATHIC

dispensation.
When Mrs. O'Lanus fo md that castor oil brought

no relief and gruel was i vain, she sent for the doe-
tor.

He first inspected as m inch of my tongue as 1 could



Views on Homceopathy.

conveniently expose, to ascertain the state of my in-
ternal economy.

He then grabbed my wrist, and took out his watch
to see if it kept time with my pulse.

Pulse beat the watch ten seconds on the mile.
Doctor got disgusted and put his watch up.

Mrs. O'Lanus, who took much interest in the pro-
ceedings as owner of the property at stake, asked

the doctor what was the matter with me.
"It is a case, madam," said the doctor, "of Pe-

gasus of the Plural Convexity of the Eureka."
"Dear me," said Mrs. O'Lanus, "we thought it

was merely a cold."

"Had its primeval origin from a cold, no doubt,"
observed the M. D. "Cold settled in chest, and ex-
panded. The blood being in a state, and the stomach
in a high condition, the consequence was parallaxora-
lysis of the functions of the system, and prostration

of the capillary nerves."
"And do you think, Doctor, he will get over it ?"

said Mrs. O'L.
"If he survives it, I think he will."
"How long will he be likely to remain as he is ?"
"We can't tell ; the diagnoses of these cases pre-

sent such a variety of phases, as the symptoms develop
in the progress of the complaint, that we can't tell
what will occur until it has happened, or shortly
after. If no change takes place, he will remain as he
is for some time. Otherwise, he will get better or
worse."

The Doctor said I had better be a little select in
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my diet, and not eat a 1y pork pies, Welch rabbit or
pickled pigs' feet whil the fever was on.

The Doctor then putthree drops of something into
a pail of water, and said I was to take a teaspoonful
twice a week.

If ever you get sick my boy, try homeopathy.
Just think of what I escaped by avoiding allo-

pathy.
I might have swallo ed ten gallons of apothecaries'

stuff; and a wheelbarro full of pills.
To say nothing o the contingency of being

leeched, and blistered nd mustard-plastered within
an inch of my life.

Homoopathy is the s iblimity of economy.
If we could only ap ly its principles to gastrono-

my!
If we could boil an unce of beef in a barrel of

water, and live on a wine-glass-full a day, we could
all make fortunes keepi g boarding houses.

Unfortunately the sci-nce of homoeopathy is con-
fined to doctors and pub ic lecturers.

The latter carry the p inciples of homoeopathy to
as much perfection-as th former.

The homeopathic lecturer dilutes a single grain of
idea in forty bushels of ords, and doses a thousand
people at fifty cents a he d.

I got along by degree ,--sometimes I was below
zero; sometimes I got o er zero.

Besides the Doctor a d his liberal allowance of
medicine, I had another r liable backer, who stuck to
me all through.

Man needs to be sick occasionally to appreciate
:
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the fact that it would be pretty tough for him to get
along without

WOMAN.

Gen. Scott says something, I believe, in his Infantry
Tactics, about "woman in our hours of ease, never

does anything but tease," etc. ;.and when care and

sorrow wring the brow, how she administers physic
and consolation like an angel.

I forget the exact words, but that's about the sen-

timent.
I indorse it.
Woman's presence in the chamber of sickness

seems to fill the air with the fragrance of the Egyp-
tian lotus, and is as soothing as Winslow's syrup to
the dentally irritated infant.

Whose touch is so gentle, who can smooth the pil-
low so softly, and calm the restless sufferer like she

who was given unto man as a helpmate, to share and

lighten his sorrows, and at times give him a glimpse

of a higher and holier order of beings than dwell

here below.
And then to think how we have grumbled when

the dear creatures have wanted a new hat ; and the

strong expressions uttered over dry goods bills for

the adornment of our treasures!

Man is a brute, and deserves to have his head
punched.

If Adam had been taken sick before Eve came,
what would have become of him?

Who would have made his gruel and beef tea, or

U
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bound his head up in a wet towel and a slice of
pickled cucumber?

A pretty pickle he would have been in.
Woman is indispensable in the domestic sphere of

life, particularly in case of sickness.
As I observed in t e commencement, I am only a

convalescent at presei t.
When I first got t rough with the fever I was a

pretty sim specimen f humanity.
I presented quite a interesting anatomical study.
O'Pake, who made sympathetic call on me, sug-

gested as a likely speculation that I should go into
the side-show business as the original "Living Skele-
ton.

He offered to act as Treasurer, and secure the ser-
vices of a talented organ grinder as orchestra.

I declined, as travelling and sitting all day in a
tent might involve co ds, and I had had as much
colds as I could conve iently stand for the present.

I have improved co siderable since.
I have picked up a ound and a quarter in weight,

and am not near so we k as I was before I began to
get stronger.

I am gaining strength steadily.
About an ounce a d
I expect to be all rigat, and in full possession of

my appetite by New Year's.
Ladies who gave u the idea of setting a New

Year's table when the heard I was sick, may now
resume their hospitable intentions.

E
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EPISTLE XXXIX.

On New Year's Tables and New Year's Calls.

IJNME is supposed to have been born about six

thousand years ago, on a New Year's day in the

morning.

NEW YEAR' S DAY

was not observed very much when Time was young.
Historians are in doubt whether Eve set a New

Year's table, or Adam made calls.
The custom is attributed to the Dutch, who were

too slow in their movements to call on their friends

more than once a year.

As observed at present, it is a very agreeable dis-

sipation.
Young men should indulge in it in moderation.

The number of calls may depend on circumstances,'.

but the quantity of eatables and drinkables absorbed
should be regulated.

Coffee and sandwiches is a good foundation, and
may be taken for the first eight or nine calls.

Then a course of lemonade as a corrective of the
bilious tendency of the coffee.

Setting a table is a study for the female mind,

Ne Year's Day. X25

There is room for rtistic display in the arrange-
ments, and a study i1 economics in feeding two hun-
dred callers without diminishing the attractions of
the table.

The recipe for a ew Year's table is as follows:
One turkey, one am, two large cakes, several

small ditto, a dish f mottoes, ditto almonds and
raisins, a bunch of elery and a plate of pickles.
Beverages according o moral predilections, but noth-
ing stronger than Bourbon should be used.

The turkey is usua ly roasted and decorated with
rosettes in carved bee and ribbons. The ham should
be boiled and trimmed around with a paper frill,
after the style of Que n Elizabeth, and further orna-
mented with a patrioti device in cloves.

Three or four young ladies are required, as good-
looking as possible, o e who knows how to wait on
table, another to play he piano, and the third to sit
on the sofa and do th sentimental with the young
men who part their ha r in the middle.

Elderly ladies are e barrassments, and of no use
except to pour out the coffee.

For gentlemen who ake calls, the rules to be ob-
served are :

Don't eat anything f r two days previous.
Don't buy a new hat to make calls in; it may not

fit you at night.
It is of no consequ nce whether you know the

people of the house yo call at. If they never heard
of you before, it will a ord them a pleasure to get
acquainted with you.
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If the old lady is in the room, contrive to mistake
her for her own daughter. She will 'either feel flat-
tered-or come to the conclusion that you are intox--
icated.

Ascertain the state of the weather before you go
into the house, so as to be able to indorse any ob-
servation on its condition.

Ask the young ladies if they have received many
calls, as soon as possible. They will be sure to ask

you if there are many out making calls. If they say
they have not received many calls, you will relieve

their feelings by assuring them that there are very

few people out to-day.

Towards evening it is not worth while being par-
ticular about hats. Take the best looking one that

will fit, you can find on the hat-stand. If it is too big
for you the next day, advertise that the gentleman

who exchanged his hat making New Year's calls can

get the mistake rectified by sending to your residence.

About fifty hats will be sent in, and you can make

your selection.
When a young man wishes the hat stand a happy

New Year, hangs his hat on the door mat, and shakes
hands with the leg of the piano, it is about time to

go home.
The day after New Year's the ladies make their

calls, and finish up what's left.
I shall be happy to receive the ladies ; I always am.

They will find me at home where I live.
If those who don't know where I live will call at

Mrs. 'Lanus's Tbe. 227

my house any time between this and New Year's,
1 will give them my direction.

But Mrs. O'Lanus' table is gorgeous to behold.
The leading object is, of course, the turkey, which

after being done to an elegant brown, undergoes a
- series of decorations in the latest style of art.

On its bosom it wears a rosette, like a member of
a Promenade Concert reception committee.

A bunch of ribbons at each end completes its toi-
let, and it reposes in a luxurious bed of moss and
jelly.

If that turkey coul have lived to see himself on
our New Year's table he would have been tickled.
to death.

Then the ham.
Mrs. O'Lanus usual y surrounds the ham with a

paper frill, which ma es it resemble a portrait of
Queen Elizabeth.

On the surface is a c ecorative design, in cloves, of
the American Eagle.

I generally have to ssist on these occasions, and I
expect to be up, until wo o'clock on Sunday-morn-
ing, squeezing lemons.

As Shakspeare observes, "New Year's comes but
once a year."

Which is about as o- ten as we could stand it
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A Viit to Chicago.

HAVE been doing the Great West.
Chicago had a curiosity to see me and I had some

curiosity to see Chicago, and as Chicago couldn't
come to me, I came to Chicago.

It is quite a city.
Geographically, it is situated on Lake Michigan,

at the termination of the Pittsburg, Fort Wayne, and
Chicago Railroad.

It is likewise in the State of Illinois.
To get at it you have to go through Jersey, Penn

sylvania, Ohio and Indiana.
You can see a good deal of those States out of the

car window as you go to Chicago. ..
I took 'copious notes of travel on the agricultural,

moral, political and philosophical condition of those
States, and think of publishing them in volumes
under the titles of "Four Hours in Pennsylvania,"
" Five Hours and a half in Ohio," and "Seven Hours
in Indiana."

The West is a vast country.
I admire the quantity, but can't say as much for

the quality.
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that they often mistake other men's wives for their

own.
That's how it is.
The public building that most interested me was

Crosby's Opera House, which ought to have been
mine-I went ten dollars on it, and came within
fourteen thousand six hundred and eighty-five of

drawing it.
Chicago is a promising place for newspapers ; the

press is extensively represented by morning, even-
ing, Sunday and weekly papers.,

I haven't got the census of them yet, they are so
numerous.

Then such avalanches of news as they have!
It would do your police reporter good to come to

Chicago.
One murder, three bloody outrages, two divorces,

eight assault and batteries, is the daily average.
The Chicago reporters don't wait for the police to

discover items for them.
The coroners used to waste a good deal of valua-

ble time searching for the bodies of the reportorial
victims until they got posted on the ways of Chicago
journalism.

After reading a few of the Chicago dailies, I was
struck with admiration for the men who got them
up, and thought I would like to get acquainted with

A CHICAGO NEWSPAPER MAN.

But it is a difficult matter. They are so engrossed
in business.
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Their motto is: "C instant vigilance is the price of
items."

They haven't time or social frivolities.
You barely get intr duced to them before they are

off and out of sight, a d if you meet them again they
have no consciousness of ever having seen you be-
fore.

I made a determine effort to get acquainted with
one reportorial young an.

He seemed to be m re socially inclined than the
rest.

On my first introdi etion h got so far as to say
"How do you do; what do you think of Chicago ?"

I intended to say so ething complimentary to the

city, but before I coul get it out he had shot off in
pursuit of an item.

But in my purpose followed him up and stuck
to him.

I got an acquaintan e to introduce me to him at
intervals of fifteen min tes, for a few hours.

We then got to exch nging cards.

On the ninth round e began to think he knew me,
must have seen me bef re somewhere. Recollected
that he had,, and grasp d my hand with all the cor-
diality of an old acquai stance.

When a Chicago ne spaper man does bestow his
acquaintance on you, h opens his heart to you like
a brother.

He asked me to take drink.
Not wishing to nip th bud of friendshipin its ten-

der bloom, I responded iffirmatively.

I

I



A Visit to Chicago.

Just then his eyes wandered across the street, and
he rushed off frantically in pursuit of somebody.

It was a rival reporter, and my friend at once di-
vined that he was on the trail of an item.

He was.
A boatman had picked up a hat on the Lake after

a severe squall.
The enterprising reporters of the Chicago dailies

proceeded to fit the hat with a head and a body at-
tached, supposed to be at the bottom of the Lake,
and connected it with a fearful tragedy ; the impene-
trable mystery of all the circumstances and the doubt
of there being any circumstances at all, only deepened
the horror and intensified the interest in the case.

After that I gave up the attempt to get acquainted
with the Chicago newspaper men, and admired them
at a distance.
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On Bo rding-Houses.

JF it's ever so humbi there is no place like home.
There is no other place where you can feel so

much at home.
Where a man can d just whatever he likes, that

his wife don't object to and enjoy the proud satis-
faction of paying the w ole of the expenses.

Single blessedness is not good for a married man
of mature years.

He gets along very ell for a little while, until his
first fortnight's washin is brought home, when he
begins to realize the v ue of matrimony by the ab-
sence of shirt buttons.

Man can never be a independent creature until
the necessity for button can be dispensed with.

In a boarding-house man has considerable con-
ceit taken out of him.

His interest in the establishment is limited-au-
thority he has none.

The landlady agrees to fodder him two or three
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On Boarding-ouses.

times a day, and stable him at night somewhere on
the third floor.

We can't complain of the coffee, or growl if the po-
tatoes are underdone.

If he doesn't like it he can leave it. There are

other boarding-houses, and he has a choice of evils.
In the evening he has all the world before him.
He has perfect liberty .of choice between his bed-

room and the street.

THE PARLOR.

There is the parlor to be sure; but the young lady
who has steady company is already there.

You go in and the damsel looks daggers.

Her young man looks as though he would like to
punch your head.

If you are possessed of a sensitive and sympa-
thetic nature you can't resist this mute but eloquent
appeal.

Especially when it comes home to you, as it does

to me, that there was a time when you were similarly
situated.

How would you have liked it yourself?

There is no alternative but to suddenly remember
that you "have an appointment," seize your hat and
rush out into

THE STREET.

And then?
Where can the hapless youth find recreation?
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When billiards we e a shilling a game, O'Pake
and I used to indulge n that elevating pastime when
we had an evening to pare.

But now they char e sixty cents an hour for a
table ; we can't stand it;.

Twelve shillings a ame is more than either of us
could afford, on our p sent incomes.

I tried Hooley's, bu the liability to sudden fits of
laughter endangered t ose precious buttons which I
had nobody to sew on gain.

Thus I wandered sa and lonely until bed time.
There is something Lad in the condition of those

hapless young men in oarding houses, cast upon the
street after the evening meal, with nowhere to go to
and nothing to do.

They might improve their minds.
But some of them ave no minds for improve-

ment.

RE CREATION.

They want recreation
Something cheerful that won't strain the intel-

lect.
So they take to bil iards, euchre, muggins and

lager as long as the Exe se Law will permit.
And this is set down to the profligacy of youth,

and is a theme for sermons on sinfulness and the
vices of city life.

If I was a single yo g man, doomed to live in a
boarding house, I thin that in less than twelve
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months I should either become a confirmed profligate
-or get married, which on the whole is, I think, the
least of the two evils.

. Yours philosophically,

CORRY O'LANUS.

THE END.
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